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LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY 

Wednesday, 27 March 1996 

THE SPEAKER (Mr Clarko) took the Chair at 11.00 am, and read prayers. 

PETITION - MULTIPURPOSE TAXIS, FREEDOM OF CHOICE 

MRS HALLAHAN (Armadale) [11.03 am]: I present the following petition -

To: The Honourable the Speaker and members of the Legislative Assembly of the Parliament of 
Western Australia in Parliament assembled. 

We the undersigned customers, owners and drivers of Perth Multi-Purpose Taxis respectfully call 
on the State Government of Western Australia to: 

Give Multi-Purpose Taxi owners the freedom of choice to belong to whichever taxi dispatch 
company they believe can provide the best service to the community, therefore giving the 
customer the freedom of choice of service and fare schedules. 

As it stands, the Government of Western Australia has forced Multi-Purpose Taxi owners to 
belong to one taxi dispatch company and we believe this does not provide a competitive service 
and takes away our freedom of choice. 

As we understand, the Trade Practices Commission encourages freedom of choice in a 
competitive market The new Taxi Act (December 1994) also encourages a competitive service 
by giving taxi dispatch companies the option of having different fare schedules and service 
requirements. However, Multi-Purpose Taxi customers, who mostly mobilise in wheelchairs, do 
not have this freedom of choice when hiring a Multi-Purpose Taxi. 

The Multi-Purpose Taxi service was reviewed in May 1994. This review occurred before the new 
Taxi Act (December 1994) was passed in Parliament We believe that this review is not current 
and does not take into consideration our freedom of choice. 

We ask you the above so that we as Multi-Purpose Taxi customers, owners and drivers can 
exercise our freedom of choice and believe this action will truly create a competitive service 
which is better for all. 

Your petitioners therefore humbly pray that you will give this matter earnest consideration and 
your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray. 

The petition bears 392 signatures. However, some of the people with disabilities who support the petition 
have not been able to sign their names, but have placed a cross in the column where they would normally 
sign, as happens in the electoral system. Apart from that, the petition conforms with the standing orders. 

The SPEAKER: I direct that the petition be brought to the Table of the House. 

[See petition No 22.] 

SELECT COMMITTEE ON ROAD SAFETY - LEAVE GRANTED TO SIT 
WHEN THE HOUSE IS SITTING, 27 MARCH 

On motion by Mr C.J. Barnett (Leader of the House), resolved -

That this House grants leave for the Select Committee on Road Safety to sit when the House is 
sitting on 27 March 1996. 

Resumed from 26 March. 

ADDRESS-IN-REPLY 

Motion 

MR PENDAL (South Perth) [11.06 am]: I begin my contribution to the Address-in-Reply debate by 
expressing my appreciation to the Governor and Mrs Jeffrey for continuing to contribute significantly to 
the public life of this State, not the least at a variety of functions which they have attended in my electorate. 

I want to touch on the issue of crime in both a national and a state sense, and crime as it affects my 
electorate. I intend moving an amendment to the Address-in-Reply to accommodate that. It would be no 
understatement to say that crime is a problem in most parts of Western Australia. It is no less a problem in 
the electorate of South Perth. For some time now I have been concerned about the exceptionally high 
number of home burglaries that occur in that electorate and in particular I am concerned at the very low 
number of burglaries which are cleared by the Police Department. Therefore, the whole of my speech will 
revolve around that Parallel with the problem of home burglaries is the increase in the number of violent 
street crimes which is occurring in what should otherwise be a fairly quiet and sedate suburb. In recent 
times there has been a spate of street crimes in what is known as the Angelo Street precinct in South Perth. 
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That was bad enough, but it was accompanied at one stage by an attempted machete attack by a person who was in that precinct, an attack which, had it been successful, would have resulted in serious injury and may well have resulted in the death of the person. 
That resulted in a deputation led by me to the Minister for Police which comprised the mayor of South Perth, Mr Hardwick; a local businessman, Mr John Lawrance, and a number of other personnel including Councillor Colin Cala, and the chief executive of the City of South Perth, Mr Lyn Metcalf. That was designed to refocus attention on the rise in violent street crime in suburbs such as South Perth but also to refocus attention on the problem which I have outlined; that is, the high number of burglaries and the low rate of clearance by the police. I understand it is competent to move an amendment at any stage during my address, which I intend to do now if that is in order, and to have it seconded at the end of my speech. 

Amendment to Motion 
Mr PENDAL: I move -

That the following words be added to the motion -
but seeks to inform His Excellency that crime levels have risen dramatically across Western AuslIalia to the point where the State Government -
(a) must satisfactorily explain why the rate of burglaries solved in Western Australia has plummeted by 50 per cent in the past 15 years; that is, from 21.22 per cent having been 'cleared' in 1980 to 11.9 per cent in 1994 at a time when such rates in countries like the USA have been reduced; 
(b) must research and report upon the fate in the courts of the relatively few burglars who are caught and dealt with; and ., 
declares that these failures undermine public confidence in the WA Government's capacity and that of the Police Force to deal with major levels of crime, and calls on the Government to announce more meaningful slIategies other than reliance on so-called community policing methods which have failed to achieve their end. 

My amendment comes at an appropriate time in the light of the report in The West Australian today headed "Crime statistics stable". I understand the article emanates from an AuslIalian Bureau of Statistics report which comes to certain conclusions which are outlined in the body of the report. I believe the ABS report and perhaps even the Crime Research CenlI'e at the University of Western AuslIalia tend to miss the point at issue currently. The issue is not only the high level of crime but also the low solution rate achieved by the police. Without being unduly critical, it is that area I want to focus on this morning. I am aware, for example, that 89 per cent of house break-ins in the South Perth electorate alone went unsolved in the calendar year 1992. That figure went to 90 per cent uncleared in the calendar year 1993, and to 93 per cent in the calendar year 1994. Therefore we were faced with what I think was the extraordinary spectacle of an increase in not only the house breaking rate but also the percentage of unsolved crime. 
I am not one who believes we can solve the matter by putting a policeman on every comer. For that reason I want to canvass later the notion of electronic home arrests being trialled in a number of communities in the United States as a serious option to the high rate of imprisonment which beleaguers this country just as it beleaguers most communities in the world. The point is that we tend to confine the law and order debate in this State and this country to those serious crimes against the person. For example, if there is a spate of rapes, abductions or murders - as there has been - that tends to lead the public debate; yet those crimes, albeit serious and vicious, are not the crimes to which most people in our society fall victim. As demonslIated in the annual reports of the Police Department, an overwhelming number of people in our society are likely to fall victim to two simple yet very serious crimes - home burglaries and car theft. I do not believe we put enough emphasis on dealing with those two problems, notwithstanding the fact that they are two crimes to which most of your constituents, Mr Speaker, and mine, will fall victim. 
It is bad enough to discover that we have seen either a rise in some of those crimes or, as claimed in today's The West Australian, a levelling off in the rate in some cases, but what no-one focuses on -certainly no-one at the Police Department, the AuslIalian Bureau of Statistics, or the Crime Research Centre at UW A - is that although burglaries either climb or plateau, the number being solved is pitiful. By any yardstick the fact that 93 per cent of such crimes remained unsolved in 1994 is a pitiful result. In any other part of society, if one said that we had a 7 per cent success rate, it would constitute failure. This is not an attack on the police. It is not an attack on the Government. It is an attack on the notion that a 7 per cent solution rate somehow represents success. 
Mr Catania: If you are not blaming the police or the Government, do you expect the community to resolve the crimes? 

Mr PENDAL: No, I do not It is part of my amendment. I am fast becoming a nonbeliever in the notion of community policing. I have always had a suspicion that the notion of community policing is another way of saying that the problem has gone beyond us and if we dress something up in the form of community policing, we may be able to share the blame. Why do I say that? The annual reports of the Police Department indicate the severity of the story: For example, a mere 15 years ago, the 1980 annual report at page 10 under the heading "Breaking and Entering Squad" reads -
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The total reported breaking and entering offences in the State for the current year was 17 008, an 
increase over the previous year of 994 offences. 

I ask members to take particular note of this. It states that 21.1 per cent or 3 605 breaking and entering 
offences were solved. A mere 16 years ago, 21.1 per cent of the burglaries were solved. Why is it that 16 
years later when, admittedly, we have a greater population, but we also have the highest level of police 
recruitment on record, a mere 11.9 per cent of burglaries are solved? The percentage of cases solved has 
gone from 21 per cent 16 years ago to 11.9 per cent, so it has halved. While all the other statistics in our 
society are on the increase, the rate at which the police are solving the crime of home burglary - that is the 
crime that people are likely to fall victim to - has halved in that period. 

I discussed this with a prominent and retired police officer who had his own theory about that based on 
years of detection work. His theory was that the culture had changed within the Police Service. He was 
not claiming that people were inefficient, or that today's officers or detectives were less astute than their 
counterparts 16 years ago. He said there had been a change in the culture by which policemen now were 
given the view that home burglaries were no longer a serious crime. If that is the case, we have a serious 
problem, because it is the only explanation that I have heard so far as to why only half the number of home 
burglaries are being solved now compared with 16 years ago. 

The second part of my amendment also requires some comment I asked the Minister for Police in this 
House last year to tell me the fate in the courts of the 7, 8 or 9 per cent of burglars who are apprehended 
and whether they are convicted by the courts. Is it not relevant in this scenario to ask what the courts are 
doing with them? The answer to that may well answer my concerns expressed in the first part of the 
motion. For example, if we find that the courts are not taking this matter seriously, and they are not 
applying the serious penalty that Parliament has prescribed, it may be one of the explanations as to why we 
continue to have not only a high rate of home burglaries, but a low rate of clearance by the police. I was 
told at the time that those statistics were not available. Therein lies perhaps part of the problem. If we do 
not know those figures, it is clear that we are not able to understand the earlier part of the problems. 
Therefore, I have moved an amendment to the effect that the Government must research and report to the 
Parliament on the fate in the court system of these people. I am not one who believes we must impose the 
most severe penalties when the problem does not demand that Equally, we are not in a position to assess 
that if we do not know what is happening to that 7 or 8 per cent who are apprehended. 

Western Australia has a number of sentencing options, and we have heard much about them in recent 
times. A charge can be dismissed under a provision for first offenders, and I am not averse to that. In fact, 
I am told that 70 per cent of people never re-offend, so that is a good way of dispensing with people and 
their errors without it representing a black mark against them for the rest of their lives. Another option, 
particularly for young people, is the juvenile panels. A young person who appears before such a panel is 
given what one could say is a severe dressing down. The proof of the pudding is in the eating in that the 
juvenile panels work admirably. Overall 70 per cent of those young people never come back because they 
have learnt their lesson. It is not the bulk of the people who are charged who are the problem, it is that 
remaining 30 per cent; and out of that 30 per cent it is narrowed down to the problems of the recidivist. 

In the case of recidivism we must look at all sorts of other options. I ask myself in these circumstances 
why it is, for example, that the United States is on top of this problem. I have been trying to obtain the 
figures for this debate. 

Mr Catania: I can provide the member for South Perth with that answer. When President Clinton was 
running for the presidency of the United States three years ago he promised the American people 100 000 
extra police on the streets. He achieved that a year ago, and the crime rate in America has dropped by 39 
percent 

Mr PENDAL: It is also happening in South Perth where, because of the fuss that we have kicked up, we 
have seen a greater police presence than ever before. The mounted police patrol regularly. Each day now 
officers telephone to say that they have done such and such last night or the night before. They are doing 
everything to reassure me as the local member that they are doing their job. 

Mrs Henderson: That is why there are not enough police in Thornlie - they have gone to South Perth. 

Mr PENDAL: It is the squeaky wheel that gets the oil, and this wheel will keep squeaking until the 
Government supplies more and more of the oil. 

In the City of New York, often regarded as the most violent cosmopolitan environment in the world, in the 
16 year period that Western Australia's burglary rate has increased the New York crime rate has decreased. 
That statistic was published some six weeks ago as the cover story in Time Magazine which, as fate would 
have it, is the only issue missing from the Parliamentary Library. Not only has the number of police in the 
United States been increased, as the member for Balcatta interjected, but also the rate of home burglaries 
has been brought down because the rate of imprisonment has gone up. Does that remain an option here? It 
does, but another option, less likely to cause severe economic stress to the Government, may well be that 
notion of what is called in the United States "electronic home arrest. n That is where a person is given some 
sort of electronic tag that he or she cannot remove and for the duration of their sentence they are confined 
to their home. Obviously it cannot apply to all categories of crime. However, it can apply to those 
convicted people who clearly would not represent a threat were they to be confined to their homes in that 
way. Incidentally, I saw the results of an extensive scientific survey that was carried out on this, and the 
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people who were surveyed were very much of the view that the harshest of penalties should be applied. In 
fact, when their motives were checked in a qualitative sense their views became what we might call quite 
enlightened. They supported overwhelmingly the idea of electronic home arrest, but drew a line at the 
notion that the authorities would also be able to install video and audio equipment which would all but 
destroy their privacy in their home. That was rejected, interestingly enough. 

This is not some harsh, redneck solution being applied by way of electronic home arrest. It would respect 
the privacy of those people in their homes and, when applied in a selective manner, would mean the 
community would not bear any of the cost; neither would it produce any of the social dislocation that often 
comes about when people are put in gaol. Perhaps the Government should look at this issue in terms of the 
options that we must have the courts apply in future. 

Mr Riebeling: Can you tell us whether the detention rate in New York increased? 

Mr PENDAL: The member makes a good point. That is the kernel of my argument Not only do we have 
a problem with burglaries but also the number being solved is going down, and it is very minor anyway. I 
cannot recall what that article showed. I can see a copy of it is in the hands of the member for Balcatta. I 
do not know the answer to the question, notwithstanding that it is relevant to the debate. I do ask that the 
Minister report to the House on that single, central question I have raised. I do not expect to hear today any 
serious response to the issue of electronic home arrest That is a long way down the track, although it does 
require some investigation. 

Incidentally I have no complaint that the Minister is closing his ears to this suggestion. We were well 
listened to and received by the deputation in this building eight days ago. I have asked the Minister to 
produce figures showing the number of personnel who patrol in South Perth and to determine the last time 
that number was increased. I have also raised the question of patrolling in the southern suburbs. I am told 
repeatedly, albeit anecdotally, that at any given time in the evening, between Victoria Park and Fremantle 
no more than two patrol cars are on the road. That would seem to me to be grossly "adequate, 
notwithstanding all that we hear about the merits of community policing. 

I therefore return to the point on which I began my speech: If we have a huge number of home burglaries, 
if that represents the biggest percentage of crime against our constituents, and if we add to that the fact that 
so few - between 7 per cent and 9 per cent - are ever captured, it suggests we have a problem of enormous 
proportions with which we are not dealing. 

The purpose of this amendment is to bring that to the notice of the Minister officially so that the 
Government might begin to address a solution and the question of what happens to home burglars once 
they find themselves in the courts. Until those two things are addressed, I suggest the problem will 
continue. 

There is a corollary to that: The upside for the Government is that if it addresses that problem and is seen 
to come up with solutions to those two single issues outlined in the amendment, it gives it a very strong 
position to take to the next election and to say to the people of Western Australia, "We among all 
Governments and States in Australia have been the first to get on top of the law and order issue; not just 
expressed in the number of murders, robberies or violent robberies, which are relatively few, but expressed 
by the multi-thousands of people who each year are subjected to all of the trauma. economic loss and 
damage caused by home burglaries." I look forward to the Government's response to the problems 
outlined in my amendment 

Speaker's Ruling 

The SPEAKER: Before I look for someone who may wish to second this amendment, I will make a brief 
statement. Members will be aware that in questions and motions an argument or statement of fact should 
be included only if it is essential to the question or the motion; the same applies to an amendment to a 
motion. Although I enjoyed reading the amendment of the member for South Perth, because it shows the 
penmanship which is his profession, the proper place for argument is in the debate, itself. If we were to 
allow unnecessary argument or statement of supposed fact to creep into motions and amendments, in no 
time at all they would all be very lengthy. I intend to do nothing more at this stage than to draw members' 
attention to the amendment moved by the member for South Perth and indicate that it contains facts and 
arguments that are not essential to put forward in the body of the amendment 

Debate Resumed 

MR BROWN (Morley) [11.37 am]: I formally second the amendment. In doing so, I have one 
reservation with the amendment before the Chair; that is, to the extent that it seeks to put down or criticise 
community policing. Community policing is important and plays a very valuable role in the overall 
scheme of crime prevention. I am happy to second the amendment, but I do so with that caveat 

Law and order is perhaps the most important issue facing the Western Australian community at present 
Almost everyone to whom we speak raises concerns about law and order issues. It is for the Government 
to come forward with policies that will effectively reduce the crime rate. In the past three years we have 
heard a lot about alleged measures taken by the Government seeking to reduce the crime rate; yet one must 
ask how serious the Government has been. For example, whenever an unfavourable statistic is published, 
the Premier talks about reintroducing capital punishment or extending prison terms. Is that the solution? 
What do we know about the degree to which harsher penalties are a real deterrent? It is interesting to 
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question what the Government knows about that I refer to page 13484 of Hansard last year which shows 
my question asking whether the Government had carried out any research about harsher penalties or longer 
prison sentences acting as a deterrent to those committing crime. It is a fairly basic question. What 
research actually suggests that if we introduce harsher penalties, that will reduce the crime rate? Where is 
the research? Did the Government do any research before it introduced its legislation? What does the 
evidence show? The answer was that the Government did not undertake a single piece of research on this 
very fundamental issue; yet the Government says it will extend the penalty for this and that offence and 
will introduce a penalty for some other offence, not having a clue whether it will work. In business one 
would be sued by the shareholders for that sort of negligence. One would be held in contempt at a 
shareholders' meeting and forced to explain why millions of dollars were invested on something without 
undertaking even the most rudimentary research. The Government says it is concerned, but what research 
has it done? Nothing, not a bean. 

In 1994 the Government passed the Young Offenders Act and changed the Bail Act. After that the then 
Attorney General prodUCed a document which claimed that the Government had closed the revolving door -
the situation where young people re-offend while on bail. That proclamation was made by the then 
Attorney General in a statement to the people of Western Australia. I asked the Attorney General whether 
any research was undertaken on that and whether any statistics proved that as a fact 

Mr Catania: You should ask Mr Elliott in the Premier's office. 

Mr BROWN: That is right. The answer was, no; research had not been undertaken, nothing was known 
about whether the revolving door syndrome had been stopped. In fact the then Attorney General said the 
later media statement was based on a speech she made in 1994 about what was intended. Are members 
surprised that the public of Western Australia do not have any confidence in the way the Government has 
addressed this issue? The Government has made all sorts of statements about what it seeks to achieve 
without any research to back up its alleged intentions. It has undertaken to implement strategies which 
have not been properly researched. It has claimed after it has introduced legislation that it has worked 
effectively; yet no research backs that up. The public of Western Australia tells us it has not worked. 

Mr Board: Worldwide research has been done in this area. Studies have been done extensively throughout 
Australia. Are you suggesting the Government should reinvent the wheel every time it wants to implement 
something? 

Mr BROWN: I am not suggesting that at all, but it should do the basic research. The question was: Has 
any research been done? Research does not mean original research. It might mean doing an overview of 
other research, looking at experiences elsewhere, introducing new measures that have been tried and tested 
elsewhere - what has been shown to work. When we asked what research was done, we were told that none 
had been done. If one were in business and implemented new strategies without doing any research, one 
would be sued by the shareholders for negligence. This Government does not do research. It introduces ad 
hoc amendments. The stalking amendment is a classic example of legislation being introduced on the run. 
That achieved a headline. When we asked for the statistics to back up what has been achieved by 
legislative change the Government said it had not done any research before, during or after the legislation 
came into effect. It does not know what is the solution. It comes out with lines which, according to the 
polling, suggest the Government is addressing an issue, everyone should be happy. However, as the 
member for South Perth says, people are unhappy about the number of burglaries, the level of motor 
vehicle theft and the overall crime rate. 

Mr Catania: The usual reaction of this Government is to roll out the Premier with his hangman's noose, 
and the birch in the other hand. That is the way he wants to solve the crime problem in Western Australia. 

Mr BROWN: That is right. An increase in crime was reported the other day and the Premier flagged the 
solution of hanging. If the Premier were honest, he would introduce a Bill in this House and say that if the 
population voted for it the next time around in a plebiscite, it would become law. Of course, the Premier 
will not put up that Bill because members on the government side say they do not support capital 
punishment and they will not vote for it. The former Attorney General says she does not support it; she 
will vote on this side of the House, as will the Minister for Health, in opposition to that legislation. The 
Premier knows that he could not get such a Bill through this House even with the majority he has; yet he 
carries on with a dishonest approach to the people of Western Australia saying the Government will go to a 
plebiscite on hanging when his own party members will vote in opposition and with other members of this 
House to defeat such a Bill. He persists with a very dishonest approach. I do not know what it will take for 
the Government to show some honesty and decency regarding this issue. 

By referring to just two constituents I will demonstrate to members opposite the failure of this 
Government. In 1994 the Government passed the Victims of Crime Act, aimed at allowing for victim 
impact statements. The then Attorney General obtained great publicity over the issue. The reality was that 
the courts introduced victim impact statements in 1986. The then Attorney General's legislation of 1994 
formalised that arrangement. Nonetheless, she made great play of it at the time. She told us that victim 
impact statements would be accommodated throughout the system. What have we seen in practice? Two 
of my constituents, who were assaulted, made victim impact statements which they expected, when the 
offender was convicted, to be presented to court. They were not presented. One might ask what happened. 
The Government has said it has concern for victims; yet after my constituents went to the trouble of 
making out victim impact statements they were not presented to the court. My constituents, who are fairly 
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well educated and astute, rang the Ministry of Justice and sought to ascertain the steps they needed to take 
to make a victim impact statement. They made a dozen calls to the Ministry of Justice. They could not get 
an answer to their questions. No-one could advise them how to go about it or when such statements should 
be submitted to the court or provide any other details. 

Mrs Parker: Which court was the hearing in? 

Mr BROWN: It was in the Midland Court of Petty Sessions. They went to some lengths to inquire about it 
but could not get the information. 

We all know that in dealing with crime a number of aspects are involved. The fIrst aspect is the question of 
the penalty or the deterrent to try to deter people from committing crimes. Another issue is the detection 
rate. One can introduce a harsh penalty for parking over a time limit, but if there are no parking inspectors, 
it does not matter one iota. The important issue is the level of detection. If people think the level of 
detection is very low, they will not be deterred in many instances from committing crimes. What is the 
current crime detection rate of Western Australia? Do members know the clean-up rate? It is 27 per cent 

Mr Osborne: Not for burglaries. 

Mr BROWN: I agree. The clean-up rate of all the crimes committed is 27 per cent. With all these extra 
police in the Police Force, do members know by what percentage the detection rate has moved? Nothing; 
not a bean; not a cracker. It is still at the same level. It has been 27 per cent, 26.8 per cent, 26.9 per cent, 
and 27.1 per cent for the past four years. It has not moved one iota. If the criminal justice system works 
correctly, people should be discouraged from committing crime. 

I will tell members about my constituents. When the person who committed an offence went to court a 
penalty was prescribed by the magistrate. My constituent expected the Ministry of Justice to enforce the 
penalty, which is not an unreasonable expectation. Default orders were set in the penalty so that if the 
offender did not comply there would be a penalty in default. The Ministry of Justice was to implement it 
What happened? Nothing; no default penalty was enforced. Here is a person who has committed offences 
and goes to court. The court says, "You will do this, that and the other. This is the order. If you do not do 
these things, you will be in default" What happens? Nothing; the order of the court is not complied with 
and no action is taken by the Ministry of Justice to implement the default order. The person who assaulted 
my constituent was on probation at the time. What was the upshot of all that? The probation order was 
extended. It is a bad system. A person is on probation; he commits an assault; and his probation is 
extended. This criminal justice system set up by the coalition does not deter would-be offenders. The fInal 
and classic thing that happened to my constituents is that the penalty imposed did not suit the person who 
has been found guilty. The offender is going back to court to get the penalty changed. If one parks one's 
car for too long and receives a parking fIne, one can say, "It does not suit me to pay the fIne. I will do 
something else." This is the system about which the Government says, "We have a problem." That is 
amazing. I have spoken of only one case, but I hope we will debate this matter later in the week. That was 
just one file involved in the adult system. 

Wait until I get on to the Young Offenders Act, which is shocking. It was rushed through this House, 
guillotined and then pushed through the Legislative Council. The Act is a shambles; one could drive a 
truck through it. Do members know how many people are in the young offenders' work camp? It has only 
eight senior offenders in it It has not yet had one young offender. It costs $1.2m a year to run. What a 
success this Government has had in dealing with the criminal justice system! It has failed abysmally all the 
time. It is not an easy issue, and I will be the fIrst to admit that However, every difficult, complex social 
issue needs a series of complex social solutions, some in relation to prevention, deterrence, detection and 
enforcement The approach must be cohesive, comprehensive, properly researched and properly funded. 
The Government has talked and talked about crime prevention until it is almost blue in the face. It is 
facing a huge budget surplus, and yet what does it invest in crime prevention? It has put in very little. One 
of the successful crime prevention strategies from overseas could have huge benefIts for the community by 
reducing the level of crime and turning around lives that would otherwise be lost in the criminal justice 
system. Does the Government put some money into this? No, it does not. Why does the Government not 
do so? It is for a cynical political exercise, because it wants to make this announcement in the Budget. It 
does not want to put in the money now when the member for South Perth, I and others are concerned about 
it It wants to save it up for the Budget or later on in the year. If the Government were really concerned 
about crime, it would invest the money now and put into place an effective crime strategy. 

MRS PARKER (Helena - Parliamentary Secretary) [11.56 am]: I rise to speak on this amendment

Mr Catania: Do you support it? 

Mrs PARKER: I support parts of it but I oppose it in the whole. I will explain in greater detail my reasons. 

Mr Catania: Do you support it? 

Several members interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Order! 

Mr Catania: Why don't you just tell us whether you support it? 

The SPEAKER: I formally call to order the member for Balcatta. I probably could have done so two or 
three times. 
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Mr Catania: You should have called to order the Deputy Premier. 

The SPEAKER: I formally call to order for the second time the member for Balcatta. The member knows 
the rules of this place. He should not interject when the Speaker is on his feet If we allowed that to 
happen, we would not be able to have in this place any form of cohesive discussion. I am disturbed that he 
should continue to pose his question in that way, because it is irrelevant. If he wishes to speak on this 
matter, he will have an opportunity to do so at great length. He does not need to do so by interjection. 

Mrs PARKER: The member for Balcatta has surprised me with his ungentlemanly behaviour. 

Mr Catania: I was behaving similarly to the Deputy Premier. 

Mrs PARKER: I will go through some of matters addressed by previous speakers and take issue with a 
couple of them. The member for South Perth mentioned that car theft and burglary are the crimes most 
likely to affect the quality of life in the day to day lives of Western Australians. That is a very good and 
valid point to raise. I will address that matter later. The member for Morley also spoke on this issue. I 
agree with a couple of things he has said and take issue with one other. I will agree with the member for 
Morley when it is right to do so. He has mentioned breaches in the system where fines and penalties are 
not paid. I agree with the member for Morley that there should be great concern about this. The issue was 
brought to my attention last week when I visited the Magistrate's Court. 

I felt continuing concern about the law and order problems in Western Australia vexing both members in 
here and people in the community, and determined that I should do some detailed research on it I attended 
the Magistrate's Court for a morning session last week. I also spoke to the chief prosecuting officer in the 
Police Service and to some Aboriginal police aides. On Saturday night I spent the evening until the early 
hours with non-uniformed police patrolling the streets of Perth. That proved to be an informative time. 

To the member for Morley I repeat that I share concern about the number of penalties and fmes that are 
simply not being paid. One of my concerns is when those fines are laid against juveniles. If they are 
resubmitted to the Children's Court it appears from my early research that those fines may be struck out 
That is a grave problem because the juveniles must learn early that there is a consequence for antisocial 
behaviour. 

The member for Morley took what I consider a fairly cheap political shot at the Government against the 
initiatives and legislation it has introduced over the past three years, although I have not been a member of 
Parliament for all that time. In particular, he was critical of the work camp. Any reflection on the result at 
the last state election, when one of the Government's platforms was to restore law and order and commit 
for 800 more police, will show that the electorate judged harshly the Opposition and its record on law and 
order. 

Mr Riebeling interjected. 

Mrs PARKER: Yes, I anticipate and look forward to the next election. The work camp was an initiative 
and experiment It has not worked as well as the Government anticipated. However, who will judge the 
Government for addressing what the member for Morley will acknowledge is a complex problem with 
complex answers? The Government has at least tried a range of solutions. 

I will raise the issue of the fate of offenders in the courts, and will then tum to my main concern with the 
member for South Perth's amendment. In the Magistrate's Court last week I observed that it was cheaper 
to assault a police officer than to buy a good pair of sneakers. Repeatedly cases of assault of police officers 
and resisting arrest received a $100 fine. The amendments to the Criminal Code in 1994 increased the 
maximum penalty for assaulting a public officer from five years to 10 years. The maximum penalty if this 
is dealt with in a Court of Petty Sessions was increased from two to three years, and the maximum fine was 
increased from $7500 to $12000. I do not consider that imprisonment is necessary for a minor assault 
However, I believe that assaulting a public officer - a police officer - is a serious offence. The police must 
be able to undertake their work without fear of assault The maximum penalty is $12 000, and consistently 
I saw a penalty of $100 meted out. I find that a problem. 

I believe a case exists for mandatory minimum penalties. They exist in the traffic code, which contains a 
defined minimum and a defined maximum penalty for offences. It is time to consider the offence I referred 
to for which the maximum fine is $12000. Repeatedly I saw $100 fines being given. In one case one of 
the offenders before the Magistrate's Court spat on police officers on three occasions and he received a 
harsher penalty of $500. That is simply not good enough. 

Mr Riebeling: How much should it be? 

Mrs PARKER: I have not considered that, although I believe we should consider a minimum. I have not 
been through the Criminal Code or the Police Act, but I have the documents and I have been researching 
the issue. This matter must be debated more. I raised it in the party room yesterday. We should introduce 
something like 10 per cent of the stated maximum fine being a mandatory minimum. 

Mr Riebeling: Twelve hundred dollars? 

Mrs PARKER: Yes. That would be far more suitable. The best thing we can do to offenders early in their 
career in the courts is introduce to them a firm and defmed consequence. In my first experience in 
campaigning when I ran for the state election I detected an anger against politicians and the police. I fmd 
that that anger has subsided to a degree and that people are now angry with the judiciary. This sort of court 
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result perhaps contributes to that The judiciary says to me - I acknowledge that I have not had broad 
consultation with it, and I am endeavouring to do so because I believe that consultation is important - that 
there is no defined minimum; therefore, it is operating within the gamut of the law that we as lawmakers 
set That deflects the responsibility to me as a member of Parliament and to others here. 

I will give another example - I did not witness this case - of a young offender just short of his sixteenth 
birthday at the time of his arrest who was treated as a juvenile by the courts. He was charged with five 
armed burglaries. The offences were at the upper end of the scale of armed robbery. The offender, albeit a 
juvenile just within the age to be considered such, was a principal offender in each case. The offences were 
very serious. A firearm was involved and violence was used against at least one of the victims - violence 
enough to leave that victim traumatised for a substantial period. The offences carried a maximum sentence 
of life imprisonment. The offender was sentenced to six months' detention with parole after four months. 
I consider that a great breakdown. 

I have not formalised my suggestion for a 10 per cent mandatory minimum because I have not completed 
my research into the issue. I am not suggesting that it flow over into the detention system because we must 
consider alternatives to detention, but never at the compromise of community security. The example I gave 
shows the inadequacy of the system. We must consider defined mandatory minimum penalties. . 

I turn to the comments of the member for South Perth on his so-called community policing methods which 
have failed to achieve their end. I will relate to the House the experience I have had in my community in 
the time I have been a member of Parliament. I was elected on the promise that a police station would be 
constructed in Forrestfield and the law and order issue would be considered. 

Mr Catania: Are there police in it? 

Mrs PARKER: Yes. At the time of the state election my then opponent wrongfully politicised the law and 
order issue to the point where it traumatised people, particularly elderly women. .. 

Mr Riebeling interjected. 

Mrs PARKER: False claims were made about gaols being built in Forrestfield. I took great umbrage at 
that. That was the worst of politics. It certainly did not contribute to the status of the then member. 

I will report on what has happened in my electorate. The police station at Forrestfield has been built. Prior 
to its construction I lobbied with the community to make sure that shire and other approvals had been 
obtained. I found it interesting when speaking to representatives from the Building Management Authority 
that when it came to building the Forrestfield Police Station the authority had no draft plans for a suburban 
police station. Apparently it had been some 20 years since a suburban police station had been built. For a 
long time, including during the term of the previous Government, only large regional police stations had 
been built. This Government has instituted a change in direction. It has brought the police back into the 
community. One of the briefs for the architect who designed the Forrestfield Police Station was that the 
station must blend in with the nearby public library and suburban shopping centre so that visually it was 
not only part of the community, but also the hub of the community. I made sure that happened. 

At the time the police station was built I felt it was time for the community to have a really good look at 
Neighbourhood Watch and its activities. When I was elected to this Parliament the Forrestfield 
Neighbourhood Watch had nine active members. A public meeting was called which I, shire 
representatives and the police attended. I offered the services of my electorate office for whatever 
administrative support was required. At that stage the police came from the Midland regional office and 
my office became the pick-up point for the badges and ID cards. I supported that work in whatever way I 
could. 

I was elected to this Parliament in September 1994 and my goal was that by the end of last year the local 
Neighbourhood Watch would have moved on progressively and increased its numbers. I thought it was a 
little ambitious to aim for I 000 active members; however, the Forrestfield Neighbourhood Watch now has 
!llore than 1 600 active members. In addition Forrestfield now has a police station. I spoke with the officer 
In charge of the police station when he was appointed and explained that it was critical for the police to 
e~tablish a partnership with the leading people in the Forrestfield Neighbourhood Watch and that they be 
hIghly regarded by the police, considered integral to determining what are the policing and law and order 
SOlutions and given respect, and that the officer in charge should communicate with them. That has been 
done. For example, a slab laying ceremony was held to ensure the community knew that the project was 
proceeding and that was followed by an official commissioning. At each stage I made absolutely sure that 
the members of Neighbourhood Watch were as involved and as highly regarded as the other people in the 
process. 

Mr Riebeling: What is the result? 

Mr~ PARKER: I am glad the member asked that question. I will advise the House of the latest figures 
WhICh are relevant to the level of crime that the member for South Perth was addressing in his amendment 
Before I do, I repeat that the local Neighbourhood Watch has more than I 600 active members. It arranges 
for the mobile van to be stationed somewhere in Forrestfield as often as possible to help with ID engraving 
an~ t? encourage people from all walks of life to be involved. Mobile police vans are a wonderful form of 
polICIng and I have suggested to the Minister for Police that provision for one mobile unit per district be 
Included in next year's Budget. I do not know what the response will be to my suggestion, but it is an 
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effective fonn of policing. With all these things in place car theft in Forrestfield has decreased by nearly 
23 per cent. In addition there has been a 15 per cent drop in damage and vandalism and an almost 10 per 
cent drop in stealing. 

Mr Catania: Do you agree with the amendment? 

Mrs PARKER: The member is taking up my valuable time. I disagree with the amendment because the 
presumption is that the so-called community measures have failed to achieve their ends. I agree with the 
member for Morley that what happens to people in the courts indicates how the court process has been 
totally unacceptable. I suggest that we examine a mandatory minimum 10 per cent for all fines and that a 
follow up is undertaken to make sure that requirement is not breached. I cannot agree with this amendment 
because my experience is that if members of Parliament really support their community and 
Neighbourhood Watch, and have a good rapport with the police, results will be achieved. I asked the 
police to undertake patrols of after school youth activities and to make sure that they brought with them 
the.ir sneakers to play basketball with the kids. When the occasion arose the police had to get tough on 
drug supply. A very effective network and partnership has been developed between grandparents, the 
youth, the police, the community and the member of Parliament 

I advise the member for Balcatta that in every respect I have experienced a dramatic response. However, it 
is not good enough and I do not intend to let it rest there. As a matter of fact, today I have invited two of 
the best Neighbourhood Watch recruiters to lunch at Parliament House. If they had not done such a good 
job maybe they would have had two lunches with me at Parliament House! 

I cannot support the amendment because of the presumption that the so-called community policing 
methods have failed to achieve their end. I challenge those members of Parliament who represent the 10 
worst suburbs listed in this press article to stop looking at the problem and start looking at how they can 
energise the community to make people aware that they are part of the problem and they should build a 
good rapport with the police to reach a solution. I am pleased to say that Forrestfield is getting there. It 
has by no means completed its work and the community will continue to deal with the problem. If I were 
satisfied with the situation in Forrestfield I would not spend until 1.30 on Saturday nights on the beat, 
Friday in the Magistrate's Court and speaking to Aboriginal police aides. Because of my success as a 
member with a community response I cannot support the amendment 

MR CATANIA (Balcatta) [12.19 pm]: I refer the member for Helena to some of the statistics that have 
become available to the Opposition. These statistics have not been dreamed up by the Opposition, but have 
been published in the newspaper. From a random check of the newspapers last night I found articles under 
the headings "Violence rises 20pe in the city", "NCA battling to beat crime", "W A worse for car thefts and 
break-ins", "Thieves usually beat police", "Thefts push up premiums", "Crime has to be analysed", "Theft 
at epidemic level: RAC", "Burglary: once-in-a-lifetime experience", "W A crime rate tops the nation", and 
"Perth takes over as capital of burglary". 

Mr Board: Are they the 1992 headlines? 

Mr CATANIA: No, they were 1994 and 1995 newspaper headlines. I support the amendment 

Mrs Parker: What about yesterday's article in the newspaper? 

Mr CATANIA: I will refer to that in a moment. I support this amendment because in Western Australia 
the incidence of burglary is excessively high. 

The resolution rate of reported crimes is 12 per cent. We have seen the survey statistics, but the actual 
statistics show that the resolution rate of burglaries or robberies in 1993-94 and 1994-95 was 12 per cent. I 
wonder whether members know why that is so. Although it may appear simplistic, one element of the 
equation in the resolution of crime is the number of police officers. How many times have constituents 
rung the police to report a burglary? The response is to thank them and to ask for their name and address, 
but they are told that the police will not be able to attend. The police ask whether the matter is serious; if it 
is, they will attend tomorrow or the next day. If it is not serious, they will not be able to attend at all. 
Many of these burglaries are placed on the police records, and so they should be, but because of the lack of 
resources they are not able to be examined - they remain unresolved. I am not blaming the police; they do 
not have the numbers or the resources to go through every burglary committed. That is the problem we are 
experiencing in Western Australia. 

A constituent telephoned my office on 20 March stating that she reported a crime because she was a very 
diligent person - and the sort of person who is vital to community policing. She rang Crime Stoppers and 
Richard Court's office and was told that there was not enough money or facilities to investigate all reports. 

Several members interjected. 

Mr CATANIA: I am not reading from a scratched note; this is a record of a telephone conversation from 
my office. I also have a letter from a Catholic priest who has wriuen to the Commissioner of Police 
expressing similar concerns because two of his elderly parishioners have been robbed and nothing has been 
done. They went to the parish priest to see what he could do. I have a copy the leuer and it is now in the 
hands of the Minister for Police. 

The police do not investigate burglaries if they feel that they are simple offences. In fact, they are 
categorised as !Dinor crimes and if resources are available they will be examined, but usually they are not 
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This is because burglaries and vandalism are little crimes. They have a traumatic effect on people but they 
are not considered to be in the serious category and therefore the police do not deal with them. That is why 
only 12 per cent of burglaries, 16 per cent of thefts, 21 per cent of stealing and 17 per cent of damage or 
vandalism offences are resolved. 

Mr Board: Are we not training police officers as fast as the academy can produce them? 

Mr CATANIA: But police are also leaving the service as fast as they are being trained. Last year 206 
officers left the service while 196 joined. If one counts all the police at the academy, one finds that there is 
a net gain of 204. That is a great statistic. 

Several members interjected. 

Mr CATANlA: Members opposite should consult Mr Elliott in the Premier's department, who will tell the 
truth. 

Mr Cowan: The problem is that you do not listen. 

Mr CAT ANlA: The Deputy Premier has nothing to say. 

Mrs Parker: When you have complaints about police being slow to follow up do you contact your district 
superintendent and establish some communication? 

Mr CATANIA: I communicate with the police more than any other member in this Chamber and I am told 
more than anyone else in this Chamber. Burglaries, theft and vandalism are not considered serious. They 
are not the sort of thing that grabs publicity so there are no resources attached to them. They have a 
traumatic effect on more people in Western Australia than any other crime, yet this Government, which 
came into office on the back of a law and order policy, does nothing about it. The member for Helena 
made reference yesterday to the Australian Bureau of Statistics' figures, which show that one in six 
Western Australian households - or an estimated 100 900 households - was burgled. ., 

Mr Wiese: What was the figure in 1991? 

Mr CAT ANlA: And has this Government improved it? 

MrCowan: Yes. 

Mr CAT ANlA: How? 

Several members interjected. 

Mr CAT ANlA: The Deputy Premier is ignorant. He has accused me of ignorance but his is ten times 
worse than mine. 

Mr Cowan: Do you want an answer? 

Mr CAT ANlA: The Deputy Premier knows nothing about it. One in 22 people will be a victim of crimes 
such as burglary or vandalism. That was the great result announced yesterday and members opposite said 
that they should be proud of it The Premier stated yesterday that the Government had lost the fight - and 
they are his own words - against crime. As a result of that 68.8 per cent of people do not bother to report 
offences. Reference was also made yesterday to a survey, but the actual figures in relation to unresolved 
crimes are available. We are talking about offences against property, burglaries, break and enter and so on, 
having a resolution rate of 12 per cent. In addition, the resolution rate for car theft is 26 per cent, for 
stealing it is 21 per cent and for damage it is 17 per cent. As the member for Morley stated, only 27 per 
cent of crimes in Western Australia, including murder, serious assault and rape are ever resolved. Has this 
Government's law and order policy worked? 

Several members interjected. 

Mr CAT ANlA: It has not worked at all. The member for South Perth said that we should take the example 
of the United States of America. Before coming to power, President Clinton promised that he would put 
100 000 police officers on the streets. He has done that and as a result the crime rate in America -

Mr Wiese: What percentage per 100 000 police officers will that give them? 

Mr CAT ANlA: The Minister should just listen. The American public has 100 000 extra police officers. 
This Government promised 800 but we may get 500. President Clinton said he would provide 100 000 
police officers and he delivered one year ago. What happened as a result of that? Statistics show that there 
has been a 39 per cent reduction in the crime rate: There are 39 per cent fewer murders and 25 per cent 
fewer burglaries, car thefts, robberies and assaults. The Clinton Administration achieved that by seriously 
implementing community policing. The newly appointed police officers have been placed in areas 
requiring their services. Forty-five police at a time go to live in an area, and they get to know every person 
in that area, whether law-abiding or otherwise. The Americans have adopted the style of community 
policing which has been operating in the United Kingdom for many years and have refined it by putting 
police into the suburbs to live with the people and go on foot patrols. The police in America have said, "If 
you do the wrong thing, we will arrest you and put you in gaol because you do not deserve to be part of the 
community." The gaols in America are full, and the Commissioner of Police in the State of New York has 
said, "Do not worry if the gaols are full; build other gaols. " 

The Minister for Police and the Commissioner of Police are saying that the community must play the 
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biggest part in the equation of solving crime. The Minister for Police, not the community, has been given 
the mandate to solve crime. We should not put pressure on the community to solve crime. The Police 
Service should take 90 per cent of the responsibility for solving crime. There must be a partnership 
between the community and the police, but it is a cop-out to put all of the pressure on the community, as 
the Minister for Police is doing in an attempt to excuse the failure of this Government's law and order 
policy. The only responsibility that the community should have is to be diligent; that comprises only 10 
per cent of the equation. The Minister for Police is not resourcing or remunerating the police properly. 
The Government's law and order policy is not working. That is demonstrated by the survey of 7000 
people, to which 5900 people responded by stating that they believe the level of crime in this State is still 
too high. The Minister for Police is not providing leadership in regard to law and order. The 
Commissioner of Police goes over the Minister's head to the Premier's department. 

The Government has no strategy or legislation. The Pawnbrokers and Second-hand Dealers Act passed 
through this Parliament over 18 months ago, but it still has not been promulgated. In the last three years, 
this place has dealt with three pieces of legislation in regard to burglary, yet none of that legislation has 
been passed. We have been promised a reform of the gun laws. That has not taken place. There is nothing 
to tell those people in the community who have a propensity to commit crime that we are on top of the 
situation. This is a huge problem in Western Australia. It is no good the Minister for Police or any of the 
hierarchy in the Police Service telling us it is not a huge problem. They are the people who should be 
dealing with this matter appropriately. 

We have had Operation Reassurance in the northern suburbs and also in Fremantle, where a huge number 
of police saturate an area to deter and detect criminals. That is exactly what the United States is doing by 
putting 100 000 additional police on the streets. 

Mr Pendal: But the weakness is that the criminals take a fortnight off or go somewhere else. 

Mr CATANIA: Yes. If Operation Reassurance were in every suburb all day and all night, we would have 
the detection and deterrence that the community requires. We cannot have the cop-out to which the 
member for South Perth alluded where the Government says that community policing is the way to solve 
crime. The police must go into the community and become the friends of the community. The community 
has a small part to play, but the onus of policing and of providing justice to the victims of crime can be 
dispensed only by having sufficient numbers of police. The United Kingdom has probably the best and 
most sophisticated police service in the world, and the police comprise 90 per cent of community policing. 
The United Kingdom has the solutions and is making a dent in the rate of crime. Yesterday, we referred to 
the Australian Bureau of Statistics' figures about crime and safety in Western Australia, and we saw the 
Premier come out with his birch and hangman's noose to try to deflect publicity from those seemingly 
harsh figures. As the member for Morley said, the Premier should put up or shut up: Introduce some 
legislation for capital punishment, give it to the community to discuss, and see whether this Chamber will 
pass it. The Minister for Police has blamed the judges for being too lenient. What a cop-out! It is the fault 
of the Government for not giving them the legislative power and processes to enable them to make the right 
judgments. As the member for South Perth said, some judges have made some very peculiar judgments, 
but it is up to the Government to give them the legislative tools to enable them to deal with criminals in the 
way that the community desires. 

I wholeheartedly support the amendment because we in Western Australia are in a sad position when our 
police officers cannot solve even the small crimes of burglary, theft and vandalism, which have the most 
traumatic effect on the community. The ball is squarely in the Government's court The Government has 
failed. The Minister for Police has failed. The Premier has failed. The Deputy Premier has failed. There 
is no law and order policy in this State. 

MR TRENORDEN (Avon) [12.38 pm]: The speech just made by the member for Balcatta epitomises the 
problem. The problem is the belief that government should fix it; government is benevolent; government is 
all encompassing; government can control the lives of people of all colours and creeds. The difference 
between members on that side and members on this side is that we believe the community must playa part 
in this matter. Therefore, unfortunately for the member for South Perth, I cannot agree with the 
amendment. 

Mr Pendal: You are not going soft in your old age, are you? 

Mr TRENORDEN: There is a chance of that. Someone came into my office the other day and said I was 
compassionate, so I could be going soft in myoid age. This is a very important issue. One of the problems 
with this argument is the way that we have raised the public's perceptions of this issue. People, including 
those in my electorate, are witnessing crimes and are not reporting them to the police because they believe 
it is none of their business. My own constituents say that. They come to my office and ask me what I am 
going to do about law and order. When I ask them what they are doing, they say it is none of their 
business. We have to stamp out that attitude. 

Mr Catania: Is it none of the Government's business also? 

Mr TRENORDEN: That is an important question. We are of the people, but we do not control the people 
like the member thinks we should. This problem can be solved only with the community'S involvement. 
The reason for this breaking down of community involvement is that the community believes, as does the 
Labor Party, the Government is all powerful and that it will do all things. I read recently about a fonner 
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federal government Minister who remarked on how some of the good things the former Federal 
Government did actually turned around and bit it, like the child support agency. It established that agency 
to fix a problem, but it did not fix the problem. The child support agency is next to useless. Of all the 
government agencies I deal with, that agency is absolutely terrible. 

If we in this Chamber tell the people of Western Australia not to worry about law and order, that we will 
fix it - that is what Governments have been saying; the member for Balcatta just said it - things will only 
get worse. 

Mr Riebeling: That is what you said at the last election. 

Mr TRENORDEN: No, we did not say that That is a very dangerous thing to say. Because of that 
attitude, police in the past have told the public that law and order is none of its business, it is a police 
matter. I commend the current Commissioner of Police for having a different attitude. Law and order has 
never been a police matter. They generally get involved after the event What we are talking about is 
prevention. I spent time in the United States last year and spoke to a number of families in Denver. 
Americans have done themselves a huge disservice by allowing their TV programs to present to the world a 
different image of the American public than it is. One of things the Western Australum public has picked 
up from American programming is that law and order is not its responsibility; that is, if someone gets 
involved, criminal action may be brought against that person. People believe that if they see a rape, as 
happened in Bunbury a few weeks ago, they should back off because they may be sued. That is an 
American attitude, not an Australian attitude. 

Mrs van de Klashorst: It is coming in. 

Mr TRENORDEN: Yes, unfortunately. These are important matters with which we must deal. Private 
police forces in London before the introduction of the bobby by Peel all dealt with crime after the event 
The member for Balcatta was not correct in suggesting that the Government should throw nwre police 
officers out into the community. A unit of two costs about $200 000 because policing rules require that 
two of them be on the,beaL Therefore, by the time all of the oncosts are paid, they cost almost $100 000 
each. If every street in Western Australia had a police unit, who would pay the bill? Members opposite 
who propose that the Government do that are being ridiculous. 

The member for Balcatta said that, because there are X number of burglaries, we need X number of police 
to deal with the burglaries to increase the arrest rate of 12 per cent. I agree with the member that that 
figure is disgusting. 

Mr Leahy: We are asking you to honour your promise of 800 extra police. That is what the public wants. 

Mr TRENORDEN: I am not sure that is what the public wants. I put on record that this member does not 
want that. I want some proactive suggestions about this policing matter. We must analyse why we have 
such terrible statistics in the two areas that we are arguing about today - burglary and car theft It is 
appalling that, every year, one family in six will be affected by burglary. It means that all of us will have 
our houses violated at one time or another. That raises the question: If I catch somebody in my house, 
who does the law protect? Does it protect me, the householder, or the criminal? Many people believe the 
law protects the criminal. If we want to resolve the burglary problem - I have not done the statistics, but 
we need to do them - we have to solve the drug problem. Why do we not deal with that issue fIrSt? If we 
are successful in dealing with the drug issue, we may reduce burglaries by a substantial amount. 

Mr Pendal: If we reduce burglaries and get to the bottom of that problem, you may find we will reduce the 
drug problem. 

Mr TRENORDEN: I agree. I am on the member's side. I agree with the thrust of the member's 
amendment; I cannot agree with the words, because I happen to agree with community policing. In a 
country town like Northam, community policing can work. 

Mr Pendal: I advise you to amend the bit about community policing. 

Mr TRENORDEN: Okay. We have to deal with the drug aspect and decide in this Chamber to go over the 
top in terms of what some people think is reasonable action. How can an unemployed individual buy a 
house in Cot1esloe for $3m? 

Mr Riebeling: He could be a policeman! 

Mr TRENORDEN: I do not care who it is. We should have the power, no matter how we contIavene 
people's rights, to go into homes and investigate people who have obtained money from somewhere and 
ask them where it came from. I know that is against human ri~hts policies. However, at some stage the 
scales of justice must be tilted the other way. The amazing fact IS that 20 per cent of the population will be 
affected every year and therefore it is reasonable to believe we will all have to deal with the problem 
sooner or later. We must go to the heart of the problem and not drop everything on the police. We must 
find out why these burglaries are happening. Very severe action should be taken to deal with the drug 
pT<?blem up front. We all know drugs are out there. People ask me constantly why these people are not 
bemg apprehended. In some cases they are, and in others they are getting off because of legal 
technicalities. 

Mr Riebeling: Sometimes the evidence does not exist. Do not blame the judiciary for that. 
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Mr TRENORDEN: There was a case which involved an international drug smuggler who brought drugs 
into Australia getting off on a technicality. 

Mr Riebeling: It was because the legislation is faulty. 

Mr TRENORDEN: That is right. I was coming to that. We should be suggesting changes to the Federal 
Government's legislation to help Western Australians address the problem. We should not just say that a 
problem exists and then leave it at that. One could say that it is almost a wartime situation. If this were 
John Curtin's era, this House would be debating ways to solve the problem. This Parliament should be 
doing just that, but given the politics of this Chamber it will not happen even though it should It is almost 
a crisis. An elderly woman in my town has nailed up all her windows because she is so terrified about the 
burglaries occurring in the town. Burglars do not go to a house unless people are home, and that reflects a 
serious change in the situation. Elderly people ask what they should do when they go to the kitchen to 
make a cup of coffee and fmd a youth there. They ask whether they should say the youth can take what he 
likes or whether they should attempt to resist Such questions are asked not only in Western Australia but 
throughout the whole country. 

Mr Wiese: It happens throughout the world. 

Mr TRENORDEN: Yes. We should not be telling the public that the Government will fIX the problem

Mr Riebeling: You did, because that was your perception! 

Several members interjected. 

The ACTING SPEAKER: Order! 

Mr TRENORDEN: Every January I survey my constituency and receive a very strong response. 

Mr Riebeling: Did you also provide some suggested solutions? 

Mr TRENORDEN: I have a different view, as a local member. I listen to the community; I ask people to 
tell me about their concerns. It is interesting that four major concerns are expressed in response to my 
survey each year. At the top of the list are declining morals and declining standards in the community. 
People are also concerned about the image of community leaders - meaning us, mostly. People refer also 
to other community leaders including the jUdiciary. People say that society is materialistic and that the 
value of the dollar in people's minds is too strong. The results of my yearly survey reflect such feelings 
and we should take note of them. The question of morals is an issue for society. Many members of 
Parliament, particularly Labor members, say that we do not need morals; we do not need any philosophies; 
all we need is a benevolent Government because such a Government will deliver all the things that people 
ask for. 

Mr Cowan: The nanny State. 

Mr TRENORDEN: Yes. That has not worked and it will never work. Members opposite make it difficult 
because they say that the Government will not deliver and act responsibly. They question government 
policy. The member for Ashburton questioned our policy. My answer is that I talk to my constituents -
and they are the ones who can throw me out at the next election. I tell my constituents that it is a 
partnership. The member for South Perth must accept that the community must playa part. If people see a 
crime they must report it. If people see a police officer carrying out his duties inappropriately, they must 
report that also. It does not matter whether a report comes to me or to the Commissioner of Police, such 
actions must be reported. 

Mr Pendal: We have a problem in South Perth where a violent crime was witnessed in September last year. 
By February this year no approach had been made to the police. I had to complain before the police 
charged the offender. We have been told that the crime rate has dropped, so that episode should not have 
been left to so-called community policing. 

Mr TRENORDEN: I understand the problem. 

I tum now to the serious matter of car theft. When I spent some time in the United States I was stunned to 
hear that car theft does not exist in States such as Colorado whereas it is almost a national pastime in 
Western Australia. What is the reason? The European and American car manufacturers say that the 
industry does not need security locks on vehicles because the market does not demand such security. 
However, car theft is one of the greatest problems in Western Australia, and again one must ask why. 
There must be a reason for it. We see kids charged more than lOO times for car theft and proceed through 
the system many times. Therefore, we cannot say that the penalties are working. It is not possible to say 
that the system overall is working. I do not say that I have any solutions -

Mr Riebeling: You said that you did, during the election campaign. 

Mr TRENORDEN: The member sounds like a broken record, and like all broken records he is out of date. 

This is a very important issue. People are beginning to make draconian suggestions. Some people say that 
the only remedy is to lock up the offenders. They say that they do not care if people are put in gaol; they 
do not care what the offenders learn in gaol, at least they will not be stealing cars while they are there. We 
must deal with the car theft problem. We must discover the reasons that Western Australia is a world 
leader in that area of crime. It is nothing to be proud of. The member for South Perth and some opposition 
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members are correct These offences are fundamental because people feel violated when their homes are 
burgled or their cars are stolen. They have every right to feel that way. 

The Government cannot fix the problem. A police officer on every comer will not fix it The results of my 
survey indicate that if we want to take action the morals and responsibilities of individuals are what count 
We are all responsible for our neighbours and our community generally. H we know that people are 
criminals, including our own children, it is our responsibility as a community to get in and have a go. H we 
accept the attitude promoted by the Opposition - that is, the Government should provide 2 ()()() or more 
extra police - it will not reduce the crime rate. We must take a whole-of-government approach; that is, the 
community, the Government and the Police Force must work together. H that fails we will fail our 
constituents abysmally - and perhaps members opposite are right after all. My solution is to begin with a 
hard attitude to the drug situation and see what effect that would have. 

Sitting suspended/rom 1.00 10 2.00 pm 

[Questions without notice taken.] 

MR BOARD (Jandakot) [2.34 pm]: I oppose the amendment moved by the member for South Perth. I do 
not oppose it because the argument put forward by the member was not well researched or accurate, and 
certainly not because the amendment did not touch on a very significant issue in our community - there is 
probably no issue of greater concern than law and order. I oppose the amendment because it focuses on an 
issue that places the responsibility for law and order solely with the Government. I support many of the 
comments of the member for A von and other members who have spoken about this issue, and it is an issue 
that should be shared. Responsibility for law and order should rest with the community at large. 

Having said that, there is no way that the Government should shirk its responsibility, or that any of us 
should walk away from what is a very difficult and sensitive issue. As many members have already said, 
law and order touches all of us; there is no issue of greater concern in our community at this time. It 
touches the elderly, our family environment and our children, and it permeates our lifestyle. 1If'he sanctity 
of homes and possessions - our two greatest investments in real estate or our vehicles - is jeopardised. 

While I am very concerned about the increasing number of break-ins and car thefts, it is a question of how 
we go about resolving the problem more than highlighting any clean-up rates. I suspect that the Minister 
for Police, when he addresses the issue, will talk about the statistics, the clean-up rates and the way in 
which these trends are unfolding. I would like to concentrate my remarks particularly on the ownership of 
this issue and the fact that as a Government I hope we can convince the community that community 
policing is an important part of the process and one in which we should all playa role. I will go further 
than that and suggest that we need to strengthen that role. 

In my electorate, community policing, particularly Neighbourhood Watch - a topic on which I have spoken 
in this House previously - has had some success. It has certainly been successful in attracting a large 
number of people. I am blessed that we have a very large involvement in Neighbourhood Watch and that 
those involved are very conscious of their role. However, it is also true to say that there has been a 
tendency over recent years for those involved to question how they can playa more positive role and how 
their involvement can curtail the problems experienced in the community. I have spoken on a number of 
occasions, not only in the House but also to the Minister for Police, about how we might go about 
strengthening the role of community policing and Neighbourhood Watch and how we might give it more 
support. One of the problems is that while we are increasing the number of police it appears that we will 
never have enough to respond instantly to each and every call. We need to be able to prioritise that activity 
and ensure that those issues raised in the community, particularly by Neighbourhood Watch, are dealt with 
when offences are taking place. 

H we are not able to respond to the call from Neighbourhood Watch, it will indicate not only to the 
criminals but also to the people involved in the program that the program is not as strong as it should be. 
The challenge is to give more armoury to the program, to tell the criminals who want to enter people's 
homes or steal cars that if they are seen, some action will be taken. It is not an easy challenge. The 
Minister for Police would love to have enough people in the neighbourhood or at his disposal to react 
instantly to every offence. It is important to take some action in the community. The main aim for 
community policing is to follow the lead of Europe and the United States. That is, we should give greater 
ownership to the community. We should locate much of our policing in the community so that a 
relationship exists between the community and the police. 

I am a great supporter of smaller police stations. I am a supporter of not necessarily having any police 
stations. Perhaps we should have residential premises scattered throughout the community in which the 
police not only live but also operate. With the communications and resources available these days, and the 
fact that police can communicate within their own network, my suggestion is not far-fetched. It would 
provide an opportunity for individuals in the community to know the police, to be involved with them, and 
~o form a strong bond. If we can establish such a bond on an ongoing basis, the surveillance network will 
Increase dramatically. People are willing and able to assist. We must strengthen that role. 

We also must address the cause of the increase in break-ins. I am disappointed in the debate so far because 
most members have touched on statistics rather than the causes of crime and what we should do about 
them. I am impressed by Mike Daube's report on the drug task force. Some of the recommendations 
address solutions that would help to combat the drug trade. The use of drugs leads to the increase in 
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neighbourhood crime, particularly car thefts and break-ins. People need to supplement their income to buy 
drugs, at whatever level, and that increases dramatically the crime rate. 

I was listening to the radio this morning and most of the talkback indicated that many people apprehended 
are drug addicts; that is, they were on drugs at the time of their arrest If we can target some solutions to 
fight the drug trade, it may go some way toward solving the problems in our neighbourhood. I am 
encouraged that this year the Government will spend significant resources in that area. An announcement 
will be made by the Premier, so it is not for me to address that aspect now. However, I am encouraged that 
a significant effort will be made as a result of Mike Daube's report 

I tum now to an issue that has not been covered. Although young people live with drugs around them, 
many young people ignore the temptation. Unfortunately some of them succumb. For some reason it is 
not cool or acceptable to young people, in the main, to dob in a drug dealer. Each year in this State we 
undertake Operation NOAH, which is a very successful program. People are encouraged to dob in people 
involved in drug trafficking, and a number of arrests are made. Therefore the program is a good one. 
Although it is not in the Australian ethos to be a dobber, we must change our community attitude about 
people who deal in death and human misery. We should change the attitude that such people should be 
protected at any level. I am encouraged that a government initiative this year will be to embark on a major 
program to educate young people particularly that it is not cool to protect people who hand out drugs; it is 
not cool to protect someone who is making money out of misery. We should all do something about the 
situation. 

The Quit campaign and the drink-driving campaign are successful. People's attitudes and the way they 
conduct themselves have changed. We have the opportunity to undertake an extensive drug education 
program against those involved in dealing in drugs. The drug dealers would be extremely concerned that 
the next person they attempt to approach may be the person who dabs them in. They operate with the 
thought that people do not dob in a drug dealer; it is not cool to do so. Anyone who did that would be 
considered a weasel in the Australian community. We must change such attitudes. Young people must be 
encouraged to do so. The Government can playa positive role. It is a responsibility of the Government 
which will require great resources. 

We must also give our kids alternatives. We must provide programs so that young people are not tempted 
to get into drugs, vandalism, car theft or breaking and entering. Young people should not be involved in 
those pastimes. The newly established youth training program has received great publicity recently. I will 
not go into detail now other than to say that it is a very strong program designed to encourage young people 
in Western Australian schools to become involved. The program will take young people away from the 
temptations they face. The nature of our community has changed. 1n most homes both parents go out to 
work. Many homes are single parent homes. In some cases parents are not home at all, and in such 
situations many children fall under the influence of people who trade off their boredom. 

The Government is prepared to provide the resources for children in schools to access the cadet program. I 
commend the program. It is a positive action. Some people thought it would be strictly about discipline or 
an attempt to bring back some old-fashioned concepts of very strict discipline. That is not the case. It is 
about respect and the restoration of community values. It is also about activities and providing children 
with an exciting alternative to unhealthy temptations in the community. Although the points made by the 
member for South Perth were important, because crime has increased in certain areas and we are concerned 
about that important issue, we must address the situation as a community. We must take some 
responsibility for resolving it We must provide positive programs. We should not just hang our hat on the 
thought that the Government can resolve the situation, because the Government alone will never do that. 

MRS van de KLASHORST (Swan Hills) [2.50 pm): I will speak briefly on the amendment, which I 
oppose as I believe crime has a whole of community role. It comes from the police, working with the 
Government, working with the community. The community has a major role to play. I will not repeat and 
speak along the same lines as other members. My message is that we live in an age of negative role 
modelling for our young people which creates major negative feelings about themselves and our 
community. For instance, all that young people see on television is crime, rape, deaths, and cop shows. 
All the negative parts of society come across into the living rooms of our community, and of our young 
people. They are brainwashed with all this information, so much so that it negates the horror of any sort of 
crime, of anyone dying or stealing. Crime is almost part of their living room and their lives. When I taught 
year 5 - children 10 years of age - about seven years ago I conducted a survey to find out how much 
television they watched. On average they spent more time watching television each day than they spent in 
my classroom! 

Television has a major impact on the lives of children. The negative ness and violence that is coming 
across sets trends for children to follow. If television advertising is so successful at reaching into people's 
homes, how much more successful are the subliminal messages that are sent day after day, night after 
night, and week after week into children's lives? 

Another impact of television is its negativeness in everything it portrays. People are always criticising. A 
negative image tends to come across of all the things that are wrong with our community. Where do we 
see positive messages that give young people hope about the future? Where do we get positive messages 
about groups of young people, for example, who visit the old and sick at the Swan District Hospital, about 
school children who help other people, about year 7 children who help grade 1 children with their work in 
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the schools, about all the wonderful things that happen in society? Every single day volunteers work to 
make life better for people. However, we do not get these positive messages through the media and on our 
television screens. After receiving subliminal negative messages year after year, they ~rmeate the 
thinking of our people. Crime does not start with police, or with Governments; it starts With the whole 
community. 

We should be thanking those people who do not drink and drive, who do not smoke dope or shoot up with 
needles, who do not rape. We should place an emphasis on all the people in the community who live a 
reasonable life, considering and caring for other people. If we emphasised and talked about these things in 
a positive way, young people would have a message of hope and start to build up their self-esteem so they 
have positive feelings themselves. 

I will talk about Governments generally and the role modelling of some members of Parliament who lie 
and cheat, because some do. The majority of members do not, and neither do I. The majority of members 
of Parliament are reasonable human beings who do a good job, but some members do these things, and 
they get away with it Dishonest big business people are portrayed as antiheroes on our television screens 
and in daily newspapers. Our young people start to believe that they can get away with anything. We are 
not sending any positive messages or role modelling for young people. No wonder they turn to crime! 
What do we offer them in exchange? The whole of the community, including Governments and the police, 
has a role to play in turning around the negative attitude of our society into a positive attitude. Crime does 
not begin and end with police and with Governments. We must look at some of the root causes of crime. 
Some of these negative messages going out to young people are a reason that our criminals are on the 
increase. 

MR RIEBE LING (Ashburton) [2.55 pm]: I support the amendment to the motion moved by the member 
for South Perth. I have been amazed by the string of government members who have spoken and blamed 
everyone else but themselves. This Government was elected on a law and order platform. It identified law 
and order as a major issue. It said it could solve the problem. It put into the public domaifr a series of 
promises that it has not kept. 

I listened to the member for Swan Hills saying that it is important that the psyche of people in Western 
Australia is changed. However, one of the great problems for our society is that people do not believe 
politicians. The National Party and the Liberal Party produced a document during the last state election 
campaign knowing that the policies it contained would not work, and that they would not implement those 
policies. 

Mrs Parker: That is not true. 

Mr RIEBELING: The member for Helena interjects on cue. 

This is a copy of the coalition's document on law and order. It is a pity the member for Avon is not 
present, because he was blaming the community and saying the problem had nothing to do with 
government, that the community must do all this work. The document produced by the coalition for the 
last state election campaign promised that in government it would increase police numbers in its first term 
of government by 800 over and above resignations and retirements. That was a pretty unambiguous 
statement. As we know, the total increase in the number of police has been 50. The Police Service is 
losing police at a greater rate than it is recruiting them. The policy document also promised to increase the 
number of police on foot, cycle and motor vehicle patrols. I do not know whether that increase has been 
achieved. I do not think it has been achieved in my area; although some areas may have had some sort of 
result. 

One of the major points in this policy document is a promise to place a high priority on restoring police 
morale. That is something which this Government has destroyed almost absolutely. This wonderful new 
Delta program that has been put into place has destroyed the morale of the average police officer. I spoke 
to a police officer last weekend whose immediate superior said, "If you don't like the changes, we don't 
want you. You can go." The police officer with 20 years' experience was told, "If you do not like the 
changes, you can nick off." If that is improving the morale. of the Police Force I am in the wrong game, 
because police morale is at the lowest point it has been for the past 30 years. The coalition also wanted to 
make sure that police manning levels remained at an acceptable level. This document on law and order 
was designed by the coalition parties to put the fear of God into the public by maintaining that the position 
was worse than it was. Now the coalition is saying that it is not that bad The Government is also saying, 
"It is not our job at all. It is the public's responsibility." To highlight the hypocrisy of this mob, their 
document indicates the increase, not over the past 12 months, but 10 years. 

Dr Turnbull interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Order! 

Mr RIEBELING: Over 10 years the crime rate has increased by 257 per cent. The coalition used 10 years 
because some of the figures were not very impressive. If it had used the previous four years the figures 
would not have been so impressive. The Government now says that since 1991 motor vehicle theft has 
dropped by a couple of percentage points. 

Dr Turnbull interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Order! 
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Mr RIEBELING: The simple fact is that the type of technology being put into cars has reduced the amount 
of theft. 

Dr Turnbull: The police were starved of money under your Government. 

Mr RIEBELING: The member should look at what is happening to the Police Force. 

Dr Turnbull interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Order! 

Mr RIEBELING: The Minister for Police knows nothing about the operations of the police, because that is 
an operational matter. The member must ask him how many new police we have. If we have 600 new 
coppers I will withdraw what I have said. We do not have 600 new coppers but about 50, and that is it. 
That is because the Government is hopelessly incompetent in running the Police Force. 

Dr Turnbull: That is because you ran down the money. 

The SPEAKER: Order! The member for Collie! I know the member does not often interject, but when 
she does she is very strong on it to the point of not ceasing. I ask her to please cease because the member 
seems to be indicating he wants to get on with his remarks and she is inhibiting that. 

Mr RIEBELING: The savage attack from the member for Collie is inhibiting me! During the last election 
campaign this Government said that law and order was a big issue. However, it failed absolutely in what it 
said it would achieve, and now it blames the public and everybody but itself. The Government stands 
indicted for its failure to deliver. We have heard an absolutely unbelievable set of speeches today. The 
member for Helena started the attack on the judiciary by saying how low the penalties were and that we 
should put in place minimum penalties. She said it was not the Government's fault that lower penalties are 
being imposed, but the judiciary's fault. Those comments were followed by the member for Avon, who 
continued that attack. 

Mrs Parker: I proposed mandatory minimum penalties. 

Mr RIEBELING: I know what the member proposed. 

Mr Board: What is your solution? Come up with an answer. 

Mr RIEBELING: I am saying that the members' rhetoric is not matched by their Government's policies. 
The Government is going in exactly the reverse direction. 

Several members interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Order! 

Mr RIEBELING: I will tell the member for Helena why I am saying that so that she might get a slight 
inkling of what her Government is actually doing. 

Mrs Parker: You were judged in the last election because you fell down on law and order. 

Mr RIEBELING: The member's Government will be judged harshly in the next election, because in the 
area of criminal law the Government has gone in exactly the reverse direction. What the member is saying 
is easy to say after one day in the Court of Petty Sessions in Midland. If she had a look at what the 
Government has done with criminal law and then tries to justify its claim that it is getting tougher with 
crimes, it does not work out. No doubt the member will have read and supported the Criminal Law 
Amendment Bill 1995 which, having been in this place, has not been reintroduced. A couple of weeks ago 
penalties for sexual assaults were mentioned, which was a very topical announcement. The member said 
that the judiciary should be imposing tougher penalties. The advent of minimum penalties does exactly 
that. 

Mr Board: Do you know what the Bill does? 

Mr RIEBELING: Yes. The member does not know what the Bill does. 

Mr Board: Yes I do. 

Mr RIEBELING: What does it do? 

Several members interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Order! The member will resume his seat. There are far too many interjections coming 
from a number of members who seem to be involving themselves in a relay race of interjections. That is 
intolerable. Even if the member is happy to take some interjections, that is really all he can do. Many 
people want to hear what he has to say. They cannot do that if one member after another makes lengthy 
inLer jec Lions. 

Mr RIEBELING: I will come straight to the point on the Criminal Code and why the member for Helena 
should look at the Government's record over the past three years in the area of criminal legislation. The 
member for Helena stated that she had witnessed or heard of cases where a public officer was assaulted by 
being spat upon. I thought she said that the maximum penalty for that offence was $12 000. Section 
318( d) of the Criminal Code refers to the assault of a public officer who is performing the function of his 
office or employment, or on account of the performance of such function. A person guilty of that crime is 
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liable to a period of imprisonment of five years. However, if he chooses to be dealt with in a summary 
manner, he is liable to imprisonment for two years or a $7500 fme. I thought the member said $12 000. 

Mrs Parker: No, that was in a different court. The penalties range from an increase at the lower end from 
two to three years to fines of $7500 to $12 000. 

Mr RIEBELING: I put to the member that under sections 323 and 324 of the Criminal Code the 
Government in fact has reduced the penalties for aggravated sexual assaults. 

Dr Turnbull: I do not know how ignorant you can be. Those issues are dealt with by magistrates. 

Mr RIEBELING: I will try to explain to the good doctor what "summary jurisdiction" means. The 
amendment to the Criminal Code has changed the jurisdiction from the District Court to the Court of Petty 
Sessions. With that jurisdictional change the maximum penalty for these offences able to be imposed by 
the lower court is reduced. If the good doctor does not understand that, I do not mind spending some 
considerable time explaining it. 

Dr Turnbull: There are none so blind as those who do not want to see and none so deaf as those who do 
not want to hear. 

Mr RIEBELING: The member for Collie can no doubt tell me where in the Bill it says that I am incorrect 
These Bills set out penalties for summary jurisdiction. The penalty for a section 324 offence is a maximum 
of five years' imprisonment, and if convicted under summary jurisdiction it is three years. 

Dr Turnbull: As a former clerk of a court you will know that the type of offence is graded. We will not 
have a case of rape tried at the Court of Petty Sessions. You should know that. 

Mr RIEBELING: Exactly, but the Government's Bill provides that those serious offences can now be 
heard in the Court of Petty Sessions. 

Dr Turnbull: No it does not. 

Mr RlEBELING: The new provisions of the Criminal Law Amendment Bill 1995 state exactly that. I 
suggest that the member read it because the second reading speech of the then Minister at page 10297 of 
Hansard reads -

A problem which contributes to the backlog in the District Court is -

The reason the Government is doing it is economic -

- that the Criminal Code contains a number of indictable offences which by their very nature 
should be capable of being dealt with by the Court of Petty Sessions. 

That is what the Government says. It has changed the definition of serious offences so that they can be 
dealt with in the Court of Petty Sessions. 

Dr Turnbull: You know full well that cases of general rape will not turn up in the District Court. 

Mr RIEBELING: I do not want to continue the argument with the member for Collie who does not 
understand what the government legislation is intended to do. 

Mr Cowan: She understands it very well; she does not have the same interpretation as you. 

Mr RIEBELING: What is the Deputy Premier's interpretation? 

Mr Cowan: My interpretation is that cases as serious as those you are alleging will go before the Court of 
Petty Sessions will not go before the Court of Petty Sessions. That is what the member for Collie says. 

Mr RIEBELING: Any person who is charged under section 323 of the Criminal Code has the ability to 
elect to be dealt with summarily. 

Mr Cowan: That does not mean that they will automatically be referred to the Court of Petty Sessions. 

Mr RIEBELING: The election will be put to the defendant. The Deputy Premier can shake his head, but 
that is what happens in the court. A lawyer worth his salt would tell a defendant who is likely to be found 
guilty that he has a choice between facing either three years' maximum sentence or five years. He would 
go into the Court of Petty Sessions and take the lower penalty, which has been prescribed by this 
Government. 

Mr Cowan: Go back and read it again. 

Mr RIEBELING: I do not have to read it again; I have it in front of me. 

Another interesting matter the member for South Perth correctly identified was that many years ago the 
offence of breaking and entering was deemed a serious crime. My recollection of the old legislation was 
that a person charged with breaking and entering a dwelling in the hours of darkness with the intent of 
committing an offence faced up to 20 years' imprisonment That legislation was amended a number of 
years ago. We now find in its place under section 104 of the Criminal Code a penalty of 14 years for 
breaking and entering a dwelling with intent to commit a crime. It was my experience in the courts some 
20-odd years ago that those break and enter offences were reserved for the hardened criminals - the cat 
burglars and people of that nature. However, break and enter has now become the crime of the drug addict 
In the metropolitan area those who break into houses do so predominantly to feed their drug habit. 
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Dr Turnbull: Are you going to decriminalise it to deal with that argument? Is that the sort of solution you 
will come up with? 

Mr RIEBELING: When the Opposition gets into government it will not have a referendum on the serious 
matters this Government appears to have on its mind, such as caning. When we enter government we will 
have a series of policies in place that will address the criminal nature of the drug offences. 

Mr Cowan: Answer the question. 

Mr RIEBELING: If it were up to me, significant changes would be made to our drug laws. Unlike the 
mob opposite who are more interested in gaining public acclaim, the Opposition will fix the problem. 

Several members interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Order! My predecessor used to talk about Thursday being the bad day. However, I think 
times have changed because it seems that many people want to give their speeches sitting down today. 
This place is not for giving speeches sitting down. I ask members to give some cooperation to the Chair as 
we attempt to listen more clearly to what the member for Ashburton has to so. 

Mr RIEBELING: The offence of breaking and entering suffered many years ago exactly the same 
consequences as the offence of assault under the Criminal Code: It has been reduced to a lower offence, 
and we have seen the explosion in its occurrence over the past 20 years, as the member for South Perth 
indicated. The response of this State Government is to do the same thing with sexual assault and assault. It 
has reduced the seriousness of those offences and has placed them in the Court of Petty Sessions to be dealt 
with - I predict with exactly the same consequences of the break: and enter offences. People will become 
blase about the impact of sexual assault and assault and the penalty will become less and less because it is 
in a jurisdiction that most people consider to be less serious than the District Court. The Criminal Code 
says that it is less important One of the Government's primary pieces of legislation in amending the 
Criminal Code has been the Criminal Law Amendment Bill. 

Mr Wiese: Tell us where it is on the Notice Paper. 

Mr RIEBELING: It is not on the Notice Paper; it has dropped off. Perhaps some members opposite read 
it, unlike the member for Collie, and realised what disastrous legislation it was. People who have 
experience in the criminal system will tell this Government exactly what I am saying. If the Government 
puts it into a category where it is seen as a less serious offence, people will become numb about it; they 
will accept it. 

Mr Wiese: I think you are criticising the jUdiciary. 

\1r RIEBELING: I am not criticising the judiciary; the Government is, by the way it has implemented the 
legislation. 

Mr Cowan: You are! 

Mr RIEBELING: The Deputy Premier is a dill; all he says is, "You are, you are." 

The SPEAKER: Order! Again, I do not think that is appropriate language to use in this place. All 
members have good vocabularies and can make the point in a much more courteous way. 

Mr RIEBELING: It is disappointing that the Deputy Premier's contribution has been so limited. I urge 
those opposite in the vegie patch at the back who have not read the amendments that they defend so 
vigorously to read the Bill and think about what it provides, rather than just mouthing support for 
legislation that I hope will not see the light of day again. 

MR OSBORNE (Bunbury) [3.17 pm]: Those last comments from the member for Ashburton remind me 
that vegetables are useful things and it is always better to be in a vegetable patch than in a compost heap, 
which is where backbenchers on the other side most certainly are. 

The SPEAKER: Order! I think that is language of a similar sort to that I objected to a moment ago. 
Everybody here has the capacity to speak on a much higher plane than that, and I strongly urge everybody 
to do so. 

Mr OSBORNE: I apologise for that, Mr Speaker. I speak against the amendment because I believe that it 
fails in two principle ways. The amendment states at the outset that crime levels have risen dramatically 
across Western Australia. That is not the case and it is confirmed by Australian Bureau of Statistics data 
recorded in the daily Press. I referred last night in this place to data from the same study which showed 
that between 1991 and 1995 a decrease occurred in the extent of crime in country Western Australia I 
believe that that is a source of pride for the Minister for Police and the Government. The data indicate that 
between 1991 and 1995 in the country the chances of a household being broken into or having a vehicle 
stolen fell from 12.9 per cent to 11 per cent and that the proportion of people in regional areas affected by 
personal robbery, assault or sexual assault fell from 6.5 per cent in 1991 to 4.1 per cent in 1995. Although 
concern about crime is high, the published data indicate that that level of concern is not justified by the 
reports this issue receives. 

My second reason for asserting that the amendment fails is that it states that it is the Government's failing 
that has led to an undermining of public confidence in the ability of the Government and the police to deal 
with major levels of crime. It is not the failure of the Government that public confidence has fallen. It is 
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due to several important factors. What can the Government do to cope with law and order? While this and 
other Governments can certainly devote increased resources to law and order by putting more police 
officers on the beat and giving them better cars and communications, there comes a point at which that 
becomes counterproductive. It is not possible for the Government to put a policeman in every shop and 
home and on every street corner, because we have neither the fmancial nor the human resources to go to 
that extent, and we would certainly get to the stage where we were accused of introducing some elements 
of a police state. There comes a point at which every citizen must take responsibility for law and order in 
the community, and we have now reached the stage where citizens are taking responsibility for law and 
order by securing their doors and windows, locking their vehicles, and putting security markings on their 
valuables. 

I mentioned last night that one of the most disturbing aspects of the vicious crime that occurred two weeks 
ago in the main street of Bunbury is that several citizens who walked past the door of that shop heard a 
crime being committed inside but, unfortunately, chose not to intervene. The Government and society 
must address that issue squarely by giving greater protection to people who are prepared to be good 
samaritans by coming to the aid of the victims of crimes. We must also consider giving people the full 
protection of the law so that they can take whatever measures they deem necessary to protect their family 
and property should people break into their home. 

I am concerned, as is the member for Swan Hills, that the media is less than helpful with this matter. The 
report in this morning's The West Australian illustrates that point. The front page of that newspaper often 
reports a crime in very sensational terms, yet a report about crime statistics appears on a later page and is 
given more sober treatment There are many ways of dealing with this issue. We must distinguish between 
crime and the fear of crime. I am disturbed just about every night to see that the television news broadcasts 
invariably commence with a crime story. In Bunbury, it does not matter whether the crime was committed 
in Bunbury or in Charters Towers; the first news story for the evening is invariably about a crime. That 
news covemge inevitably heightens people's concerns about the level of crime. I am remind~ that the 
media are not necessarily in the business of selling news but are more in the business of helping their 
advertisers sell their products. Therefore, the media treat news stories sensationally and go to whatever 
lengths are necessary to ensure that people read the newspapers, watch the television news bulletins and 
listen to the radio news bulletins which the advertisers are supporting. 

Mr Graham: Last year, were additional police officers sent to Bunbury? 

Mr OSBORNE: The Minister has approved the construction of a new police station at Australind, which 
will have one police sergeant, six police officers and a civilian officer. 

Mr Graham interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Order! I formally call to order the member for Pilbara. 

Mr OSBORNE: That police station will be opened in November. 

Mr Graham interjected. 

The SPEAKER: I formally call to order the member for Pilbara for the second time. It is disgraceful. 

Mr OSBORNE: I am sure the Minister for Police would be happy to invite the member for Pilbara to 
Australind for the opening of that new police station so that he can see that practical, effective remedies are 
being taken to put more police on the beat in B unbury. 

The amendment fails on the two grounds which I have outlined. Crime levels have not risen dramatically 
in Western Australia, although that is the perception. The concluding sentence also fails the test of 
examination. It is not the Government's failure that there has been an undermining of public confidence. 
It is due to the media's treatment of crime and our failure in the duties of citizenship in not getting involved 
in adopting a community response to law and order in Western Australia. 

MR KOBELKE (Nollamara) [3.25 pm]: I support the amendment, although I have some qualifications 
about the detail of the wording. The amendment states clearly that we have a major problem with crime in 
this State and that the Court Government, despite its promises at the last election, has totally failed to 
address the law and order issue and to keep its promise to reduce the level of crime. In many areas, we see 
a huge increase in crime. It surprises me that the member for Bunbury has suggested that the crime mte 
has fallen, because the police report for last year indicates that the crime rate has increased by 11 per cent, 
and the level of sexual assaults has increased by 91 per cent. I do not know from where the member for 
~unbury got his figures, but both I and the member for Balcatta would be happy to address a public forum 
tn. Bunbury, at which the member for Bunbury could try to convince the good citizens of Bunbury that the 
cnme rate has fallen; he would be found to be without any clothes. It is all very well for the member for 
Bunbury to assert in this place that the crime rate has fallen, but that will not wash in the community. 

Mr Osborne interjected. 

Mr KOBELKE:. I have limited time. I will take interjections only when they are worth listening to. 

Law and order is of great concern to the people in my electorate, and I am sure also to the people in most 
elect?rates in this State. A woman in her seventies who lives in my suburb of Nollamara was attacked one 
evenmg by a young man and two juveniles in the safety of her own home, where she had locked the doors 
and the windows. They took her walking stick from her and bashed her with it. I visited that lady after she 
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had been in hospital for nearly six weeks; last week, she had to go back to hospital. She needed skin grafts 
for the injuries that she received, and she also suffered broken bones. That is totally unacceptable. She 
was fortunate that her good neighbours contacted the police, and in this case there was a quick response, 
for which I praise the local police, and the people who inflicted those injuries were arrested. The positive 
side, although it is insignificant compared with the ordeal which this woman endured, is that she received 
wonderful support from her neighbours in trying to get back to her home. We must build on that important 
strength in our community, because while it will not solve the crime problem, it is an important part of the 
solution. 

Yesterday, the Premier indicated that his Government had failed. He said. "The question of law and order 
is one we have been addressing on a number of fronts, but it has not been as successful as we want it to 
be." That is clearly Sir Humphrey language for saying, "We have stuffed it up. We have failed." If the 
Government cannot face up to the fact that it has failed on law and order then there is no hope for it at the 
next election. The Government has 12 months to see whether it can do something constructive about law 
and order; I doubt that it can. However, for the sake of the people of this State, I hope the Government will 
start to address this issue in an honest and intelligent way and try to put in place programs which will 
reduce the crime rate and not allow it to continue to spiral. 

We on this side will put forward our proposals and they will be specific. Detailed initiatives in a composite 
package will be offered to the people of this State in the run up to the next election. That is not a matter for 
discussion today. This amendment is about the failure of the Court Government to address the issues of 
law and order and to tackle the spiralling crime rate in various areas. It also must tackle the public 
perception that people fear they will be victims and the impact that belief has on the quality of life in our 
community and also on the clean-up rate, because people are no longer willing to report crimes or support 
the police in gaining prosecutions. Because of the failure of this Government, the worrying trend is that 
people are not willing to report crime or support the police in gaining prosecutions. Why has the 
Government failed? I cannot speak to that in 15 minutes. However, some of the signs are evident. They 
include the destruction of police morale under the current Minister. The Minister is someone I respect; he 
is basically a nice bloke. Unfortunately, he is in way over his depth. The police and the community know 
it. It is a tragedy for him that he has been put in the position and is not able to cope with the problem. The 
results are evident in a totally unacceptable crime rate. The Commissioner of Police must approach Mr 
Richard Elliott when he has a problem. He sees Mr Elliott as having more power than the Minister. 
Richard Elliott is seen as the right hand man of the Premier. This Minister has been sidelined by his 
Commissioner of Police. 

This Government had to ram its law and order legislation through this Parliament. It has failed in the way 
it set up the ill-fated boot camp at Camp Kurli Murri. That camp has been a waste of money because it was 
a knee-jerk reaction to the suggestion that tougher penalties would win votes during the Glendalough by
election. That is the problem. This Minister has mismanaged the Police portfolio and law and order 
generally. This Government, particularly now, if it has not been all along, has been guided by its opinion 
polling. If the opinion polls say that law and order is a problem, the Government comes up with some 
quick fix solutions that it knows it will not have to implement or worry about whether they work. All the 
Government is worried about is making headlines to give the perception that it is dealing with the issues. 
This Government has not in any constructive, integrated way tried to look after the problems of law and 
order. It is a total failure. We heard yesterday an admission of that by the Premier. 

Before the last election, this Government promised 800 additional sworn officers in the Police Force. It 
has backed away from that promise. It is now saying that it will produce a certain number on the beat. 

Mr Wiese: No, it has not. 

Mr KOBELKE: How many on the beat? 

Mr Wiese: Eight hundred on the beat 

Mr KOBELKE: The Government has watered down the figures. It has cooked the books. There will not 
be an additional 800 in the force. Civilians have been appointed and more police are supposed to be on the 
beat. The Government has also included in the figures those training in the academy at Maylands. It is 
playing with numbers. As the British Prime Minister Disraeli said, "Lies, damn lies and statistics". The 
Government made a promise and it has broken it. It is clear as night follows day that the new promise also 
will be broken because this Government is driven by the politics of the opinion poll. This Government 
does not have in law and order as in most other areas a well thought out, integrated plan to reduce the 
levels of crime in our society. What about Operation Reassurance? This Government, this Minister and a 
speaker from the government side a few moments ago say that more police is not the solution. 

Mr Cowan: I know it is not your responsibility to take interjections but I will remind you of one issue: 
Prior to 1993, the Premier at the time made an announcement that there would be an additional 80 police 
officers. Everyone applauded that decision. However, no money was budgeted to do it. 

Mr KOBELKE: I accept the inteIjection. However, I know when I am getting L~rough to the Deputy 
Premier because he tries to throw me off the track. He will not succeed this time. The increase in the 
numbers in the Police Force during the time of the Labor Government was far greater than members 
opposite have achieved and far greater than when they were in government before us. They failed to 
increase the Police Force. Because they knew that we had done such a wonderful job, their tactic was to 
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say that we did not provide cars and offices. There is some basis for that argument. However, the fundamental issue is that we increased the numbers in the Police Force when the current Government has not done so. Its only saving grace is to say that it is doing a bit now about improving the standard of the physical facilities. 

Mr Brown: The police population under the Labor Government went from the worst to the best in Australia. 

Mr KOBELKE: That is true. We moved from having the equal worst police to population ratio -
Several members interjected. 
The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order! I have allowed interjections because they have added to the debate. However, when I call for order I expect all members to come to order. 
Mr KOBELKE: Another example of this Government being driven by opinion polls was the contradiction of its own rhetoric. Its rhetoric for some months was that this State did not really need more police. It would manage better and things would work out However, what happened when a federal election was called? Law and order was an important issue in the recent federal election. Perhaps it should not have been in the commonwealth arena; however, it was. The real concern in the community was likely to drive votes away from the federal Liberal candidates because of the failure of the State Liberal Government Therefore, we were told about Operation Reassurance, which involved putting a huge number of extra police on the beat. La and behold, statistics showed it worked! After we had the Government telling us for months that this State did not need more police, extra police were rolled out onto the streets almost the minute a federal election was announced. The Government then provided figures indicating that it had reduced the crime rate! Mr Paul Stevenage, the Liberal Party candidate in the seat of Moore, knew all about the initiative. He claimed it was at his instigation. While I do not have a great deal of ~spect for him, I suspect he was right. Apparently he got to his mates in the Liberal Party, who got to the Premier, who got to Mr Richard Elliott, who got to the Police Force and the operation was put in place. The poor Minister probably told the truth when he said there was no political instigation. There was none from the Minister, who is a member of the National Party, because as usual he probably did not know anything about it. It was done through the Premier's office and Mr Elliott. 

Mr Wiese: It was the commissioner who said that. You take it up with the commissioner. 
Mr KOBELKE: I accept that the Minister in this case did not even make the political statement; he left it to the Minister. The Minister for Police must have the Commissioner of Police handle the political side as well as the administrative side. Commissioner Falconer is very capable and seems to be able to handle both sides. Although that is good support for the Minister, it is not the traditional way policing has been run in this State. Generally, the Minister for Police has looked after the major policy decisions and the political side of things. That inconsistency is one which this Government cannot get away with. It cannot tell people there is no need for more police and, when the political pressure goes on, say that more police are required to fix the problem and then say further, as members have said today, that more police are not required. That inconsistency is another example of the failure of this Government in the area of law and order. It has failed miserably because it has not approached the issue rationally. The Government runs flags up the flagpole whenever there is a problem. It is not adopting a rational approach to overcoming a serious and difficult problem. Unless the Government has a well laid out strategy, it will not beat the crime problem. This Government does not have such a strategy. The Premier's response yesterday clearly indicated that failure. Knowing that he had failed, the Premier had to find some excuse, something to take the heat off. Yesterday he did what he has done on previous occasions: He found an issue to take up with the media, and that was the death penalty. 

I want the Premier to tell me where he really stands on the death penalty. When the political pressure goes on, when he and his Government have been caught out and found to have mismanaged the whole system so that the victims of crime are suffering because of the Government's incompetence, the Premier has to fmd an excuse. The ploy this time is to try to shift the heat and to say, "What about bringing back corporal punishment?" What are the Premier's views? Will he answer that question? He would not answer a question about corporal punishment in schools during question time today. Does he, as the Premier of Western Australia, believe capital punishment will be to the benefit of this State? I have not heard him say so. If he does, does he have the leadership to carry the Government and to bring legislation into this Chamber? I have not heard him say so. Is that just another example of a Premier who is not a leader, one who cannot exhibit any of the qualities of leadership? 
He gets Mr Elliott and his other advisers to run stunts for him so that he gets some good media coverage. He cannot come into this place and show some leadership to help reduce the level of crime in Western Australia. That is beyond the Premier. Because of the strength of the Deputy Premier, the Leader of the National Party, he cannot take on the Minister for Police and fix the problem. We are caught in a bind: We have a Premier who cannot exercise leadership and a Minister for Police who has failed in his portfolio. With that sort of problem, how will we see anything other than a continuing increase in the level of crime? 

At least the Minister for Labour Relations said what he thought should happen. He believed we should have the death penalty, and he was willing to pull the lever. He did not shy away from that. He said that he was willing to be the executioner. He went even further and said that there may be occasions when 
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innocent people are executed by the State, but we must accept that The Minister for Labour Relations has 
said that he would be willing to execute an innocent citizen because it would be better for the State. I 
totally disagree with him - absolutely 100 per cent disagree. At least he took a stand because he believed 
that might do something for the State. Where is the Premier, who is supposed to be the political leader? It 
is hardly political leadership when he tries to lead from behind, suggesting that we might allow people to 
have a referendum and, if it is carried, he might consider doing something about it. We are dealing with a 
totally unacceptable level of lawlessness and crime in this society. What do we get from the Premier? All 
he says is that we might have a referendum and, if that is passed, he might do something about it. 

We do not need airy-fairy nonsense that sets out to create some support for the reintroduction of capital 
punishment; we need a Government that understands the level of crime in our community and sets about 
doing something constructive to overcome it. This Government has not given a single sign that it intends 
to do that. The figures show that any intentions it may have had have failed totally and miserably to 
address crime in our community. The very best we can say is that the figures have grown only a little from 
when the Government came to office. The figures show that some specific crimes have soared, particularly 
in some areas. 

This Government simply cannot address this issue. While this Premier continues to try to grab headlines 
with gimmicks, the law and order problem and the low morale within the Police Force will continue and 
the citizens will have no confidence in the Government or the Police Force. In that situation we are in dire 
straits. Our Police Force needs the support, cooperation and esteem of the wider community or it cannot be 
effective. Under this Government we have seen a lowering of morale of police officers and of the 
community expectation of the police, and the Government has done nothing to overcome the problem. The 
Government must address this most serious problem immediately. 

MR NICHOLLS (Mandurah - Minister for Water Resources) [3.45 pm]: I have listened to previous 
speakers. The first thing that is very apparent is that crime and law and order issues are important to the 
community. This Government is serious about addressing the wider issues of crime; however, there is no 
magic solution. Comments from the member for Ashburton that this Government raised this issue within 
the community is nonsense. I am sorry he is not here to listen to what I am saying. How quickly that 
member forgets the previous Labor Government's serious offender legislation and how it came about It 
did not come about because the previous Government wanted to address the problem, but rather because 
there was a significant expression of outrage in the community which led to the introduction of that 
legislation by that Government. 

As I see it, the issue is not about police; it is about the punishment fitting the crime. I am very supportive 
of notions of rehabilitation, of trying to help people to address their problems that lead to crime; however, 
most people to whom I speak want to know that when offenders are caught, and are found guilty of 
committing a crime, they are punished and the punishment fits the crime. 

Mr Pendal: The trouble is they are not, and that is the basis of the amendment 

Mr NICHOLLS: We must also consider the factors of crime, which we all know are complex. There is no 
simple factor. The problem largely stems from the breakdown of the family and the social engineering that 
has gone on in this country for the past couple of decades. The member for South Perth has achieved his 
aim: To move this amendment; have the debate, which he knew would be topical; get some good coverage 
of his electorate in the local media; and have the ability to run on that issue for some time. 

Mr Pendal: You haven't seen nothing yet! What is more, I will send a copy of your speech down to those 
Mandurah bakers because it is at odds with what you said in the last election campaign. 

Mr NICHOLLS: The criticisms by those opposite, the member for South Perth and the community are 
valid. We expect that with criticisms will come solutions. Anybody can criticise and sit back and throw 
stones. I am aware that the member for South Perth is interested in this issue, and that he has been active 
within his community. In my previous portfolio I had regular contact with the member for South Perth 
about the Kywong Hostel. Every time there was a problem there, it was my reasonable expectation that I 
would get a call from the member for South Perth, the council or people in that area, because there was, 
and still is, a belief that most of those crimes were committed by people in that hostel. It is an example of 
efforts that have been made to help young people who have gone off the rails. They are given 
opportunities within that hostel. Unfortunately, despite people's best intentions, sometimes the young 
people in that hostel do things that are unacceptable to the rest of the community. 

Mr Pendal: They have been very good lately. They must have had sleeping tablets. 

Mr NICHOLLS: We have tried hard to address the problem. The real debate should focus on solutions. I 
believe also that the issues surrounding punishment are so serious that we should consider asking the 
community whether it wants to participate in a referendum. Issues have been floated. 

Mr Brown: Do you support capital punishment? 

Mr NICHOLLS: I support the death penalty. I say that in the very clear knowledge that many in the 
community do not agree with my views. When I express my opinion, I automatically expect a volley of 
criticism of me personally along the lines, "How dare you say that?" rather than whether my views are 
legitimate. 

Mrs Hallahan: They are in conflict with your religious beliefs. 
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Mr NICHOLLS: My political opponents have said, "How dare you say that when you claim to be a 
Christian?" I claim to support and live my life according to Christian values, but God gave me a brain 
which I use to try to come to the right conclusions. When I express that view I am attacked as an 
individual rather than contrary opinions being debated. It is interesting that the Opposition is arguing about 
a referendum. I do not understand why. 

Mrs Hallahan: Yes you do. 

Mr NICHOLLS: The member for Armadale may make those comments, but I recall a referendum being 
held on daylight saving. 

Mrs Hallahan: It is a bit different from death. 

Mr NICHOLLS: It is far more important! What hypocrites! We are talking about one of the most 
important issues to affect this community and members opposite do nothing other than try to attack our 
view that the people of Western Australia should not be prevented from having a say. That is very 
disappointing. 

This amendment moved by the member for South Perth is topical, but it contains no solutions or 
alternatives, therefore I cannot support it. I am somewhat cynical about his motive for raising it. The 
member for Nollamara gave an account of a lady's experience in his electorate. I am appalled that those 
sorts of crimes occur and at the crimes that occur in my own electorate and around Western Australia. 
Those crimes should incur punishment that is effective and quick and which fits the crime. The community 
wants to know about the punishments handed out by our courts and they want to believe that those 
punishments fit the crime. Although this amendment is topical and I am sure will receive good media 
coverage, it is lacking because it offers no solutions. It does not recommend a direction that will fix the 
problem. 

Several members interjected. 

The DEPUTY SPEAKER: It is highly disorderly to interject, particularly across the Chamber. If members 
want to make interjections on a person on his feet, that is okay under certain circumstances. It is not okay 
to interject across the Chamber over the speech. 

Mrs Hallahan: You are taking all the fun out of life. 

The DEPUTY SPEAKER: I formally call to order the member for Armadale. 

Mr NICHOLLS: It is a topical amendment. 

Mr Catania: It is truthful; it is actually happening. 

Mr NICHOLLS: I accept that we need to look for solutions. We are always looking for better solutions 
and I welcome suggestions from the member for Balcatta. The Court Government is serious about 
decreasing crime, but it did not raise crime as an issue. The community raised crime as an issue in the 
1990s. 

Mrs Hallahan interjected. 

Mr NICHOLLS: The member for Armadale may not want to hear it but we need to seriously consider 
whether the punishment fits the crime rather than indulge in a drawn out debate on whether it fits the 
Opposition's agenda to pursue such a matter. 

MRS HALLAHAN (Armadale) [3.55 pm]: I support the spirit of the amendment, although I have some 
reservations about some of its wording. I will take a different direction in my contribution to this debate. 
Armadale-Kelmscott and adjoining areas have experienced an unacceptably high level of crime. I was in 
the very difficult position of dealing with people who came to my office who were not receiving 
satisfactory responses from police. In part, that was because police were not adequately resourced and the 
800 additional police that the Court coalition Government promised in its pre-election campaign were not 
forthcoming. There were significant problems in the community. 

I agree with observers who say that crime arises from a complex basis. From my experience as a 
policewoman many years ago and subsequently as a social worker and a member of Parliament my view 
about the complexity of crime has not altered. 

Mr Cowan interjected. 

Mrs HALLAHAN: The Deputy Premier asked somewhat unkindly how long ago I was in the Police Force. 
I joined the Police Force in 1969 and left in 1972 when I married because, unlike my male colleagues, I 
had to leave the Police Force on marriage. That was a highly unsatisfactory state of affairs. 

Mr Cowan: I agree with you. 

Mrs HALLAHAN: The Deputy Premier agrees, but as we all know, his comments are distracting me from 
the debate. Some very good police officers and superintendents have served in Armadale. When I heard 
the amendment moved by the member for South Perth today I telephoned the District Superintendent, 
Graham Lamp, and said I thought that some of the policing operations in Armadale were now creating a 
pos.itive response. He reminded me of the meeting he and I had in May 1995. At that time he came to our 
regIOn and I told him just how bad I thought things were and that people in my electorate should not have 
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to live under constant threat as a result of the level of crime against both people and property. He agreed 
that was not a satisfactory situation and went away to turn his mind to how that may be changed with the 
resources available to him. Today I give great credit to Superintendent Lamp. He devised a system of high 
profile community policing which requires various divisions of the Police Force to cooperate fully with the 
community. As a result, the level of crime in the Armadale-Kelmscott area has reduced. Members will 
agree that is a very satisfactory and unusual trend 

I will indicate just some of the elements of that effort that appear to be bringing a positive change in the 
statistics relating to offences and crime in our area. There has been a great deal of public support in 
Armadale through the Neighbourhood Watch scheme, which has been very active. PC Cops which is a 
remarkable initiative is a computer based system for contacting the community. The Armadale police 
station housed that project, which has allowed a lot of good community interaction in the police station 
throughout the development of that project Mr Norman Hepburn spearheaded the work. He has dedicated 
a lot of his energy in his retirement years to this system. I hope that he will continue to enjoy good health 
so that he will see that project fully operational in the way he first envisaged it It is very innovative. It has 
taken a lot of work to break down barriers in the Police Force to allow the community to get closer and for 
the community and police to work cooperatively together. That work was going on when Superintendent 
Lamp came into the district Because of the very active Neighbourhood Watch and level of community 
support, people have been very responsive to the idea of involving the community more with the police and 
trying to do away with artificial barriers. They realise that police have their job to do but they can, as we 
all know, do it effectively only when there is very good cooperation from the public. This spirit has 
resulted in one of the residents donating a caravan to the Police Force. 

The caravan has provided a mobile policing facility that can be taken to areas that previously had never had 
a significance police presence. It has been in various parts of the region, including Westfield, Byford and 
Roleystone. The mobile policing facility involves a police officer, perhaps four community members 
through Neighbourhood Watch, and two officers on push-bikes riding around the local areas and going into 
streets, cul-de-sacs and areas where people have never before seen police. This high profile policing has 
had a significant deterrent effect. One of Superintendent Lamp's goals is to increase the number of police 
officers on push-bikes to four officers on push-bikes. He has also had police patrolling on foot collocated 
with the mobile facility. He believes there have been quite extraordinary positive effects. I have some 
figures but they cover a comparison of just one month to another. I will give the figures for the benefit of 
members. First, I will say more about this mobile facility. The caravan was donated, as was a computer, 
kettle and all the things needed to provide refreshment facilities for people working in the van. The brakes 
had to be repaired and air-conditioning has been installed There has been enormous support from the 
community and businesses in the Armadale-Kelmscott area. Through this they have managed to fit out this 
pretty ordinary, if I can say that, camvan to make it a very functional mobile policing facility. 

The community has come together remarkably to assist the police in their work. This is not about taking 
police work away from police, because I am not a supporter of volunteers in the police station. That is 
another innovation that commenced at Armadale under the leadership of Sergeant Fred Heald, who is an 
outstanding police officer. He and I have agreed to disagree on the question of volunteers in the police 
station. He was a bit cheeky when in the first couple of weeks he sent one of his volunteers to my office to 
get assistance. The volunteer arrived in my office saying that Sergeant Heald thought I could provide the 
information I had on community organisations and so speed up their process of compiling community lists. 
I said that Sergeant Heald had to be given 10 out of 10 for absolute cheek because he knew that I did not 
agree at all with volunteers in the police station. We were able to provide the information they requested 
which proved that the larger goal is the one that really counts. The member for South Perth will be 
interested to hear that in the past three weeks Superintendent Lamp has assumed responsibility for the 
South Perth-Como area. He intends next to target South Perth-Como with his method of having the various 
divisions of police cooperating to bring down the crime wave. 

Mr Wiese: You will subvert his whole election campaign if you keep that up. 

Mrs HALLAHAN: He might put pressure on the Minister to give Superintendent Lamp a few more staff. 
Then this effective police superintendent could more easily provide the leadership which would markedly 
reduce the level of crime in the South Perth-Como area. The member for South Perth could then take 
credit for that, having moved this amendment. If he had not moved it, he would not have known about 
such a progressive police superintendent or indeed that the answer to his problems was just around the 
comer. 

Mr Pendal: I am not sure if you are frowning at me or praising me. 

Mr Wiese: It is a mixture of both. 

Mrs HALLAHAN: I was praising the member. Government members seem a little sensitive. There was 
no frowning or anything other than assisting a colleague who is concerned about crime in his constituency. 
People involved in the police and citizens' youth club also will be brought into the community policing 
effort. Taking the mobile facility into the industrial areas will also have a significant and positive impact 
on the level of crime. In those areas crime is usually against property rather than against the person. 

The figures I have been able to obtain today in just one phone call to the superintendent after hearing about 
the amendment from the member for South Perth show that the crime rate has been significantly reduced. 
Coincidentally I attended a function on Monday evening at which somebody said that the district 
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superintendent from Armadale had indicated that under pressure from the local member of Parliament a 
number of initiatives had been put in place in Armadale and that significant decreases had occurred in a 
range of offences. I was really keen to check that out when I heard that this debate was to take place today. 
The figures indicate that for February 1996 compared with January 1996 there was a 13 per cent decrease 
in robberies; a 20 per cent decrease in motor vehicle theft; and a 10 per cent decrease in ctmnage to 
property. We have to keep in mind that these figures are from the holiday period when the weather was 
very hot and people were out in the community. The number of offences of this type is generally higher in 
summer than in cooler weather. It is a high crime time and yet in that period we have seen a significant 
decrease in three categories - 13 per cent in robberies, 20 per cent in motor vehicle theft and 10 per cent in 
damage to property. The superintendent believes that is due in large part to the patrols of officers on push
bikes and the very localised patrols that these communities had not seen before. 

Mrs Parker interjected. 

Mrs HALLAHAN: One must keep in mind that this facility was donated by the community. The officers 
go out on push-bikes from the facility and it has a high proflle. 

Mrs Parker: I have said that the provision of those mobile units in each police region would be a critical 
factor. Do you support that? 

Mrs HALLAHAN: The member should pressure the leadership of her party to provide resources. The 
community of Armadale has provided this facility itself. Given that it has now been proven as an effective 
method of policing, one would have thought that expenditure on it would be well warranted and a priority. 
I have to leave that to the member to some extent -

Mrs Parker: I am working in that direction. 

Mrs HALLAHAN: - because surely, as an aspiring Cabinet Minister, she should be able to bring ~ressure 
to bear on her colleagues. 

The level of crime is unacceptable. If we are the victim - whether it be damage to property or to the 
person - we feel it acutely. Any level of crime is unacceptable to the person experiencing it However, it is 
very gratifying to see a reduction in the crime level and therefore a reduction in the number of people 
impacted upon in that very unpleasant way. 

I pay tribute to Superintendent Graham Lamp and I hope that he will receive due recognition from the 
hierarchy of the Police Force. He is a quiet achiever and an unassuming person whose methods are very 
effective and who is very concerned about his responsibilities and carrying them out in the best way 
possible, both for the community of Western Australia and for the Western Australia Police Force. 
Sergeant Fred Heald has been a leader in the field of domestic violence and has provided a remarkably 
successful model. Tribute is also due to the officers of the various divisions at the Armadale Police Station 
and to the CIB unit that is working with them. I make special reference to the civilian staff who support 
the force; we have some very good people in the area. I have already mentioned Norm Hepburn and PC 
Cops. The Rotary clubs have supported PC Cops and other police work, as have the court staff, the staff at 
Starich House women's refuge and the City of Armadale. Of course, one should not forget the tireless 
voluntary members of Neighbourhood Watch who work with the community in a most comprehensive and 
sometimes exhausting way when they are the only people who can respond because the police have been so 
overstretched as a result of the Court Government's not providing the extra 800 police officers it promised. 
In many instances these people have carried the brunt of the load for the community. The business ~ple 
in Armadale and KeIrn scott also deserve credit for their support of the police and those associated With the 
police and citizens youth club. There has been a great coming together to support the police because we all 
appreciated that they were under the most extraordinary stress and could not possibly respond to the 
number of incidents being reported. 

When I tried to ring Superintendent LanlP today to get additional figures I discovered that he had had to 
l~ve the office because his nine year old son had been involved in an accident and had been taken to 
Princess Margaret Hospital. I extend my good wishes to the Lamp family today as they watch by the 
bedside of their son and hope that that young man will make a speedy and full recovery. I say that not 
knowing the extent of his injuries but I do know that the accident was serious. In Superintendent Lamp we 
have a remarkable community leader, but today he would be much more preoccupied as a concerned 
parent 

MR BRIDGE (Kimberley) [4.16 pm]: Law and order has been discussed at considerable length for a 
long. time. Despite the many hours that we as a society have spent debating the seriousness of this issue, 
we fmd increasingly that the number of offences is growing. If one were to think in terms of how we might 
resolve the issue and give ourselves any capacity at all to resolve it, one would realise that a number of 
fundamental issues must be addressed first and foremost 

I support the amendment moved by the member for South Perth. Today we witnessed in this Chamber two 
examples of what we are doing wrong. While we continue to tamper at the edges of this issue we will 
ne.ver succeed in finding solutions. The member for Jandakot spoke immediately after question time and 
said that he was very supportive of the thrust of the amendment; that he saw considerable merit in it 
~otw.ithstan~ing ~at, he opposed it. What sort of behaviour is that? It is illogical. Where is the 
mt~I~lgence I~ saYI~g that one supports a course of action being taken by this Parliament but because of 
polItIcal consideratIOns one must oppose it? I am not being critical of the member personally; he was 
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simply putting forward his case. The problem the member faces is the political situation: There is a 
political requirement that members differ in relation to a very serious course of action designed to deal with 
a very serious matter. If that is the way we are to go about this exercise, the very best that we can expect to 
achieve is the continuation of this game of political football. We must realise that there is a time to forget 
about political football and get down to some serious examination and analysis of why the crime rate 
continues to grow. 

One does not have to go very far to come up with an answer. In fact, during question time this afternoon 
the Premier stated that some 300 people would be made redundant or would receive severance packages. 
He then went on to talk about the details and the figure suddenly became 900 jobs that would be lost as a 
result of that process. How can we deal with the problem of crime when unemployment, and the boredom 
and lack of security that is associated with it, is a key contributing factor? How can members opposite 
have the fortitude, or sheer gall, to say in this Parliament that they will deal with this problem p'rogressively 
when their policies are negating that process? Never in a fit will we achieve any worthwhde outcomes. 
This Government and we as politicians must embrace certain fundamental matters which cut across the 
Government's obligations. Therefore, the member for South Perth is correct in saying it must be an all
embracing exercise, but the leadership must come predominantly from the Government It is not the public 
who will put 900 people out of a job. That decision has been made by the Government Therefore, the 
Government cannot say that members of the public, who are not able to make that sort of decision, should 
be held accountable for the problems confronting the young people of our society. 

Another important factor, but about which little is said, is the agitation that is being stirred up by the media. 
The statement made by John Laws in Sydney the other day is a classic example. He was asked by a person 
on his talkback program about the Paxton family, and he said, "I do not know the Paxton family, but they 
are a putrid family." That sort of utterance is bleated continually OIl the radio. We have a similar situation 
in Western Australia almost daily on our radio stations. On the one hand, the youth in our country are 
being called upon to be responsible and to not commit crimes, but on the other hand we are doing 
everything we can to make our youth feel anger, in addition to the boredom and insecurity that is 
associated with unemployment. 

Australia is taking a crazy approach to this issue. It is no wonder that people are saying this country is 
becoming Americanised in its attitude to law and order. What is happening in America is a glowing 
demonstration of why we should not pursue that sort of approach. The Government is playing a political 
game with this issue because it is putting all its eggs in the one basket by its outrageous condemnation of 
the behaviour of our youth and by doing little or nothing to encourage our youth to think that there is more 
to life than just committing crime. Members all know the old saying that if we repeat a message often 
enough, people will believe it, whether it be good or bad. 

I must repeat what I said earlier. Those people who advocate harsher penalties, whether through legislation 
or debate, are not on the right track to achieve any kind of reconciliatory process. We must fmd a person 
who is prepared to say on radio or in this Parliament, "Despite all the problems which the youth of 
Australia have caused, there is an enormous amount of good within those people, and let us extract out of 
them those wonderful virtues." How can we extract those virtues when John Laws says, "I do not know the 
Paxton family, but they are a putrid family"? I guarantee that many people who heard that, and who do not 
know that family or the circumstances, said, "Great stum I agree with that." 

We may be mug enough and irresponsible enough to say in this Chamber that we can fix these problems 
through imposing harsher penalties, but we are kidding ourselves, because those people who commit 
crimes will increasingly rebel against us. We are seeing an increase in rebellion. That is why this problem 
is increasing. It is not as though in the last two or three years society has been inundated with a large 
number of bad people. People today are no different from people in previous generations. The 
Government is putting in front of these people its ideals and policies but is giving them no ability to 
regroup by saying to them, "There is hope. There is another life that may be meaningful and prosperous 
for you and which you can embrace." The Government is not doing that It is denigrating those people 
who commit crime. That denigration is evil, but it is even more evil when the policies of Governments 
around Australia are removing people's capacity to be put on a payroll. All those Governments are doing 
is saying to people, "Be on the dole and sit in your home and do nothing, but be gentle, good, courteous 
and humble." What a joke! Mr Deputy Speaker, I do not know how you feel about that, but I find it 
insulting, because it does not work and it does not add up, yet we expect results. 

The Premier said that 900 jobs will be lost, when the Government had planned for 300. Therein lies the 
answer. The member for Jandakot said he liked the amendment but he would not support it. How can we 
expect solutions to come out of that sort of thinking? The member for Jandakot is not alone; we would be 
hard pressed to fmd any member opposite who has a different view. Until such time as we embark upon 
the course of action which I have suggested, we are kidding ourselves. We are grandstanding and we are 
using people as political footballs. We are putting people's lives at risk. I support the amendment, because 
the member for South Perth is on the right track. 

MR RIPPER (Belmont) [4.30 pm]: Every time the heat goes on the question of crime the Premier floats 
the possibility of capital punishment or corporal punishment. He has already done this on a number of 
occasions during the life of this Government, and nothing has come of it. The Government has shown no 
real commitment, no demonstration of any capacity to deliver an outcome, and no depth or detail to the 
policy proposals. The proposal is driven by the polling that the Government is doing which is funded by 
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the taxpayers. It is driven by government backbench concern conveyed to the Government because their constituents complain about crime. It is driven by the fact that the coalition raised expectations before the last election about its ability to deal with crime, and now it cannot deliver. 
When the heat goes on the Premier makes a few glib comments about capital punishment or corporal punishment, but he does not show any commibnent. If he really believed in capital punishment he would bring in a Bill. We would then see if his own government members supported him in putting the Bill through the Parliament. He would fmd that a significant number of his own members would not vote for that legislation. The Premier is floating the issue to create an impression that he is tough on crime, and that something is being done. When the Premier is pressed in this House - as I understand he was pressed on the subject of corporal punishment today - he cannot provide any detail. In the past few days the Premier has made comments off the top of his head without having given them any forethought or committed any detailed planning to those policy proposals. The Premier is not demonstrating that he is dinkum on these issues or that he has any capacity to deliver. He is not showing any depth of policy analysis. He is not prepared to talk about the detail of any of these proposals. I do not think he knows the detail of these proposals, because he has not given them any real thought. They are red herrings, because the Government realises that it is in trouble on the question of crime. The reason is that before the last election the Government talked tough and raised expectations, yet there has been no improvement in the situation. 
I will demonstrate the sort of things which the coalition was saying before the last election. The opening sentence in the coalition's law and order policy was that Western Australia was in the grip of a crime crisis that the Police Service was powerless to stop. On the second page of that policy the promise was that a coalition Government would make the streets of Western Australia safe; it would make public transport safe from gangs of thugs and it would crack down hard on the increasing number of people who used violence in the pursuit of crime. It promised to rebuild a strong, effective and well equipped Police Force to halt the crime wave and introduce a wide range of reforms to make sure that crime did not pay. That is the problem for the coalition, because those are the promises against which it is being measdfed. The Government's performance has failed to match the promises. 
The member for Bunbury held up a newspaper cutting headlined "Crime figures are stable". Mr Deputy Speaker, it seemed that the member for Bunbury thought that was an indication of the success of the Government's policies. Before the last election the member's own party described those same crime figures - if indeed they are stable - as a crime crisis, and a nighbnare. Now the member for Bunbury boasts that those crime figures are stable. After three years of this Government, the member thinks the fact that they allegedly are stable is a demonstration of success. I do not necessarily accept his claim that the crime figures are stable, because some disturbing figures exist on the crimes which are most likely to affect our constituents. 

Talk of capital and corporal punishment are red herrings. The reason is this: What are the crimes about which our constituents come into our electoral offices and complain? Overwhelmingly, they are the crimes of breaking and entering and car theft. Our constituents complain about those crimes for good reason. Western Australia for the second consecutive year leads the country in the rates of breaking and entering and car theft. Western Australia's rate of car theft is 976.85 per 100 000 of population. The national average is 671.18 per 100 000, so it is clear that Western Australia is way ahead of the national average. It has been ahead for two years in a row. Western Australia's rate of burglary is above 3 100 per 100 000 of popUlation, and the national rate is 2 130.5. 
Mr Pendal: It is a huge difference. 
Mr RIPPER: Yes, it is a huge difference when one compares the rates of burglary across the country with the rate in Western Australia. Those two crimes most affect our constituents, and, together with what might loosely be called antisocial activities, bring people into my office. 
The member for South Perth has hit on a very important point in his motion. It is all very well to talk about the need for tougher penalties, to fulminate and to propose even more severe penalties, including corporal and capital punishment. However, there is no penalty for an offender who is not caught. The appalling fact is that an offender who breaks into a home has virtually nine chances in 10 of getting off scott free because the clear up rate for breaking and entering is about II per cent. It is a pretty good bet for an offender. An offender who breaks into a house has a 90 per cent chance of never being apprehended and therefore not receiving any punishment. What is the point of Parliament forever increasing the penalties for that sort of offence when only about 10 per cent of offenders will ever be subjected to those penalties? It is that appallingly low clear up rate which is one of the major problems in this area. What can we do about it? Resourcing the Police Service is obviously an issue. The electorate of Belmont needs an antitheft squad and a truancy patrol. A truancy patrol was trialled some years ago in my electorate. It was strongly supported by the local high schools which found it helpful in reducing the propensity of marginal truants to continue truanting or expand their truanting behaviour. Unfortunately, the pilot truancy program was discontinued, and it has never been restored. 

Mr Wiese: Why do you believe it is a police responsibility rather than an Education Department responsibility? 

Mr RIPPER: That is an interesting comment, because I will argue later in my remarks that agencies of government other than the police and courts have a responsibility in the law and order area. It is a government responsibility and if it is not a police responsibility it should be handled by a beefed up welfare 
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section in the Education Department. Someone must take responsibility for it Too often with these issues 
one agency handballs it to another, and it never gets done. 

I will come back the question of an antitheft squad. People say to me that when their house gets broken 
into and they report it to the police, the police turn up, take the details, give them a report number and that 
is it. They do not hear anything more. The expectations of our constituents are much higher than that 
They want to see the breaking and entering of their home investigated. They expect the police to turn up 
with fmgerprint powder and all sorts of other devices to facilitate the investigation of crime. They want to 
see an investigation of the offence which has been committed against them and their property. 

At the moment members of the public do not believe the offences are being investigated, and they are right 
The Police Force is acting more or less as a postbox for the logging of reports of breaking and entering 
offences. It is not acting as an investigating agency. I am not criticising the local police in my area. 
Within the constraints of the management system that applies to the Police Force and its resources, the 
police do a good job. Nevertheless it is true - most of our constituents agree - that when breaking and 
entering offences are reported, we get the feeling that they are just being logged and not investigated. As 
well as the question of resources, we must also consider management of the resources given to the Police 
Force and to the courts. 

It is about time we had a restoration of ministerial accountability for the Police Force. Under this 
Government - I must say under previous Governments also - the doctrine has been that operational matters 
are the responsibility of the commissioner and the force, not the Government That means that no-one 
takes political responsibility for the use of the resources that Parliament allocates to the Police Force. 
There are many ways in which the Police Force could be imprOVed through the introduction of modem 
management methods. A program of microeconomic reform in the Police Force and in the courts is 
needed. 

Mr Prince: What do you think the Delta program is about? 

Mr RIPPER: I hope that such a process is beginning. I await the outcome of it with some interest. I am 
concerned that unless we have a commissioner who is prepared to embark on a program of management 
reform, under the current doctrines the Minister will seem to be powerless. That is not an appropriate 
situation. I do not think Ministers should have control of individual operational matters because that would 
be a threat to the liberty of citizens; however, Ministers should have responsibility and be held accountable 
for what I call operational policy. We have circumscribed the role of the Minister for Police far too much 
in our thinking on this issue. No-one can be held accountable to this Parliament for the way in which the 
Police Force is managed and uses its resources. Every time we try to hold the Minister to account - the 
previous Opposition had the same experience - the Minister tells us that these are operational matters and 
within the responsibility of the commissioner. 

Mr Wiese: I have pushed the process of change in the Police Service very strongly from my first couple of 
months in this job. Much of the change which has occurred is a result of that pushing by the Government, 
the Public Sector Management Office and the Minister. What you said is right. You can wait and see what 
happens at the end of the day. Very substantial change is taking place in the management of the Police 
Service. 

Mr RIPPER: I only wish that we could hold the Minister accountable for the outcome of the change 
process. Under the present arrangements it is difficult to do that In the end he will wash his hands if it 
does not work and say, "It is the commissioner's responsibility; he is independent; I do not have ministerial 
power therefore I cannot be held accountable." 

Mr Wiese: It will work. 

Mr RIPPER: We will see. I have already said that people want the offences committed against them and 
their property investigated; they do not want the reports of those offences merely filed away. From my 
reading of the information. about developments in New York, that philosophy seems to be producing 
results. There seems to be evidence that a determined and proactive effort to do something about crime, 
determined and quality management and leadership in a police force can produce results. That is one area 
which we can look to progress in this State. 

I was concerned by the implicit attack on community policing in the amendment of the member for South 
Perth. I will vote for the amendment; however, I strongly support community policing and I do not like the 
section of the amendment which appears to denigrate the value of community policing. The 
Neighbourhood Watch program is in some trouble and there is a level of disillusionment about it. It is 
partly because of people querying the point of collecting all this information and giving it to the police if 
the offences about which they are mainly concerned - that is, breaking and entering and car theft - are not 
being vigorously investigated by the Police Force. 

If the police could give people the correct impression that offences that were reported by residents or 
Neighbourhood Watch were vigorously investigated, there might be a renewal of interest in that program. 
Solving crime problems cannot be done by the police alone. There needs to be community involvement 
That will be jeopardised unless there is a successful reform program within the Police Force and the courts. 

Other agencies of government have a responsibility to prevent crime. In particular, our education system 
has a very important role to play. If we send people out of our primary schools without the ability to read, 
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to continue their learning, that is a recipe for them to get into trouble and become involved in criminal 
activities. It is a disgrace that we still have people leaving primary school without having this problem 
diagnosed and dealt with as much as possible. Our education system must start to deal with 100 per cent of 
the clientele that comes in the front door, not 90 per cent or 95 per cent. It does a good job with the 90 per 
cent or 95 per cent, but the small number that slips through without gaining literacy or numeracy skills or 
becoming bitterly alienated from the school system constitutes a pool of potential offenders. 

Our education system must come to grips with that We must promote genuine equality of opportunity. To 
the extent that we have a very unequal society, we will have a greater crime problem. If a group of people 
is being frozen out from enjoying the good life, being prevented from having access to all of the other 
things to which people aspire, we will create a potential pool of offenders. 

We must address the position of Aboriginal people in our society. They are grossly disadvantaged by any 
measure of social wellbeing. It is sad that Aboriginal people experience both higher rates of victimisation 
from crime and higher rates of offending. That is related to their social position. Until we can address the 
social and economic position of Aboriginal people as a community, both Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal 
people will experience problems. 

We must look at our family support policies. What support do we give parents? What education do we 
give them? What assistance do we give them in carrying out their very important task? It is not just a 
matter of penalties, of the police, of the courts; many government agencies have a role in reducing our 
crime problems in the long term. 

MR TUBBY (Roleystone - Parliamentary Secretary) [4.50 pm]: I do not support the member for South 
Perth's amendment Crime is a major problem, and a number of members have spoken about it. Without 
doubt it is the most common problem that is brought to my attention at my office, either by people writing 
or telephoning or by contact with people as I go around my electorate. Burglary, car theft and muggings 
are the major topics people bring to my attention. I have had letters from school children indic1ling that 
they are not game to travel on the trains because they are frightened that someone will mug them and pinch 
their sneakers, and letters from old ladies who are fearful to leave open their doors in their retirement 
village in Gosnells because young thugs walk in, even when they are there, and snatch their bags. I have 
had letters from parents of grown-up young people and their families who have been threatened and abused 
in their own backyard when their parents have been out It is not good enough. I do not think that either 
the previous Government or this Government has all the answers to the problem because there is no simple 
solution. A range of issues must be solved. Many of them have nothing to do with policing or the judicial 
system; they are social problems that must be addressed. The member for Belmont pointed out some of 
them. I mention flrst the education system. 

In juvenile detention centres and gaols almost without exception the majority of inmates are illiterate and 
innumerate. They have been through school in a western democracy that prides itself on its education 
system and at the end of 10 to 12 years they have come out illiterate and innumerate. They also come out 
with a huge chip on their shoulder because somebody must accept responsibility for the fact that they are 
incapable of taking their full place in society. If they cannot read and write and cannot work out figures. 
there is not a lot of hope for them to flll any position. They want to take this out on somebody - and they 
do. They are not dumb kids; they are smart People have timed how long it takes them to get into a 
Commodore or another modern car and take off down the road. There is no question that they are 
intelligent. They have some skills, but they are trained in the wrong direction. We must do more in our 
education system. More resources are required. 

First Steps is an excellent program and is picking up many of those juveniles, but many more are escaping 
through the net. In 10 years they will be out in the street unless we spend money and put resources into 
addressing those problems. Let us consider the family situation. Any member could go to the annual 
general meeting of their local scout or guide group or any of the youth groups in their community and the 
only adults there will be one or two who have been worked to death and would love to hand over the reins 
of running these youth groups to somebody else. The parents are staying away in droves. They have their 
own lives to lead: Both parents are working and they do not have the time to put into their children's 
activities. They dump them at whatever activity is going, go off about their business and come back at the 
end of the exercise to take the children home. 

We must change community attitudes and all people must realise that they have a part to play in ensuring 
that our youth are pointed in the right direction and given some guidance. Young people must not be 
ignored within the family situation because mum and dad are too busy to sit down and listen to their 
children and, therefore, put them in front of the television. They should not be dumped on the hard 
working, responsible citizens in the community who take on coaching or umpiring positions or are 
involved in scout and guide organisations or youth groups because their children are involved and they do 
not want to see them ignored; however, after a few years that starts to wear a little thin and the people are 
worn out It is a community problem as well as a schooling problem. 

Members have stated that the apprehension rate for crimes in some areas is appallingly low. What 
deterrent is it to anybody when they know that they have a 95 per cent chance of not being apprehended for 
the crimes they commit? If they have a chip on their shoulder because of something someone has done to 
them in the past or because the system has betrayed them and they have only a 5 per cent chance of being 
apprehended, there is nothing stopping them from doing whatever they like. The apprehension rate must 
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be lifted and that can be done only by putting extra resources into the Police Service and providing police 
with the manpower to do their job. A number of members have spoken about the pilot programs that have 
been undertaken in the metropolitan and country areas. The crime rate decreases because it is known that 
the apprehension rate has improved. The likelihood of offenders being caught and appearing before the 
courts has improved to the extent that they do not want to undertake those endeavours - or they move to 
another area where they know that the resourcing is still at a low level. Therefore, the crime rate in that 
area increases. We are either putting a lid on the problem or shifting the problem from one suburb to 
another; however, it is not addressing the fundamental questions. 

We must also consider the drugs issue. If people are addicted to a drug or a number of drugs and they are 
unemployed, from where on earth will they obtain the wherewithal to feed their habit? They must turn to 
crime; they have no alternative. Until we address the question of drugs a core group within our society will 
steal cars, burgle houses and do all those things to get money, which will not help them to live or improve 
their lifestyle, but simply feeds an addictive habit. That could be because of their schooling; because they 
were ignored by their parents or their local community during their upbringing; or simply because they 
have not been able to obtain a job because the youth unemployment in their area is far too high. All those 
factors can help to turn them to drugs and that feeds into our crime problem. 

Finally, we must address some of the punishments. The member for Helena and the member for Ashburton 
spoke about this matter. We must make the punishment fit the crime and consider the punishments that are 
given out for some of these antisocial acts. 

Mr Brown: We need to do some research on deterrents. 

Mr TUBBY: Yes, I do not deny that. I do not have all the answers: I do not think anybody has all the 
answers. These are the areas we must consider. I do not back away from looking at all the issues involved, 
and that includes corporal punishment and capital punishment and a range of other punishments and 
deterrents. People will say to me that it has been proved that capital punishment is not a deterrent; perhaps 
it has not been. However, I think that in some cases, such as the Birnies or the young fellow from 
Geraldton, people commit crimes beyond any reasonable doubt. 

Mr Brown: Will capital punishment reduce house theft or car theft? 

Mr TUBBY: No, it will not. Let us not back away from some of the alternatives; let us look at all the 
alternatives. Many people are saying that we should look at some of the alternatives, but they will not 
consider capital punishment or corporal punishment because they conflict with society's, or their own, 
moral standards. I was a school principal for many years and I had the dubious task of having to 
administer corporal punishment. I was one of the ogres people point their fingers at. I admit that corporal 
punishment did work with some children. They never came back again for another whack. The line was 
drawn and they knew where it was and did not cross it a second time. The same applies to one's family. 
We can talk to our children until we are blue in the face but at the end of the day they may need a whack on 
the backside. They endure a little bit of pain and they do not overstep the mark again. I must admit that I 
found when I was a principal that the cane did not work with some children. I was wasting my time 
because they had so many emotional and social problems that hitting them had no effect whatsoever. 

Mr Brown: It has the reverse effect. 

Mr TUBBY: Absolutely. It drives them further down the path they are going down. However, it is 
effective with some children. I do not go along with whipping and public floggings, but I believe that in 
Singapore not very many people return for a second dose. 

If a mad dog or a rabid bull charged at someone, it would be put down. Quite frankly, there are some serial 
killers who have committed such heinous crimes they deserve to be put down. 

Mr Brown: What would you have done with the Birmingham six? 

Mr TUBBY: In that case there was an element of doubt 

Mr Brown: They were acquitted and if capital punishment had been around they might have been hanged. 

Mr TUBBY: I am saying that where there is an inkling of doubt in the judge's mind who had to make a 
choice between capital punishment and sending the offender to jail for 20 years, he would opt for the latter. 
However, if it was a crime of such magnitude which was beyond reasonable doubt and the community was 
so outraged, the judge would have no alternative other than to impose capital punishment 

Mr Brown: At the royal commission in New South Wales there has been an admission by senior members 
of the Police Service that they fabricated evidence, conspired with criminals and sent people to jail 
wrongfully. They set people up and accused them of crimes which they did not commit. You are 
suggesting that in that case people would be hanged even though they had been set up by corrupt police. 

Mr TUBBY: The judges do not make too many mistakes. 

Mr Brown: They did in New South Wales. 

Mr.~BY: I do not think that would have happened in too many cases. In America it has been done for 
~litIcal reas<?ns because the judic~ is e!ected. If the community wants a hanging judge, they will elect 
him and he will hang people for hemous cli.mes. 
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Mr Leahy: Now they are pushing to shorten the appeal process to get them hanged quickly. 

Mr TUBBY: That is right, but at least we are having a debate on capital punishment. We must look at all 
the options including capital punishment I am a realist and I know that if a referendum were held on 
capital punishment, between 60 and 80 per cent of the public would vote for it. 

Mr Leahy: They could be wrong. 

Mr TUBBY: They mayor may not be wrong. I am a realist and this is a social issue on which members on 
this side of the House will have a conscience vote. However, I know the Labor Party's policy opposes 
capital punishment. I also know that a number of members on this side of the House oppose capital 
punishment If it came to a vote in this House, it would probably be defeated by about 60 per cent. 

Mr Brown: If the Government were really serious about reintroducing capital punishment, it would 
introduce a Bill which would result in a plebiscite, and if it were successful it would come into force. 

Mr TUBBY: Would the member for Morley support it? 

Mr Brown: No. If you were really serious about it, you would consider why it is a cynical exercise. I 
agree with you about how the public would vote and what some of your members would do. Therefore, 
you know, and the Premier knows, that this is a cynical exercise because it would be voted down after a 
plebiscite. If the Premier really believed in it, he would put up that Bill and push it through while he had 
the numbers. We would then have a plebiscite. He will not do that and that is what makes it dishonest If 
you cannot have honesty in a debate, it cannot be a serious one. 

Mr TUBBY: I have been fairly honest in this debate and I have given my personal view. I really do not 
think that legislation for capital punishment will pass through this place. I am not one for banging his head 
against a brick wall by introducing legislation when it has Buckley's chance of success. However, that 
does not mean that the community should not be allowed to participate in the debate. On the 01lW hand the 
public may say that capital punishment is a thing of the past and is barbaric. On the other hanG, they may 
say they would like capital punishment reintroduced. It would then be up to the public to elect members to 
this House who would do what they require. At the moment, it will not happen. There must be community 
debate and it must convince sufficient members. 

Mr Marlborough: I want to use you as an example. 

Mr TUBBY: Will the member for Peel be the person who will pull the lever? 

Mr Marlborough: I would like to hear by telephone that it had happened. 

Mr TUBBY: It is a vocation which the member could pursue after the next election. 

This House must address many problems including social, legal, and policing problems. I cannot think of 
an easy solution and on that basis I do not support the amendment. 

MR LEAHY (Northern Rivers) [5.09 pm]: I support the amendment moved by the member for South 
Perth although like some members on this side of the House I have some reservations about his implied 
criticism of community policing. I did not intend to speak in this debate, but during the course of the 
debate I became aware of how complex this issue has become. 

I recall three years ago members opposite were on this side of the House and they were ranting daily about 
how simple it was for the then Government to solve the problem of crime. They said there should be more 
police on the streets and that harsher penalties should be imposed. We heard that not only in this House, 
but in every marginal electorate in the State, including Northern Rivers. The members of this Government 
whipped up absolute public hysteria. A public meeting which was attended by 400 people was held in my 
electorate and members opposite were saying that the then Government was doing nothing about the 
problem and all that was required to solve it was a 24 hour police station, cops everywhere and harsher 
penalties. 

We did not adopt this easy method. The Government elected to put in place a community policing officer, 
a school based police officer and an officer to start a police and citizens' youth club, which, thankfully, was 
completed by this Government For a long while that worked. The crime rate in Carnarvon, especially 
among juveniles, dropped. However, when this Government's promises were not adhered to, and extra 
police were not put in place, the local police had to calion the community police officer, the school based 
officer and the PCYC officer to help with mainstream policing. One police officer was left to do those 
three jobs. Of course, the effectiveness of that one officer in trying to do those three jobs was very limited. 
The contact with the kids in the town was also limited. The problems that existed in the town four or five 
years ago came back to haunt us. Therefore, it is wrong to say that the problem cannot be fixed by 
providing more police officers. It will have a big impact if police are used properly. That cannot be done 
if there are no additional police resources. 

The Government has not honoured the promise that it made before the last election. Right through the 
campaign it ran on the promise that it would solve the law and order problems and that it would appoint 
800 additional police officers. However, those promises have not been honoured. It cannot back away 
from that now. It cannot now say that the problem is very complex and many issues need to be looked at 
It cannot now say that everybody has to work together and the community must be involved. We used 
those words. We all know that. That is not new. The Government must honour the very first promise it 
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made. Let us see an additional 800 police officers and let us lift morale in the Police Force. Before I was 
elected to Parliament, I worked for 20 years with the police when I was a clerk of courts. I am still very 
close to a number of police officers. In that 20 years, I never saw the morale of members of the Police 
Force so low. If the Minister for Police talked to police officers, he would find that out. There has never 
been as many resignations or retirements from the Police Force. 

Mr Omodei: Did you hear Bruce Brennan on the radio this morning? He does not share that view. 

Mr LEAHY: I would not expect him to. However, the Minister should talk to the rank and file. I have a 
number of mates in the Police Force. They have a saying which I will not repeat in this place. However, I 
hear it more and more all the time. They say the job is ... , That is said on almost every occasion that I 
socialise with them. They say they are not getting the support they need and that the promises that were 
made are not being honoured. They also say that the job is far harder. They are not confident - I try to 
convince them of this - that there are benefits from community policing. Uniformed policemen use 
disparaging remarks about community police officers. They call them plastic cops, which I think is wrong. 
The work done by a good community police officer is the equivalent of two or three mainstream 
policemen. I agree with government members that we must get the community involved in policing. 
However, the community must be given support. The Government must provide good community police, 
not force them out of the job. 

The best community policeman I have ever seen was Brian Royce. He worked in Carnarvon for two or 
three years during the hardest period in getting community policing off the ground. Brian and his wife, 
Marie, who worked in a voluntary capacity in Carnarvon for many years, have gone. They are now in 
Karratha. He has left the force because of a lack of support. He was a great police officer who has been 
lost to WA forever. He is now working in the Pilbara getting more money than he did as a police officer, 
but he is not doing what he enjoys doing. That situation has been repeated all over the State, especially 
among community police officers. They are the ones who are dropping out. The good ones have been the 
most affected, and they have been subjected to the most criticism from within the Police Force. 

Without giving the police that sort of support, without putting in place an educational program for 
policemen about the benefits they will get from community policing, there will be no advances in solutions 
to the law and order problems. We are not tackling the problem at the source. It is no good anyone here 
talking about harsher penalties. I thought that was the case years ago also. Kids came through the courts in 
Carnarvon year after year. We would say, "Lock them up or send them to Perth and get them out of the 
system." All that would happen is that eventually they would reach 18 years of age, go to the adult courts 
and get locked up, and there would be another wave of kids coming behind them. We never altered the 
social problems in Carnarvon that caused them to offend and we still fail to do so. It does not matter how 
long the penalties are. All an increase in penalties will do is take them out of society for a period and when 
they are placed back in society, they will be more bitter than they were when they were taken out. Until 
those fundamental problems are addressed, we will achieve nothing. Neither did our Government 
However, it is amazing that, what was a very simple problem three and a half years ago when members 
opposite were in opposition is now very complex and very difficult and the Government should have 
everybody's support to fix it! The Government thinks we should have fixed the problem. We now have 
the same thoughts about this Government. This Government is in the hot seat now. It should honour its 
promise to put on 800 extra policemen. 

MR D.L. SMITH (Mitchell) [5.17 pm]: I rise to speak in this debate because of my ongoing concern 
about crime in Bunbury. The member for Bunbury, Mr Osborne, during his speech in this debate, 
attempted to respond to my concerns about the level of crime in Bunbury. One of the concerns that I raised 
last week was that, as a deliberate government initiative, the number of sexual offenders being kept at 
Bunbury Regional Prison has been increased beyond 50 per cent. I said that, as a result, the families of 
those prisoners were moving to Bunbury, in many cases, and on their release the prisoners were returning 
to the Bunbury community. The member for Bunbury in his speech yesterday suggested that I said that it 
was the escapes from the prison by those sexual offenders that were the threat Anyone who bothers to 
read Hansard will know that the member for Bunbury, as usual, has got it wrong. 

Mr Leahy: I pointed that out but he refused to listen. 

Mr D.L. SMITH: Not only did he refuse to listen, but also he suggested that the member read Hansard, 
when he should have taken the trouble to read Hansard himself. The fact in relation to sexual offenders is 
that they have a recidivism rate. That rate will be higher if there are no appropriate programs within the 
penal institution where they are kept to reform or rehabilitate them. There is no high level rehabilitation 
program in place in Bunbury. The prisoners kept at Bunbury have only three options. The first is to go to 
Casuarina on transfer and hope to get into the program there. It takes nearly two years to get into that 
program because of the number waiting. The second option is to take advantage of what is a partly 
community based program. The third option is not to undertake any program. That will result in the minor 
offenders being released and the more serious ones not being considered for parole when their time comes. 

I challenge the member for Bunbury, if he has any doubt about it, to try to ascertain whether there is a high 
recidivism rate among sexual offenders; whether, when they return to the community, they are likely to re
offend; whether, while they are in prison, they establish peer groups; and whether those peer groups remain 
on their release. If they are being released into the single community, there will be a high level of sexual 
offences and paedophilia. I ask him to undertake a few courses and speak to a few of the experts, including 
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the people who are in the field in the Bunbury area, and find out whether they have concerns about a 
paedophile network in the south west and whether what is happening at Bunbury prison is likely to affect 
that rate. 

All we get from this Government on crime is rhetoric. We have listened to the rhetoric about the increased 
number of police officers, but we have yet to see them. The excuse that has been offered by the Minister 
for Police is that the judiciary is soft on crime. However, the sentencing le~islation introduced by this 
Government con~s a specific direction to the judiciary that imprisonment IS a last resort; that it is to 
provide reasons for the imprisonment rather than looking at another option. The legislation contains almost 
a direction that no short sentences be imposed. The court has a discretion to impose longer sentences or no 
sentence. I do not understand how the Minister for Police, who should be close to the issue, could blame 
the judiciary when it must operate within the directions of the sentencing legislation. In defence of this sort 
of amendment or any concern in the community about the level of crime, it is not good enough for the 
Minister for Police or other Ministers to try to blame the judiciary in this way. 

The Government has under-resourced the Police Force. It has not honoured its promise to increase the 
number of police officers. It is under-resourcing correctional services. The Government has not built a 
new prison since it came to office. It has doubled and tripled the number of prisoners in the cells and 
created conditions which are likely to lead to more recidivism because of their experiences and the close 
quarters they keep with other offenders in prison. The Government has not done anything sensible with the 
prison system, the payments to correctional officers, or the resources for rehabilitation programs. What 
does it do to support community organisations that may be able to break the cycle of poverty and other 
factors which lead to offending behaviour? Where are the resources that should go to the community to 
assist people who have difficulty with children who are misbehaving? The most frequent complaint from 
parents of children aged between 12 and 16 who are offending is that whenever they go to government 
agencies for assistance they are told that the agencies do not have the resources to deal with the problems at 
that time; and that the parents and the community must manage the problems alone. They are taid that the 
agencies cannot do anything; they are asked what can be done with a 13 year old, and they try to take 
children into custody and foster care but they run away. The department says that it cannot find foster 
carers because no foster carer wants to care for children who are, in effect, very difficult to control and are 
offending. When foster carers are difficult to find, the Government should provide additional resources to 
try to attract more carers for the children. Through those resources, payments can be provided for foster 
carers as well as training, and they may receive support from the agency itself. That has not happened. 

In one instance in Bunbury a child was sexually molesting two of his siblings. We think he was the son of 
a person charged with paedophilia in the past. The solution for the agency was to remove from the family 
the two children who were being offended against. The child who was committing the offences is still with 
the family, and that family feels it is not receiving support. The department takes the attitude, correctly or 
incorrectly, that the mother is not protective enough m her conduct towards her children. However, when 
the question arises of how to address that family and provide the necessary resources to take that offending 
child aside and try to rehabilitate him, all we are told is that appointments have been made to see a 
psychologist but he has not attended, and so on. 

I have a great deal of sympathy for Family and Children's Services officers who must deal with those sorts 
of issues. They are under enormous pressure, and the protocol requires difficult judgments about what is 
right or wrong. They must develop programs for case management where it is difficult to decide. Overall, 
the Government does not provide sufficient resources to enable the agency to deal with that sort of 
problem. I have the impression that the Government as a whole has thrown up its hands and said that it is 
too difficult; it does not have the answers. In response to the Australian Bureau of Statistics' studies on the 
level of crime the Premier said that he was disappointed that the Government has not been able to be 
successful in the way suggested. 

I note that the member for Bunbury has returned to the Chamber. I wonder whether he has taken the 
trouble to seek the statistics on various offences in Bunbury, Australind and elsewhere around the south 
west. Has he bothered to go to the local Supreme Court and District Court and note that they are almost in 
permanent session in Bunbury as a result of the level of crime in the south west and the number of people 
being charged currently? Has he spoken to local businessmen about the level of concern they have about 
break-ins and vandalism? Has he spoken to the local authorities about those matters? Has he spoken to the 
women who have been assaulted, or who are cowering in their homes alone behind locked doors because 
they are fearful about what might happen to them? He made great play about the fact that I, in a way, 
identified the shop in which a rape occurred in the main street in Bunbury in the middle of the day. He 
brushed over the fact that the shop had been identified in the television media in the follow-up to the event 
I was trying to highlight that a rape had occurred in a shop on the main street of Bunbury during daylight 
hours, even though the Government had promised in its south west policy that it would reintroduce police 
on the beat in the CBD in Bunbury! We have seen no sign of that promise being fulfilled. 

Mr Osborne interjected. 

Mr ~.L. SMITH: The member brushed over the description I provided. I was trying to highlight to the 
Parl~am~nt that suc.h a rape c~)Uld occur on ~~ main street i!l Bunbury during daylight hours. I was trying 
to highlight the wntten promises by the coalluon about pollce on the beat, the extra resources to police in 
Bunb~ry, and that it. would establish a police station at Australind. A police station is finally being 
estabhshed at Australmd, but not at Capel or a new station at Bunbury as they promised. 
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I also wonder if the member for BWlbury is aware of the backlog of matters in the courts in Bunbury. I am 
a great admirer of the local magistrate. He handles the workload in an admirable way. He is a man who 
gives individual consideration to every case that comes before him. Whenever I sit at the back of the court 
and listen to what is going on I am filled with admiration for the man. However, considering the number of 
people and lawyers waiting in the corridors of the court for matters to be dealt with, and the extent of the 
current magistrate's circuit, which takes in Harvey and Collie - matters which were previously handled 
elsewhere - are we asking too much of that individual? 

Part of the answer to the law and order problems in Bunbury is to ensure that people are processed as 
expeditiously as possible and that as much time as possible is given to the sentencing procedures. It is high 
time, as part of an overall law and order strategy, that this Government addressed the imminent 
appoinunent of a second magistrate at Bunbury. If it does not reduce the increasing level of crime in the 
south west we will also have to consider new court accommodation. The District, Supreme, Family and 
Children's Courts and the Court of Petty Sessions cannot continue to carry their present volume of work 
and put pressure on that building without further action being taken. I challenge the member for Bunbury 
through this Parliament to ask questions about the levels of the various crimes that are of concern to the 
community and inquire what is the solution rate on a statewide, Bunbury and south west basis. The 
solution rate to breaking and entering and car theft has hardly shifted in the past three years. For breaking 
and entering it sits at around 11 per cent. 

Mrs van de Klashorst interjected. 

Mr D.L. SMITH: Unfortunately it has not shifted for some time. The member opposite is at least in 
government and the Government made a number of promises in relation to this issue. Offenders who break 
into people's homes have approximately an 8.5 out of 10 chance of not being charged. With those 
statistics, is it any wonder that a very high level of breaking and entering exists around Bunbury? The 
statistics for car theft are not much different; they range between 11 per cent and 16 per cent Children 
who steal motor vehicles have something like an 80 per cent chance of not being caught Those statistics 
must change. This Government must be about trying to occupy those people who, because they are not 
occupied, are inclined to use their time committing crimes. We muse provide redirection for those people 
through programs provided by the Deparunent of Family and Children's Services and the Department of 
Corrective Services. We must ensure that within prisons, the resources are available to provide 
rehabilitation programs. We must establish youth programs which will help develop children's self esteem, 
which is necessary if they are to avoid a life of crime. Anyone who has examined the statistics knows that 
people who have low self esteem and low educational standards are more likely to offend than those who 
do not We know the cycle. However, as has the Minister for Police, we blame judges and others rather 
than directing resources to appropriate areas. 

We must acknowledge the connection between the level of offending behaviour and drug taking in the 
community. People commit crime because they are seeking money to pay for their drug habits. They 
commit crimes under the influence of drugs and therefore the seriousness of their crime dramatically 
increases. Again, in addressing the overall drug problem, we have heard this Government's rhetoric, but 
all it has done is set up yet another committee to examine the problem. We must fund and aggressively 
promote programs such as the Quit program, and ensure resources are given to the educational system and 
community groups to fight drug taking rather than blame the judiciary, the police, anyone else involved in 
law enforcement or the administration of justice in WA. We have heard talk of Rotary Clubs and other 
service clubs becoming involved in this area on a VOIWltary basis. As if that will solve the serious crime 
problems in the community! 

In the end, we will achieve a reduction in crime only if resources are committed, a clear plan of action is 
undertaken and a positive program is implemented. It is not happening under this Government; that is why 
the level of crime has remained undeniably high and why it has continued to dramatically increase in 
Bunbury, Australind, Eaton and Clifton Park over the past three years. The member for Bunbury knows 
only too well about a photograph in the South Western Times of an old person who lived in BWlbury and 
who moved to Eaton because he no longer felt safe in his home. We cannot have elderly people moving 
out of their homes to live with relatives just because they are afraid of the level of crime. It is time this 
Government did something about it in BWlbury especially. I support the amendment 

MR GRAHAM (pilbara) [5.36 pm]: I will make a short contribution in this debate for two reasons. The 
first is that I was one of a group of people in Port Hedland who put together a package of measures that 
turned Port Hedland around from the high crime capital of Western Australia to the town with the lowest 
number of offences recorded over any given period. That was for a lengthy time. We did all that without 
the need for the local magistrate to get Parliament to increase penalties, for capital punishment, for the need 
to cane children in our schools, for task forces on drugs or for any particularly great expenditure by the 
Government 

It is legitimate for people to ask how that happened. It happened quite simply: A range of initiatives were 
put in place firstly to prevent crime and, secondly, to provide activities or care for juveniles who were 
previously criminals but were in the system and needed something to do. It was done by providing a Police 
Force of adequate numbers in the town to legitimately police the laws of the land without the need for Port 
Hedland to tum into a police State. We did not even have a curfew. Each of those initiatives played an 
important role, including the provision of facilities through the Police and Citizens Youth Club, and the 
local magistrate who at the time was Wayne Tarr. All of that is able to happen across the State of Western 
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Australia if a Government applies itself. It comes as no surprise to people in here who have listened to 
debates on this issue to hear that I made those comments when the Labor Party was in government 

Mr Cowan: I know you want to make only a brief speech, but you just spent two minutes explaining to us 
how the community got involved and how you did not need government help. Now you are about to 
embark on criticism of the Government I am interested to hear your explanation. You just told me that 
you have done it all without government support or a police state. That is the very thing we have been 
advocating for some time. I commend you for your foresight in doing it earlier than many other 
communities. 

Mr GRAHAM: I thought that even an old dog like the Deputy Premier would have learnt to listen to what 
I am about to say before criticising it. 

Mr Cowan: I know what you will say. I have heard it ad nauseam this afternoon. 

Mr GRAHAM: Each of the initiatives that we put in place and that turned around the crime problem in 
Port Hedland has been dismantled. Before the Deputy Premier hooks into me, it was not all done by his 
Government Some of the decisions were made by our Government through bureaucrats saying, "We have 
put these things in place to deal with crime by preventive measures. Crime has gone down. We do not 
need the things any more." They were taken away. Some of our Ministers supported that, I said at the 
time, quite bloody stupidly. One needs preventive measures as part of the process. 

Mr Cowan: That is absolutely right. 

Mr GRAHAM: The Deputy Premier's Government continued it Defunding those measures provided a 
two and a half year period for juvenile crime and young offenders to re-establish in Port Hedland. That is 
the problem we have now. A system that worked was defunded by successive Governments. 

Mr Cowan: What was the level of funding? 

Mr GRAHAM: There was a whole range of funding. 

Mr Cowan: Roughly? 

.. 
Mr GRAHAM: About $250 000 in youth initiatives and probably another $150000 from the Police Force 
through various initiatives. The youth initiatives are now about $80000, and the things being funded are 
not those that should be funded. The other key thing that has changed is that the community says now, "It 
is not our problem." When we had problems we ftxed them. We did not have vigilantes. I went out and 
fronted all those people. We sorted it out The community is saying, "You are the Government. You fix 
it You put the coppers on the street and get the youth workers out there. You get the courts working, get 
the drop-in centres' running and an intervention program going. You are the Government and if you say 
that you will do it, you will have to do those damn things. You have to be out there again, as some of us 
were at 3.00 am and 4.00 am dealing with these people." It is not pretty. 

Mr Cowan: I think you are having two bob each way. 

Mr GRAHAM: Absolutely not. 

Mr Cowan: I think you are. 

Mr GRAHAM: As I say quite often, if the Deputy Premier will give me the cheque book and leave me 
alone, I will ftx the problem. 

Mr Cowan: I did that once, and I swore I would never do it again. 

Mr GRAHAM: I fixed it. 

Mr Shave: If your people at Port Hedland are saying that you have the people and you have the resources, 
and you did it the first time, why not do it again? 

Mr GRAHAM: We did. That is what I am saying. If the member for Melville hops out of office and lets 
us back in government, I will fix it again. 

Several members interjected. 

The ACTING SPEAKER: Order! 

Several members interjected. 

The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Johnson): Order! Order, the member for Balcatta! The member for 
Melville and the member for Balcatta know better than to continue arguing across the Chamber when I 
have called order many times. The member for Pilbara has the call and I ask other members to desist from 
interjecting. 

Mr GRAHAM: I am happy to take interjections aimed at me. The motion asks us and the State 
Government to do certain things, one of which is to address the biggest single crime problem in Hedland, 
and I suspect in the suburbs of the Perth; that is, it asks the Government to explain satisfactorily why the 
rate of burglaries solved in Western Australia has plummeted by 50 per cent in the past 15 years from 
21.22 per cent cleared in 1981 to 11 per cent in 1994. I take the member for South Perth at his word and 
assume he has done his research and that the figures are accurate. As someone who has been burgled a 
couple of times, I know that the police respond as best they can, but unless one has a personal injury or a 
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theft of a certain value, the police cannot. do not and will not investigate. I have been burgled twice and I 
have yet to hear from the police the result of their investigations. 

Dr Hames: Do you have an alarm? 

Mr GRAHAM: No. 

Dr Hames: Why not? 

Mr GRAHAM: I will tell the member why. I have no difficulty with that line of logic. I am a citizen who 
lives in a suburb. I pay my taxes and a police force is there to protect me, to investigate crime and to fmd 
the perpetrators of crime. The argument is not whether I have an alarm. My house has protection. 

Dr Hames: People should do more to protect themselves. 

Mr GRAHAM: To hell with that. I had all the things one could reasonably expect someone to have, and I 
was burgled. It happens to thousands of people. There is nothing flash about me. 

Dr Hames: You cannot stop people getting in. 

Mr GRAHAM: I was burgled. I can expect the police to investigate my burglary and find the culprit. if 
they can, and report back what they have done and when they did it. 

Dr Hames: You of all people know how difficult it is to catch people who have burgled a house. You 
cannot have a policeman around every comer and so you cannot take action. 

Mr GRAHAM: That is what all government backbenchers say in parliamentary debates. 

Dr Hames: An alarm does not cost much. 

Mr GRAHAM: It is not about the question of cost. It is a question of why we have a police force. It is to 
enforce the law, to catch the perpetrators and to protect law abiding citizens from those who break the law. 
It is not so that the police can come into one's house and say , "You should have bought an alarm system." 

Dr Hames: It does not matter how good the Police Force or how many officers there are investigating the 
burglary at your home. It is extremely difficult. The percentage of crimes solved should be much higher 
but it will never be anywhere near 100 per cent. 

Mr GRAHAM: Nobody is suggesting that it should be. The amendment asks members of parliament to 
ask the Government why the rate of solving burglaries has fallen. The member should vote and ask for an 
explanation. It may be because people do not have alarms. I would be very surprised because that has 
something to do with events before the burglary. It has very little to do with how the burglary is solved. 

Several members interjected. 

Mr D.L. Smith: The member for Dianella might explain why, even with security doors, locks and so on, so 
many houses in his area are broken into? 

Dr Hames: I would if it were the appropriate time. 

The ACTING SPEAKER: It is the appropriate for the member for Pilbara to be allowed to continue. 

Mr GRAHAM: I will deal with a couple of other matters that were raised in the speeches of members 
opposite. One is the perennial conservative side of politics argument about capital punishment. One of the 
things that always confuses me about thinking people, as members of Parliament are supposed to be, is the 
argument that if one institutionalises state violence, it will somehow reduce violence in the community. It 
is a nonsense. There is no demonstrable evidence that capital punishment has acted as any sort of deterrent 
or that it does anything to levels of crime. I will listen with interest to any member who can do the 
research and prove otherwise. There is none. One of the advantages of this Job is that one is able from 
time to time to travel. Last year I was in the southern States of the United States of America. I listened 
with great interest to people explaining to me their law and order system. We were there at the time of the 
OJ. Simpson trial. Their idea of justice was simple; they would have hanged him. 

They call that innate conservatism and say that as States they are innately conservative about law and 
order. They have unlimited gun ownership - it is every man's right to have a gun - and they also have 
capital punishment. These are the States to which the member for Northern Rivers referred and which are 
now fast tracking capital punishment. They are not happy with having it, they want it to be more rapid 
The obvious conclusion is that it does not work because the death rows are overflowing. As the 
community has got louder and louder about the death penalty, the crimes for which one can be killed by the 
State have become less and less significant, and as a result there are more and more people in gaol facing 
the death penalty. The answer in the southern States is not to look at the problems but to fast track the 
process. What a load of nonsense. I listened with amazement to this seemingly intelligent person who was 
explaining it to me and bragging that chain gangs had been reintroduced. He could not make the 
connection between the high levels of crime, violence and poverty and the fact that those States outstripped 
the rest of America on those issues. The States' high level of poverty and lack of education balanced the 
high level of punishment and their authoritarian nature. In his view those issues were unrelated. I 
disagree: They are intricately related; one cannot deal with one without dealing with the other. 

I .share the views of the member for Northern Rivers on many occasions. One thing on which I agree with 
hl.ffi very strongly is how simple law and order was for members opposite while they were in opposition. 
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We remember the now Premier saying on television that his government would fix the revolving door and 
that law and order was about the revolving door. He has not done that and we still do not know what the 
revolving door is all about, but we do know that there is a problem. We know now that it is not the 
Government's fault because members opposite tell us that. The Minister for Police in part blames the 
judges. I will contrast that with the Liberal Party's policy in the north west prior to the last election. It was 
stated that in government the Liberal Party would continue to refuse to interfere in the proper work of the 
police and the courts. It was also stated that the new Government would rely on both the courts and the 
police to fulfil the responsibilities facing it. That contrasts significantly with the statement by the Minister 
for Police - that the problem is with the judges. 

I understand the polling and I know that this is a popular line and that 65 per cent of the public will agree 
with the Minister, but the Minister is wrong. The question of law and order can be sorted out only when 
politicians understand what causes the problem. The community wants to tell us, if only we will listen. 
We cannot deal with these problems by locking people up and throwing away the key. That has never 
worked and it will never wode. All it does is breed a generation of resentful people. In 15 or 20 years we 
will have the offspring of the people who have been locked up and they will be involved in a life of crime. 
If we introduce capital punishment. we will have bitter and resentful families who have had a family 
member killed by the State. They will have no respect for the system, particularly if they believe the 
executed person was innocent and particularly if there is a case where it is found after an execution that the 
person was innocent. It calls that whole system of justice into question and brings our system of 
lawmaking into disrepute. 

I would not want people to think that I am simply making a political point - I am not. There is a real 
problem in the community. My mother, who lives in Maylands, was 73 two years ago and for her birthday 
she asked the family to buy her a set of security lights and a security door for the house that she has lived in 
for 45 years. It is a tragedy to witness that level of concern in our elderly citizens. 

Sitting suspended/rom 5.56 to 7.30 pm 

MR WIESE (Wagin - Minister for Police) [7.30 pm]: The debate on this amendment has proved, if 
anyone needed proof, that law and order is of great concern to everyone in this House and in the 
community. There have been some interesting speeches on this subject. I probably have my prejudices 
and other members have theirs, but the member for Armadale showed a substantial understanding of the 
question, particularly with regard to mobile policing in the Armadale area; the member for Belmont 
showed a good understanding of some of the problems associated with law and order, particularly with 
regard to truancy; and the member for Pilbara reinforced, if it needed to be reinforced, the positive results 
that can be achieved from a partnership between the community and the police, as is the case in the Port 
Hedland area. However, the member who got it right. so far as I can see, was the member for Avon, when 
he said that the police alone cannot tackle the problem of crime because it is a community problem. He 
said also that prevention is a better and more positive way of tackling the problem than is dealing with 
crime after the event 

If anything important has come out of this debate, it is that the Opposition seems to be hell-bent on dealing 
with the problem of crime after the event rather than in becoming involved with the community and police 
in trying to prevent crime. That is probably the greatest difference between the approach taken by the 
Government and the approach taken by the Opposition. The community should be very concerned that the 
Opposition wants to address the problem of crime after the event by providing additional police officers. 
The reality is that the best way we can deal with the problem of crime and with law and order is by 
addressing as strongly as we can the prevention of crime. One of the best and most positive ways to do that 
is by having the community and the police work in partnership. 

The member for Avon, and a number of other members, referred to the problem with the use of illegal 
drugs. Drugs cannot be underestimated in any debate on law and order, and it is a matter that the 
community must address more positively in future. 

The member for Balcatta said that the only way we can solve this problem is by increasing police numbers. 
The reality is that Western Australia already has the highest ratio of police officers to population of any 
State in Australia. At present, we have one police officer to 398 citizens, and by the time we finish our 800 
police program, we will have one police officer to 378 citizens. That will be a significant achievement 
The member for Balcatta's claim that the only way we can address law and order problems in the 
community is by increasing police numbers illustrates that he and other members of the Opposition are 
totally out of touch with what should happen. That is an appalling message to send to the community. The 
reality is that the only way we can deal with this problem is by having a strong partnership between the 
police and the community. 

The member for Morley and other members opposite were very critical of the way in which the police are 
dealing with crime. Members opposite talked also about the morale problems within the Police Service. It 
is no wonder that police morale is so low when members opposite continue to be critical of the way in 
which the police are doing their job. 

The member for Morley made the same mistake as the member for South Perth in addressing the clearance 
rates for burglary. Burglary is only one of the offences which are being committed. IT members opposite 
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had to choose whether to send a police officer to deal with a burglary or with a physical assault on a 
person, which option would they take? The police must give priority to an assault on a person rather than a 
crime against property. The member for Morley and other members opposite failed to say that the 
clearance rate of crimes against the person in Western Australia is about 82 per cent, and the clearance rate 
for serious crimes such as murder, manslaughter and the full range of sexual offences is 95 to 100 per cent 
That is something for which members opposite should praise the police. 

This amendment was moved by the member for South Perth. The member for South Perth is very honest 
because he has indicated publicly that he intends to run his re-election campaign on law and order issues. 
That may be fine, and that may get the member for South Perth re-elected, but we must be very careful in 
running a campaign based on law and order that we do not exacerbate the community concern about the 
propensity for individuals to become victims of crime. 

The member for Kimberley hit on that very strongly when he said that if we raise people's fear of crime 
and use the people who have this fear as pawns in a political game, or as political footballs, we run the risk 
of exacerbating that concern. Members of Parliament, The West Australian and other media, and the 
Howard Sattlers and John Laws of the world, must handle this problem responsibly. They need to put 
some balance into this whole question of law and order and the concerns of the community. The West 
Australian's handling of Australian Bureau of Statistics data that were released yesterday was one time 
when it demonstrated balance and sensible reporting. I hope that we will see a great deal more of that in 
the future. The amendment before the House asks the Government to explain why the rate of burglaries 
solved in Western Australia has plummeted by 50 per cent in the past 15 years. 

The member for South Perth offered the explanation that had been given to him by a retired police officer 
that the police culture had changed. I do not believe that is the reason we have a poor burglary clean up 
rate. I will put at least two reasons for that to members. The frrst of those is the total and absolute 
rundown of the Police Service over 10 years of the previous Government. 

Mr Catania: How long do we have to hear that? 

Mr WIESE: The member for Balcatta can argue about that, but that is a significant factor in the fall off in 
the clean up rate in crimes, especially of burglary. 

Nobody mentioned the enormous increase in crime in Western Australia, especially the crime of burglary. 
In 1978 approximately 1000 crimes of burglary were committed per 100 000 in the community. In 1992 
that figure had risen to 2 000 crimes of burglary per 100 000 population; that is, a 100 per cent increase. 
That is a significant reason that the clean up rate is not as high as it was in 1980, which is the starting date 
that the member for South Perth used. 

The member for South Perth made a comparison between burglary rates in Western Australia and the 
United States of America. The member for South Perth is right: The burglary figure in America is going 

. down. In 1978 there were approximately 1400 crimes of burglary per 100 000 population. In 1992, which 
are the latest figures I was able to access, that had fallen by 300 to approximately 1 100 per 100 000. 
However, that is one of the very few countries where that is the case. To achieve some comparative 
balance one could compare Western Australia with New Zealand where the rate is approximately 3 000 per 
100 000 population, with England and Wales where the rate is approximately 2700 per 100 000, or West 
Germany where it is 3200 per 100 000. None of those figures is acceptable; however, at least Western 
Australia is in a relatively similar position when compared with those countries. We need to debate this 
question with some degree of balance. 

I want to touch upon how Western Australia is handling the situation. We need to highlight that Western 
Australia is doing better from a policing point of view than it was two or three years ago. The situation is 
improving. The number of offences cleared per police officer in 1992 was 53.18. At the end of 1994-95 
that figure had risen to 57.86, representing a 4.64 per police officer increase or, if one compared it with 
1993-94, a 9.5 per cent increase. That is not satisfactory; however, it indicates that the police are doing 
better than they did in the past, and that is a plus. 

I have commented about the clearance rate for some crimes. The community, if not the House and the 
Opposition, need to be made aware of a few of the good news stories instead of the bad news it puts 
forwards. The clean up rate of sexual offences in this State since July 1995 - that is, the past eight months
is 99.8 per cent That is in a type of crime that is of enormous concern to the majority of Western 
Australians, if not every Western Australian. 

The other figure I put before the House that should be acknowledged is that from January to March 1995 
there were 4505 motor vehicle thefts. In January to March 1996 that figure has fallen to 3261. In other 
words, motor vehicle thefts in this State are down by 27 per cent on last year. Some positive stories need 
to be told as well as the negatives. 

I will touch on how this Government is dealing with the problems that are before it. The member for 
Balcatta was most strident in calling for more manpower and resources for the Western Australian Police 
Service. The Government's commitment of 800 extra police on the beat will be met by election time in 
February 1997. This House must be aware of the extra funding and resources this Government has 
provided to the Police Service. When we came to government the budget for the Police Service was 
$25Om; it was starved of funds. The Police budget in 1995-96 is $324m, an increase of $74m. In any 
man's language that is a significant increase. The Government has put $52m of capital expenditure into the 
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Police Service over the past three years. That is substantial. I will not say that has totally solved the 
problem. Quite frankly, we still have a long way to go. 

The Police Service needs a better and more secure communications system. It needs an operational system 
similar to that in Victoria, which is the B.E.S.T. system, where the operational controllers know where 
every police vehicle is at any time, and potentially where every officer is, and it is able to direct and utilise 
those police officers far better than we are able to do. The Police Service needs a new computer system. 
The current system is old, inadequate and outdated and it is struggling to do the job. Police stations need a 
huge expenditure of funds, because the majority of them are oot adequate to enable officers to do their jobs 
effectively and efficiently. 

The Government has made a substantial start. I will briefly run through some of the initiatives which have 
been extremely successful. The independent patrols and the mobile patrols which the Commissioner of 
Police has introduced have been an unqualified success. The member for Annadale sang the praises of 
those patrols and indicated how successful they had been. Even the member for Balcatta admitted that the 
Operation Reassurance program had been extremely successful. All these things have achieved a 
significant drop in the crime rate. We must implement these things across the whole spectrum of the police 
and our community, not just in little areas. We have come a long way. The Crime Stoppers program put in 
place by the commissioner has been an unqualified success. 

I will deal very briefly with the comment of the member for South Perth that community policing will not 
work. I refer members to the publication of the Australian Institute of Criminology entitled "Trends and 
Issues: Looking at Burglary Prevention". The experience in all countries where progress has been made is 
that it has happened by utilising the very things we are putting in place in Western Australia 

We need the Neighbourhood Watch strategies; to make houses appear as though they are occupied; to take 
security precautions on houses; and to mark property so that it can be recovered if it is stolen. We also 
need social development. These are all community issues and ways in which the communit1 can work 
with the police. Those things have been done successfully in other countries and that is the only way to 
tackle this problem in Western Australia. 

Amendment put and a division taken with the following result -

Ms Anwyl 
Mr M. Barnett 
Mr Catania 
Dr Constable 
Dr Edwards 
Dr Gallop 
MrGrill 

Mr Ainsworth 
Mr C.J. Barnett 
Mr Blaikie 
MrBoard 
MrBradshaw 
MrCourt 
MrCowan 
MrDay 
Mrs Edwardes 
Dr Hames 

Mr Cunningham 
MrBridge 
MrGraham 

Amendment thus negatived. 

Ayes (21) 

Mrs Hallahan 
Mrs Henderson 
MrKobelke 
Mr Marlborough 
MrMcGinty 
MrPendal 
Mr Riebeling 

Noes (28) 

Mr Johnson 
MrKierath 
MrLewis 
MrMarshall 
MrMcNee 
MrMinson 
MrNicholls 
MrOsborne 
MrPrince 
MrShave 

Pairs 

MrRipper 
Mrs Roberts 
Mr D.L. Smith 
MrThomas 
MsWarnock 
Dr Watson 
Mr Leahy (Teller) 

MrW. Smith 
Mr Strickland 
Mr Trenorden 
MrTubby 
Dr Turnbull 
Mrs van de Klashorst 
MrWiese 
Mr Bloffwitch (Teller) 

MrHouse 
MrOmodei 
Mrs Parker 

Motion Resumed 

Debate adjourned, on motion by Mr C.J. Barnett (Leader of the House). 

HUMAN REPRODUCTIVE TECHNOLOGY AMENDMENT BILL 
Standing Orders Suspension to Enable Debate to Resume 

On motion without notice by Mr CJ. Barnett (Leader of the House), resolved with an absolute majority-
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That so much of the standing orders be suspended as is necessary to enable debate to resume on 
the Human Reproductive Technology Amendment Bill. 

Second Reading 

Resumed from 26 March. 

DR WATSON (Kenwick) [7.55 pm]: I support the Bill. I remind the House that this legislation is 
necessary because three years ago it was not recognised that there would be a problem with the storage of 
frozen embryos. The Government has had some time to bring legislation before the House. In that way it 
could have been debated more fully, with more consideration. I was briefed only this morning, and I think 
I have grasped all the issues. 

I was the chairman of the original select committee inquiring into reproductive technologies. The 
legislation debated here in 1991 was derived from the recommendations of that select committee. Some 
members who were on that committee are still in this House. Although we deliberated over a very short 
period, it was a most worthwhile exercise. 

At that time, at the end of 1988, some practitioners in this city were implanting eight embryos at a time, 
and some women were delivering four and five infants at a time, and not all of those babies survived. We 
know, as a consequence of the reproductive technology practices still being used, that infants born as a 
result of the use of such practices have a higher proclivity to develop cerebral palsy. That has proved to be 
a real challenge for both the non-government and government sectors that deal with disability. Professor 
Fiona Stanley made that link. There is ongoing monitoring of not only the children but also the techniques 
used. I emphasise that the select committee always had in mind the best interests of the children who were 
born as a result of reproductive technologies. 

At that time, too, it was argued by many women that women were being used in an experimental way. To 
retrieve ova - eggs - women's ovaries were hyperstimulated with a drug called Clomid. That is not now 
used as it was in the late 1980s. No-one knows either the medium or long term consequences of the use of 
high doses of Clomid on the woman, or whether it might have any effect on the ova that were retrieved 
from hyperovulation. This legislation is to resolve unforeseen problems with embryo storage. Those 
problems should have been seen some time before, but I understand that they were not brought to public 
notice until January this year. As the Minister informed me this morning, this is a stopgap measure until 
the whole Act can be reviewed. When the Act passed through Parliament a statutory review was required 
within five years. That five years will be up in 1997. 

Mr Prince: I think it is two years from now, in 1998. 

Dr WATSON: It is about due and it is needed because not only has the technology advanced, but also the 
ethical implications of this kind of medical intervention and practice are increasingly better understood, not 
just by the practitioners but by the community. I support the Minister's view that a select committee· be 
established to review the legislation so that evidence .can be given to a bipartisan group of legislators; to not 
only review embryo technology, but also look at current advances and ethical issues and reconsider always 
the best interests of the child. 

The original select committee had a brief to consider surrogacy as well. That matter has not been back 
before the House. People are divided on that issue. Those divisions relate to their own ethical 
preconceptions and their view of how exploitive it might be of the women concerned - the woman who 
elects to become a so-called surrogate or birth mother and the mother and, indeed, the parents, who 
commission that birth. There are social, ethical, legal and [mancial implications to be considered, and of 
course there are technical implications as well. As I said at the time the select committee sat, there are a 
number of practices of enormous concern. I have outlined some of those; however, it is still critical - I 
emphasise this because we are talking about embryos - to consider the best interests of the child born or to 
be born of reproductive technology. The issues are issues for women. I will revert to that in a moment 

A number of changes in thinking have occurred since 1988. I can remember at that time that the technical 
issue of freezing embryos had moral and ethical implications. Of course, it still does for some people. It 
was new technology. A range of people were concerned, not the least of all women, because as I 
remember the criticism in the 1980s focused on three concerns. One was on the creation of spare embryos. 
It was thought that there might be some kind of market for them and that they could be sold or donated to 
women who were unable to conceive or ovulate or that they could be created for experimentation. That 
was the thinking around at the time. I think that in this Parliament and through a long debate, as some 
members will recall, we have developed a good and clear law that has imposed constraints on many of the 
activities about which people were concerned. Embryo freezing is safer, cheaper and more convenient for 
women whose ova are drawn off and fertilised in-vitro and then stored in nitrogen. 

Couples in this State pay about $250 a year to the clinic where their embryos are stored. The woman 
would have the medication by injection that causes super ovulation. Either under a general anaesthetic or 
with deep sedation, the ova are drawn off through a laparoscopy. Members will remember that under the 
Act only three embryos can be re-implanted at a time. The fact that they can be frozen now buys time for 
the couple concerned. I understand that there are now about 3 000 frozen embryos, that 271 were frozen 
before the Act was proclaimed in April 1993, and that about 78 couples are involved. Therefore, about 78 
couples "own" the 271 frozen embryos; that is, they would have three or four each. 
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Since 1988 a number of new issues have arisen that relate to embryos, including the need for prescribed 
diagnostic procedures before implantation. Again, a number of new ethical issues are raised, but there are 
ethical issues along each step of the way in this process. A rigid interpretation of the current Act prohibits 
any testing and pre-implantation diagnosis of an embryo. We are talking about an embryo at between two 
and six cell maturation. Some people with a genetic disease are infertile because of that disease. I am 
informed that these are principally people who have cystic fibrosis whose secretions tend to block a 
number of tubal organs in the body. These would include the vas deferens in the man and the Fallopian 
tubes in the woman. Although they might produce sperm and ova, the egg cells are unable to reach the 
uterus or the semen. There would be no pregnancy for those people if the in-vitro procedure were not 
performed outside the body. 

At the moment in Western Australia it is forbidden to do pre-implantation testing for genetic disease. The 
embryo created in-vitro - an embryo that could never exist otherwise - is implanted into the woman's 
uterus and she is tested, either through chorionic testing or amniocentesis, and given the option of having 
an abortion at between II and 15 weeks. It seems to be an unnecessary stress for that person if she chooses 
not to continue. 

Arguments have been raised about the interpretation of section 7 of the Act Some believe that it is clear 
from the Hansard report of the debate that this rigid interpretation was never intended, but that is the way it 
is in Western Australia. I am toying with the idea of introducing a private member's Bill that would allow 
medical practitioners the capacity to put that pre-implantation option to couples in their care. 

Embryos might also be frozen because of diseases suffered by the man or woman. It is possible that cancer 
could be one of those diseases. It may be known that chemotherapy or radiotherapy treatment might be 
required which, if it did not make the person sterile, might have a mutant effect on the ova or the sperm. 
Pre-treatment embryos could be frozen while a couple decided what to dO. If three embryos are implanted 
and the woman produces twins the couple may consider that to be their family. On the other haiitd, three 
embryos might be implanted with no result and the couple would still have another three embryos to be 
implanted at a later date. There are a range of reasons why embryo freezing is undertaken. 

I draw the attention of the House to a recent report published by the Health Department in Britain which 
examined the whole issue of statutory storage periods for embryos. The report is by the Human 
Fertilisation and Embryology Authority to the Health Ministers of the United Kingdom. It seems to me 
that the legislative and policy framework which has been developed in Britain has been thought through 
rather better than the Minister has been able to dO with this legislation because of the time constraint. The 
UK Human Fertilisation and Embryology Authority proposed that the normal storage period for embryos 
be five years. I understand that it is now five years. The authority proposed in its report that -

for medical or social reasons there should be an option at the end of 5 years to extend the storage 
period up to 10 years with consent specifically renewed by the couple. Both the reasons for which 
extended storage was agreed and the consent -

People's lives change over time. To continue-

- should be reviewed in the 7th and the 9th year by the clinic and the couple together; 

there should be a presumption against storage beyond a 10 year period; 

this presumption may be rebutted and the period extended in the case of special categories of 
patients (such as cancer patients and other cases where the woman has ceased or might cease to 
produce her own eggs); 

any extension beyond 10 years would require renewed consent and a review of the case by the 
clinic with the couple concerned every two years; 

The authority emphasised that an informed decision must be made by the couple and a consented 
agreement to the problems about which each couple is concerned. The report also states that the authority 
should specifically monitor the activities of clinics in respect of embryo storage beyond the 10 year period. 
In any event, whatever the storage period, storage should not continue after the woman reaches the age of 
55. Such criteria can be found in this State's legislation. 

Section 23 of the Human Reproductive Technology Act should be read in conjunction with the Bill before 
the House. The criteria for eligibility for in-vitro fertilisation are very strict It can be carried out where it 
is likely to benefit an infertile couple or a couple whose child is likely to be affected by a genetic 
abnormality or disease. Each of the participants must give effective consent and the persons seeking to be 
treated as a couple must be married to each other or be cohabiting in a heterosexual relationship. The next 
two criteria are very important and should be considered in conjunction with this Bill. The reason for 
infertility is not age. The media have been interested in the criterion that would be considered by the 
council. Consideration has been given to welfare, interested participants and any child likely to be born as 
a result of the procedure. 

One section of the Act relates to the functioning of the Reproductive Technology Council, and I draw to the 
Minister's attention the considerations which are outlined in the British report because they emphasise the 
consultative aspects of the wayan informed decision is made between the couple and the council. That has 
not been addressed in this Bill. From my reading of the parent Act, section 14 relates to the functioning of 
the council. I wonder whether the Minister would give consideration to amending that section. The 
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functions of the council do not relate to clinical practice; they relate to advising the Minister and the 
Commissioner for Health, to compiling and amending a code of practice, to encouraging and facilitating 
research and to promoting informed public debate. It does not emphasise any aspect of the function that 
relates to individual or clinical cases. Five years would have been a better period for the storage of 
embryos. Flexibility is critical in order to meet individual needs. 

Section 24(1) is amended by this Bill to allow the council to approve in writing a longer storage period of 
an egg in the process of fertilisation. I understand that would be an embryo at about two cell division, or 
an embryo which is four or six cells if there are special reasons. It is up to the couple to establish and 
convince the council of those reasons. For example, qualifications and conditions might be in place. If 
there is an approval, the qualifications that the council might impose or a date for the end period of storage 
must be in writing, the application giving reasons for wanting the extension should also be in writing. It 
must be done before the end of the storage period or the longer period as approved from now until October. 

The Bill provides for an automatic six month extension and I understand that the clinics will notify the 
couple that the extension is in place and that they should be considering whether they will make an 
application to continue having their frozen embryos stored. The issues of how the approval is given, how 
the applications are made, and why applications are refused are critical. I hope the council will trust the 
good judgment and the will of the couple and be inclined to grant an extension. If they are going to say no, 
there must be some good reason and most of those reasons are set out in the Act. However, it seems to me, 
from listening to my colleagues, from listening to the radio, and from having been interviewed by a couple 
of media people, that there is a general community view that there must be an end point, not only in terms 
of the age of the woman in particular, but also about embryo storage. It is a finite process and a finite time. 
Therefore, while the council will be guided by the Act, which delineates its own statutory functions, I hope 
that in most cases it will give approvals, and that the reason for refusing an application may be that the 
woman's age now provides a reason for her infertility. Again, we have all read of cases - I think they are 
mostly in Europe - where post-menopausal women have been able to conceive and have a hormonally 
induced uterine preparation to receive the embryo and an artificially hormonally sustained pregnancy. 

These are huge ethical issues. I argue that there is a general view that indefinite storage is undesirable. We 
do not know yet what the long term effects are on children who have resulted from embryos that have been 
stored frozen for three years or 10 years. I do not know and I do not think anybody knows. I hope that 
there will be some monitoring procedure. The increased incidence of cerebral palsy arising out of 
reproductive technology practice is something about which we must all be concerned. I do not know 
whether that risk is explained to people as part of any informed consent that they give and I do not know 
what kind of risks are explained to people about this kind of storage. Again, I emphasise that we must 
always look at the best interests of the child and of the participants. The Minister is to amend another 
clause which relates to nominations to council. 

I want to put on record some concerns that I have that could arise. At the moment, clauses 8 and 9 refer to 
the way in which the council is structured and which people are nominated to the Reproductive Technology 
Council of Western Australia. The amendment relates to how people can be appointed through, at the 
moment, bodies prescribed for purposes of the subclause addressing structure. I understand that - I think 
this was one of the recommendations of the select committee - since the council has been established, 
appointments have been made by the Minister from the Office of Women's Interests, from an infertility 
support group, and from practitioners. One representative has been provided by each body. Because of the 
way support groups come together and are active for a short period and then fade away, I understand how 
this has become a bit hard for people who appoint council members. However, I still think it is important 
that there be a representative of a bona fide client group, of expertise in reproductive technology, and of 
women on the council. It is very important that women's interests are considered on this council for those 
reasons I have laid out and more. Reproductive health is a significant component of women's general and 
sexual health and the long term effects of Clomid are still unknown. There is no doubt that many 
practitioners used women experimentally through the 1970s and early 1980s. There is no doubt that the 
long term effects of caring for one child or three with cerebral palsy takes a terrible toll on a woman's 
health, as does caring for three, four or five healthy children. 

As I said this morning, I fear that if the wrong Minister with a peculiar ideological commitment to right to 
life were the Minister for Health, this committee could be drawn from people with that kind of ideological 
background. That would be very dangerous and I urge the Minister to consider continuing to fill this 
position with a representative from the Women's Policy Development Unit, from a client group, and with 
scientific expertise. 

It is not clear in the Bill whether the Minister will advertise these positions or whether he will invite people 
to come onto council. It is really important to incorporate relevant interests on a council of this kind and to 
avoid any kind of conflict of interest as well. 

To close I want to make a few more general points. The frrst is that we must look towards the prevention 
of infertility. We know a lot more about these issues today than we did even five years ago and the 
prevention of sexually transmissible diseases in young men and women is a critical responsibility of 
government. The use of certain contraceptive devices has been clearly linked to infertility in women. We 
are all aware of claims being made against companies which marketed those devices, knowing of their 
failings and knowing of the way in which they could cause pelvic inflammatory disease, heavy bleeding 
and infertility. It is important that attention to childhood diseases, both in the form of immunisation and 
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relevant treabnent, is high in the minds of general practitioners in particular. We know that some diseases 
such as mumps can have devastating long tenn consequences. Other illnesses, including cancer, of course, 
and the treabnent for cancer, and some surgical procedures might cause infertility. 

I have been concerned for many years about exposures at wode that might also be linked with infertility. 
Exposures to certain vapours and chemic~s may well be linked with infertility, a propensity to 
carcinogenesis, to teratogenesis, and to mutating egg and spenn cells. Prevention of infertility is a 
critically important part of government function and public health education. It is an important part of the 
work of the council. I know from the recommendations made by the select committee and the work 
afterwards in developing the legislation that it was insisted ~t there be a public health expert on the 
council. 

Among the number of issues about the future is the technology for freezing eggs. This may open up later 
procedures to women who would not be able to access in-vitro fertilisation and reproductive technology. 
They may be too young or may not be in a relationship. The Act is very conservative in its guidelines. I 
draw the Minister's attention to a report in The Weekend Australian of 20 and 21 January about a young 
woman scientist who is developing a technique for freezing eggs in Melbourne. The woman was a close 
friend of a young woman faced with infertility after contracting cervical cancer. She convinced the 
reproductive biologist, Debra Gook, to persevere in her field with the result that Australia's ftrSt frozen-egg 
bank will officially open next month. The service is to be offered nationally by the Royal Women's 
Hospital in Melbourne. The egg bank will use techniques developed by Ms Gook in the hospital over the 
past eight years to give women made infertile by cancer treabnent the opportunity to one day have their 
own children. 

The technology has been difficult to develop because ova are the largest cells that human bodies produce. 
They have a very high water content, so they are damaged in the thawing process. However, Ms Gook has 
been able to develop appropriate technology. We should be looking down the avenue where we. dealing 
with ova rather than embryos. A range of issues must be considered that do not bear directly on this Bill 
today. However, one of our considerations in this House relates to a number of ethical issues that come 
before us. I would like the Government and my colleagues to consider whether we should have a standing 
committee of the House on ethical issues. We approach a huge number of issues from our own direct 
experience and ideological standing, our history and our preconceptions and without training. 
Reproductive technology and treabnent technologies being developed in medicine including access or 
rationing; the care of the dying, the right to refuse treabnent, and issues related to voluntary euthanasia, 
both active and passive are examples. As legislators we will be confronted by those issues both in the 
House with proposed legislation, and certainly in the community. We have a responsibility and obligation 
to develop an infonned view on those issues. 

Other issues are the human genome project, plant genetics to do with food production, gene shears and 
genetic engineering. We would have much more infonned debates if we had a standing committee of the 
Assembly which considered on an ongoing basis a number of ethical issues that come before us, because 
without doubt we will be more and more concerned with these matters. We might make wrong decisions. 
We will always make them at the moment from our own particular and individual perspective. Our role is 
to make the best decisions for the community. 

This legislation is okay. We will not oppose it. We will not go into Committee, but it is a very important 
piece of legislation. I urge the council to develop a process for receiving applications, for hearing couples, 
and for working with the people who want an extension on storage in the way that is suggested in the 
British report, the framework of which I read to the House. 

DR CONSTABLE (Floreat) [8.38 pm]: I would like to make a few comments on this legislation and to 
pose a number of questions. I look forward to hearing the Minister's response. As we all know, the 
purpose of the Bill is to solve an immediate problem contained in the current legislation. That is related to 
the time that embryos should or could be stored. We have an urgent deadline of 7 April because some 
embryos which have been stored have almost reached the end of the statutory period for which they can be 
stored. The legislation before us is interesting, because the Minister has chosen not to apply a blanket 
extension for all embryos in storage. Instead, he has decided to extend the power of the Western Australian 
Reproductive Technology Council. It is interesting that he has taken that step. To a large extent tonight 
we are considering that extension of power of the council. In itself, that raises a number of questions. The 
legislation will allow the council to extend the three year time limit in circumstances where the council 
considers there are special reasons for doing so. That raises questions that should be clarified during this 
debate. The ftrSt question for me is: What is the definition of special reasons? What areas will those 
special reasons cover? What are the criteria that the council will consider? What guidelines will the 
council have? In his second reading speech the Minister gave an example of physical illness in the woman 
which might necessitate an extended period of storage. He intimated there might be financial constraints 
on a couple who qualified under the special reasons as well. It seems to me that this notion of special 
reasons given by the Minister in the legislation is loose and discretionary. We need to understand it 
Couples involved in the process will need to understand what the special reasons are or might be. Clearly, 
an applicant might see special reasons in one sense, but that might not be agreed to by the council. There 
could be a difference of opinion in that case. 

The second question that arises is how disagreements between the council and an applicant will be 
resolved. Is there a right of appeal on the part of the applicants for an extended period? It must be 
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remembered that we are talking about a very personal set of circumstances for couples involved in these 
programs. The storage time of potentially viable embryos is important to the people involved in these 
programs. In some ways it is a very difficult and emotive issue. 

The member for Kenwick also mentioned ethical considerations during her speech. At a very personal 
level for each couple special circumstances may exist. They may disagree .with the view of tht; council. 
The question arises whether applicants should be able to appeal against the council's decision. At 
community level there is obviously a need for standards and for controls to be placed on this situation. 
Problems will arise with embryo storage, many of which have been touched on already tonight and which I 
will not go into. The couple will face questions of cost Legal disputes may arise on what to do with 
unwanted embryos. The longer the storage time, the greater the potential for problems to arise. However, 
tonight we are dealing with an arbitrary time limit of three years and what that could mean to a couple 
seeking an extension. 

I read with interest the debate in 1991. The member for Greenough commented at the time that some 
flexibility must be built into the present fi~ of three years. That is what we are dealing with tonight 
The matter was raised at that time and it IS still of great concern to us. However, as I said earlier, the 
present Minister's solution gives enormous power to the Reproductive Technology Council in a very 
sensitive area. That is what the issue is tonight. It seems to me that it gives the council unfettered 
discretion to decide what are the special reasons for extending the storage time of embryos. That council 
will have to make very important decisions affecting the lives of couples involved in in-vitro programs and 
about whether the time for storage should be extended. If disagreements arise, will couples have a right of 
appeal? No mention is made of that in the Bill. 

The principal Act refers to appeals in, I think, two sections - in section 42 relating to licensing and in 
section 26. This section is interesting because it allows for the courts to determine how an embryo is dealt 
with or disposed of during the three year period that is allowable at present The amendment does not 
address the role of the courts after the three year period. Perhaps we should examine that either now or 
certainly when the whole legislation is reviewed. It is interesting to note that during the three year storage 
period, couples have ultimate control over what happens to their embryos; yet after the three year period 
that control is taken away from them and they must apply to the council to extend that period. 

This amendment also raises questions about procedures that should be clarified during this debate. I look 
forward to hearing the Minister's comments on those matters. The Bill is silent on the procedure for 
obtaining approval from the council when someone seeks to extend the storage time. The implication 
seems to be that couples will make an application to the council but presumably any person could make an 
application. This should be clarified. Some other questions arise such as: Is an application to extend 
storage to be made in writing? Will there be an application form? Does a formal submission have to be 
made? Is legal representation permissible? These are very important questions for those people wishing to 
make an application because the applicant will have to convince the council of special or good reasons to 
extend the period. 

Some applicants may have difficulty in presenting their case. Will they be allowed representation of some 
sort when they present it? Will couples be informed or reminded that the three year period is nearing 
completion? How much time will they have to get their application in? What if it is a rushed application 
and the decision is not made before the three year period is up? What time limits will apply to the 
council's approval? That question has already arisen. For how long will the council be able to extend? Do 
we have an outside limit? These questions are extremely important for people making applications. With 
what number of applications does the Minister expect the council will have to deal? If it is to be many 
applications, will the council have the time and resources to deal with them? 

I note that in 1991 during Committee the member for Greenough moved a similar amendment to the one 
before us tonight. That was turned down by the Minister of the day. The amendment was to insert after the 
word, "years", "unless in the opinion of the council, good and sufficient reason be advanced by the 
proposed recipients to extend the period of storage, but that the total time of storage must not exceed 10 
years." In that case the member for Greenough suggested a total limit of 10 Y('!}I'S if a recipient were given 
permission to extend the time. At the time the Minister for Health, Mr Wils6n, opposed the amendment 
because, in his words, it would create quite a work: load for the council. That gets back: to my question 
about what sort of work load the council will be expected to manage as a result of these applications. Will 
it be provided with sufficient resources? 

The second amendment appears to be a minor one. In the Minister's second reading speech he indicated it 
was trivial. If we are to extend the powers of the council in the way this Bill intends - I support that - it is 
important that we know who will be on that council and with which groups they are associated. I am not 
sure I agree that a minor change is being proposed to amend this part of section 8. I would like to know 
with which groups all members of this council are associated. Their powers are to be dramatically 
extended by the first amendment on which I have spoken. The public has a right to know who will make 
those decisions and from which groups they will come. I am looking forward to the Minister's answers to 
my questions because they have very important implications for these amendments. 

MR PENDAL (South Perth) [8.48 pm]: Before I comment on the substance of the Bill, I think the House 
is moving into dangerous territory by proceeding with the Bill through all stages, notwithstanding that there 
is a deadline beyond which real problems will arise. It does not need me to tell members - but it is good to . 
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be reminded - that when Parliament decides to expedite legislation, on almost every occasion Parliament 
gets it wrong. As late as last December a Bill concerning the real estate industry was put through in the 
most hurried circumstances. Only after the event was that industry aware of the significance of the Bill. 
Of course, moves are now afoot to attempt to reverse that position. That is serious enough with something 
as mundane and ordinary as legislation to do with the land estate rules of Western Australia. It is a most 
serious matter that we should attempt to deal with a Bill of this importance virtually in the space of 24 
hours. 

To tum to the Bill itself, it is worth remembering that the parent Bill that went through the House in 1991 
led the world in human reproductive technology legislation. That is not to say that we were the first, 
although we were certainly among the fust It was interesting to take part in the discussions leading up to 
the Bill in 1991, because it was of such a sensitive nature and was of such profound implication. Many 
people thought at that time that we should not be legislating at all. A number of people put it to me that we 
were going down a path to a position where scientists would be able to abuse or subvert the responsibilities 
given to them under the Bill. Of course, it was clear to anyone even then that one did not need legislation 
to lead to those sorts of abuses. Those sorts of abuses could occur irrespective of whet,her we had 
legislation. 

One of the original concerns indicates the horrendous possibilities inherent in the subject with which we 
are dealing. The 1991 legislation strictly prohibits the mixing of human and non-human material by which 
one could produce a creature that was part human and part animal. That is outlawed in the legislation, just 
as is the process of cloning. That provision certainly gained my support in 1991. As we were charting new 
water in ethical tenns it meant that at least we were laying down some ground rules, as imperfect as some 
of them might be. Some of the rules have been found wanting, otherwise we would not have the Act back 
in the Parliament today. Nonetheless, I am still convinced that the action the Parliament took in 1991, 
albeit with some real reservations on the part of many people, was the correct one. It allowed us as a 
society to lay down some of those fundamental rules to govern some of that scientific behavifJur. Without 
them none of that control or regulation would have been possible. 

At 6.30 tonight the Ray Martin show "A Current Affair" appeared on Channel 9 with a report from the 
United States which indicated just how topical this issue is. The program reported a very sad case of a 
widow who looked to me to be in her mid-twenties. About 10 years ago her husband stored his own spenn, 
because it was discovered at that early stage of his life and thea married life that he had cancer. They took 
the precaution, as it were, of storing some of his sperm in a reputable American sperm bank. Some time 
later the husband's condition deteriorated and the chances of his fatherin~ a child through the normal 
methods were not available to them. Some of his own sperm was implanted m his wife. Nine months later 
they produced a beautiful child, who appeared on the television program shown tonight. The problem was 
that although they were two white Americans this quite stunning little girl looked very Hispanic, at least to 
me, and therein the problem began. It became something of an unspoken thing between the mother and 
father. I guess it was natural. One would glance at this beautifullittIe baby and look at the partner with 
some quizzical look in his or her eyes. As time went by they talked about what appeared to be the problem. 
Not long after, the husband died and the mother was left of course with the baby of which she was the 
biological mother. However, it transpired that her late husband was not the biological father. The long and 
short of that story was that upon further checking, it was discovered that his stored sperm at the bank had 
never been used. It was still m storage. To this day it is still there. 

Dr Watson: Does she want to use it? 

Mr PENDAL: I do not know. The story was shown during the dinner break, and then I was on my way 
back to Parliament House, so I do not know the end of the story. I guess she has the satisfaction of 
knowing that perhaps next time the scientists will get it right and if she wants another child biologically of 
her late husband the chance is there to do it. Without such technology it would not have been possible. 
However, it also focused on the importance of this subject at the right time in Western Australia, at least in 
my view. I find the whole thing quite awesome, to use an overused word, coming as it does after the 
debate we had last year on the medical care of the dying. That was one of the few times in my experience 
of Parliament when members listened to each other and where politics was absent The Bill was introduced 
by the former member for Kalgoorlie; I do not know what the term is, but perhaps it was stillborn. 

Dr Watson: I am going on with it 

Mr PENDAL: The point I make is that incident coming out of America tonight should have helped 
underline in people's minds that we are not talking only about matters of science. In the case of that young 
woman, who was certainly under 30, she was talking about the deepest experiences of human emotion as a 
result of something which went badly wrong in the transfer of that material. Yesterday when the Minister 
for Health gave his second reading speech, he said among other things -

The strong feeling in the Parliament was -

He was referring to the 1991 debate -

- that embryo storage was not desirable, as it could lead to many complex legal and ethical 
dilemmas. 

That is the key to the whole issue. I supported the Bill in 1991 and I certainly intend to support this Bill 
tonight. However, the Minister's remarks underscore the fact that some of those complex legal and ethical 
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dilemmas are now before us in the fonn of this amending Bill. My understanding is that in Western 
Australia at the moment there are about 300 frozen embryos that fit into the category that will be assisted 
or affected by this Bill. Members should understand that we are not solving any problems tonight; we are 
in fact transferring them to the future; we are lifting out and extending those deadlines that were in the 
original Bill. To that extent, we are putting off the incredibly difficult decision about what we do with 
stored embryos that have come to the end of their useful storage life. 

Mr Prince: It is the safe storage period. 

Mr PENDAL: I accept that. I was interested to hear the member for Kenwick discuss the issue of the 
optimum period as distinct from the maximum period of storage. 

One of the serious implications in all of this - and it is ironic to me - is that in the time that I have been in 
Parliament and since the mid-1980s we have sought to deal with the very difficult question of orthodox 
adoptions. It seemed to me and to the people who were here at the time that we spent an eternity dealing 
with that issue with a series of select committee reports, a number of Bills that had false starts and a 
number of Bills which were passed and which dealt with unravelling the problems associated with the 
adoption of children as we have always known it I am referring to the scenario where a woman gives a 
child up for adoption and then there are problems years down the track if she wants to locate the child or, 
on the other hand, if that child wants to locate one or both of his or her natural parents. I am not sure that 
we dealt with that issue satisfactorily, because not everyone was happy about it, least of all the people 
involved in the adoption triangle. We are now heading down the path of creating a new set of problems for 
ourselves, and if not for us then we are certainly dumping it on another generation of parliamentarians who, 
I suspect, will confront in the year 2020 or 2040 the problems that we are helping to create tonight 

I opposed the use of donor spenn when the Bill first came before the Parliament in the mid-1980s. There 
were all sorts of moral, ethical, sociological and other reasons, but one of the reasons I cited and will cite 
again is that we are creating problems in the lives of those children who will one day be in the position that 
adoptees were in from the 1920s to the 1970s. It is a warning that we must proceed with care because what 
appears sometimes up front to be a good idea is often fraught with unknown difficulties that only become 
apparent years down the line. 

The problem we are dealing with relates to 300 frozen embryos, and it is not a problem facing only 
Western Australia. In fact, as late as February this year it was revealed that the United Kingdom has the 
same problem but the number of embryos is much greater; in fact, I understand that there are now 9 000 
frozen embryos in storage in Britain. The authorities, the scientists, the storers and the biological parents 
are all confronting precisely the same problem which is confronting Western Australia and which has 
prompted the Bill before us tonight. 

It was interesting to read an article dated 14 February in L'Osservatore Romano, which is the official 
. Vatican newspaper. The article was rather enlightening and it discussed the problem in Great Britain in 
relation to the 9000 embryos at the same time we were confronting the problem of 300 embryos in 
Western Australia. That article explored four options put forward by a spokesman from the British 
Medical Association as to how that country and its Parliament might deal with this problem. The first 
option - and this will seem familiar - was to continue to store the frozen embryos. The second option was 
that the authorities request the respective parents of the embryos to reclaim them. Of course, that has been 
discussed in relation to this Bill. The third option, which on the surface rather troubled me but which is an 
interesting concept, was that the frozen embryos be offered for adoption by couples who have so far been 
unable to have their own children. All of these options may confront this Parliament in the near future. 
The fourth option was to consign the embryos to death or some fonn of experimentation. From my point 
of view, it is rather healthy that number four is not talked about in Western Australia, or in this Bill, as an 
option. The first of the options mentioned by the BMA is the one that is favoured in the amendments that 
are before us, but it is worth exploring that option of adoption because it seemed to me that the ethicists 
will have enonnous problems with it. The process of adopting out an embryo to a couple who have not 
been involved in its production may fly in the face of all the ethical arguments. 

It was interesting then to discuss that prospect with Father Walter Black, who is the ethicist at the Goody 
Bioethics Centre and who figured somewhat prominently in the discussions last year on the Medical Care 
of the Dying Bill. I was rather surprised, but in the end quite satisfied, to hear him point out that it was not 
in the same realm as an unrelated male donating spenn which would then be implanted in a woman who 
wished to become pregnant, because in his view, and in the view of other ethicists around the world, the 
frozen embryo by that stage would be an entity in itself and, therefore, could be ethically transferred into 
the womb of the woman who would eventually become its biological mother. 

Mr Prince: I do not know that she would be its biological mother. She would be its surrogate mother. 

Mr PENDAL: Yes; I beg your pardon. 

I was initially surprised at his view, but I was reassured to know that the ethics of that are far less 
~omplicated than the ethics involved in, say, using donor spenn in the case of a married couple or a couple 
10 a long-tenn relationship but where the intended father in that relationship was not the biological father. I 
would appreciate it if the Minister, when he responds, would go a little slower when he talks about the 
deadlines which this legislation will re-impose. I am not entirely clear about what we are doing in regard 
to extending that time. 
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We must give serious consideration, and so too must the Reproductive Technology Council, to the number 
of stored embryos per couple that will be permitted. I have a problem with the argument that we need to 
maximise the number of embryos in order to minimise the trauma for the intended mother. I accept that it 
is a traumatic experience for a would-be mother to fmd that the fIrSt implantation did not work and to have 
to go through it a second, third, fourth, or perhaps even fifth, time. However, I ask members to consider 
that the inevitable result of allowin$ multiple numbers of embryos to be stored in order to reduce the 
trauma of consecutive implantations IS that the trauma is redistributed from the would-be mother and from 
the scientists who are involved and placed on the heads and the consciences of the people in this Chamber. 

I have some close family members who have gone through that process, so I understand the argument 
about trauma. However, I imagine that pregnancy and childbirth are also a trauma; I do not know, since I 
have never experienced it, but I have witnessed at close hand a wife who has gone through that on four 
occasions, three times successfully. Therefore, I ask members to at least consider that element by which 
we seek to lessen the trauma of the prospective mother but instead we transfer the responsibility from her 
and place it squarely on the heads of the legislators. I am not sure that we should do that 

I conclude with the article from the Vatican newspaper to which I referred earlier, where the British 
Medical Association said, among other things -

The news from London once again poses the problem forcefully and dramatically. Nine thousand 
embryos, preserved in specialized centres, represent the population of a village. Civil and health 
authorities are embarrassed: what should be done with them? The proposal of the British Medical 
Association's spokesman is the least offensive to the right to life and to the embryo's interests: 
tracing the parents and urging them to reclaim their own embryos to enlarge their family or to 
donate them to childless couples. 

It states also -

Neither health-care personnel nor those who supplied the gametes for the production ~f embryos 
can disclaim their precise responsibility. In particular, those who supplied the gametes knew the 
purpose they would serve. To dissociate themselves from their responsibility for the life of a new 
human being who came from the fusion of their own cells is base and reckless, an ignoble 
disavowal unworthy of the human person. 

This is a serious matter, and I am not yet convinced that we have got it right. Nonetheless, I intend to 
support the Bill. 

MR AINSWORTH (Roe) [9.19 pm]: I want to speak briefly on this Bill because it concerns two of my 
constituents who have made representations to me about their concerns and the fact that they have embryos 
in storage. They were successful in having an embryo implanted and in coming through nine months of 
pregnancy, and they now have a wonderful child, but the embryos they have in storage will be subject to 
the current Act if this Bill is not passed tonight. Even if this Bill is passed tonight, which I fully expect, 
they will still have the problem of having an extension of only six months unless they fall into the category 
of special case, which would be determined by the Reproductive Technology Council. 

This is an area which requires a great deal of sensitivity, because it is a terribly emotional issue. It is not 
something that can be lightly dismissed on either side of the argument The points raised by the member 
for South Perth are particularly relevant, and I will not go over them again, but they need to be borne in 
mind when considering this issue. For various reasons this couple do not feel ready to have another child 
in the short space of time that the current Act allows them. Even an extension of six months may not be 
sufficient time for them. That raises the question of whether they will fit into that special circumstances 
category that will be judged by the Reproductive Technology Council. That highlights one of the 
difficulties when dealing with these sorts of issues. It is difficult to be totally prescriptive in what will or 
will not happen, because each case must be judged on its merits and it cannot be predicted whether that 
couple's case will be successful were the couple to put a proposition to the council for an extension of the 
life of these stored embryos beyond the six months that this amendment to the Act will give them. 

Another matter that this question raises in my mind has not been looked at in great detail in debate tonight: 
What occurs with those stored embryos once they reach the end of their legal life? How will those 
embryos be disposed of and, more particularly perhaps, how will the parents of those embryos be treated in 
that process? By that I mean how the whole issue of disposal is dealt with from the parents' point of view 
and also what is in place for those parents in the way of support and counselling. It is an area of potential 
grief. Even though one is talking about an embryo which is only a handful of cells, it is personal and 
special to a couple. 

That embryo is no less important to such a couple than a baby which is lost part way through a pregnancy 
or even full term for another couple. I know there is a significant difference in many respects; however, 
couples who have no other option to have children must regard those stored embryos almost in the same 
way as a partly formed child of a normal pregnancy. Therefore, we must look closely at the needs of 
parents when it comes to the time to dispose of embryos for whatever reason. Although it is not something 
that this Bill covers, it is certainly an issue that can be debated at length. It should not be forgotten, as the 
member for South Perth correctly said, that the matter will not be solved tonight. It will be the subject of 
moral and ethical questions for a long time to come. That aspect of those questions should be kept in mind 
when we deal with this matter in the future. 
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MRS van de KLASHORST (Swan Hills) [9.24 pm]: I did not have the advantage of being in this place 
when the Bill went through in 1991. 

Mr Bloffwitch: The member can read Hansard; it will tell her all about it 

Mrs van de KLASHORST: I did that yesterday. Listening to debate on some of the moral and ethical 
questions has made it much more interesting and broadened my knowledge considerably. Mr Keith 
Wilson, the Minister for Health who gave the second reading speech on the original Bill, stated that the 
legislation would ensure that reproductive technology, in-vitro fertilisation and other forms of artificial 
fertilisation used to treat infertility was safe and effective and in line with acc~ted community standards. 
Many years ago the IVF program would not have been aC(:eptable as a communIty standard. However, we 
have moved on to a time in which this is acceptable to people in our community. In fact. we have used 
technology in a positive way to help childless couples. 

One of the reasons I was interested to read about this issue was that I know somebody in my generation 
who was not able to have children and has spent her life perhaps wishing for a child that never was. Of 
course, this type of help was not available at that time. From listening to the debate today one sees there 
are two sides; not only whether the embryos should be stored, and how long they should be stored, but also, 
as the member for South Perth said, the problem of whether embryos which are stored for a long time will 
produce - perhaps one could say "a whole baby" that will be healthy for the rest of its life. I do not believe 
from the brief reading I have done on this subject that it is possible at this stage to predict any problems 
that might arise. However, in everything in life there is a balance. We must look at both sides. We must 
look at whether the risk to the embryo balances the result of a woman being able to conceive a child that 
perhaps a family would not have had due to many problems. The couple must decide where that balance is 
struck and whether it is worth the risk. Many childless couples would say that the risk is worth going 
through with the procedure. 

I have also been reading about the procedure in the past couple of days. I believe it is quite traumatic for 
the woman concerned and, I imagine, for her partner who would assist her through the trauma. However, 
some of the people I have spoken to say it is worthwhile and they would go through it again to have a child. 

I looked up the third reading debate in the Parliament and found that many members, especially those on 
this side, who were then in opposition, suggested that perhaps the storage time should be longer than that 
which appeared in the Bill. The member for Wagin suggested that a situation could arise with an embryo 
where the woman undergoing the procedure was sick and would have to wait until she was well before 
undergoing a further procedure. He said this might take some considerable time, especially if she had a 
major illness and therefore a longer time limit would allow the woman's embryos to be stored. The 
member for Riverton also suggested that the time limit should be extended to give families the opportunity 
to space children as would occur under normal circumstances. The member for Wagin also said that the 
procedure was stressful for women and sometimes after a failed treatment a woman would need time in 
between treatments. He suggested that the time limit of three years was not long enough for this to happen. 
There were many other references along those lines. Having babies is a human process involving both 
male and female. Nature does not time things. Nature, not our man-made clock - perhaps I should say 
person-made - dictates what will happen. Perhaps in trying to manipulate nature, which is what this 
program does, and achieve pregnancy for many couples, we should aim to make the provision of the 
embryos as natural as possible. We need to look at a much longer time frame. I am bnnging this issue 
back to a very basic level of the family's needs only and have not taken all of the things I have heard today 
into consideration. This really is about the case of the man and woman involved. We need to ensure that 
the Reproductive Technology Council looks at each case on its merits, just as families intending to have 
children make their own decisions. 

I believe the Minister is bringing this legislation into the Parliament because some women are asking for an 
extension of the length of storage based purely on their individual case. I am very pleased that the Minister 
plans to have a select committee look at the legislation. I have not read the Bill in toto because I have not 
had time during the past few days. I will not understand much of it until I have done much more reading. 

I believe the amendment is very positive for the women concerned, given that we are trying to bring about 
changes that will help them. After all, government is here to help people and this legislation will do 
something to assist specific women achieve their aim. Because it is my belief that one of the greatest 
things in the world is to have children, I support the Bill. I will leave the moral and ethical issues and other 
things about which I have not learnt a lot so far to the select committee and others. 

MR D.L. SMITH (Mitchell) [9.31 pm]: Someone tonight said that difficult ethical issues are involved 
in this legislation. The phrase "difficult ethical issues" is always code for "we are not quite sure that we 
have identified all of the issues and we cannot really agree on how to resolve them". It is certainly true that 
there are immense ethical issues in the area of human reproductive technology. We know only too well 
that those issues are difficult to resolve because there is now no commonly accepted view by the whole 
community about the basis upon which those issues should be solved. There are almost diametrically 
opposed opinions about the right ethical starting point for the resolution of these issues. I say that because 
this Bill is about amending the Human Reproductive Technology Act 1991. Where it involves ethical 
issues of that kind, this legislation should not be brought here in a rush, nor be passed through this place in 
a rush. 

It is also very clear that we debated the issue of the time limit for the storage of embryos when this 
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legislation ftrst went through the Parliament, and the three year limit was decided upon after considerable 
debate. In my view we have not been given ample reason for changing the opinion of the Parliament ftve 
years ago. 

I would expect a change of this sort to arise as a result of some scientiftc development that improved the 
technology for stontge and, therefore, the safety of the embryo and the health of the person who might later 
be born from that embryo. Some substantial change of opinion of ethical issues could be involved with 
which a majority of us agreed. As far as I am aware no argument has been advanced by the Minister in 
introducing this legislation that there has been a sudden improvement in the technology, nor any substantial 
change in the ethical issues, nor in the way in which they might be considered by this Parliament if we had 
a full and open debate about those issues again. 

In that context, we must ask why we are being asked to consider this legislation in a rush. The time limit 
has been known since the ftrst Bill was passed. Those who are responsible for the administration and 
supervision of human reproductive technology in Western Australia should have been acutely aware of the 
issues that would arise when the frrst of those time limits began to expire. In my opinion, they and the 
Minister responsible should have been able to come to the Parliament last year and present those issues to 
us and allow us to look at the solutions and, as a Parliament, to debate them in a proper and thorough way, 
rather than to be expected at the last minute to try to rush through a Bill that provides a solution for the 
preservation of those embryos. 

On top of that, this Bill does not necessarily provide any certainty for the Parliament about the outcomes. I 
will support the legislation because I am concerned to ensure that the 3 000 embryos currently in storage 
are preserved for as long as it is safe to do so. I do not want to debate again the way in which they were 
created and have come into storage, the ethical issues surrounding their ownership, and who should make 
the decisions about their continued existence. Those issues were debated during the original Bill and we 
can debate them at some subsequent time. This Bill in no way guarantees the preservation qJ any embryos 
in storage beyond the initial limit of three years. In most cases that would involve an extension of only six 
months. 

The Bill also does not provide for certainty about the way in which the decisions by the council will be 
made in determining whether the period for storage should be extended; it simply states -

. .. The council may approve in writing a longer storage period for an egg in the process of 
fertilisation or an embryo if it considers that there are special reasons for doing so in a particular 
case. 

Those special reasons are not spelt out in the legislation. They are not referred to in the second reading 
speech. The only way we could establish the principles upon which those decisions will be made is by 
recourse to the code which is supposed to have been developed under this legislation, and to hope the 
council will approach it on the basis of the code and the ethical considerations that are involved in debates 
of this kind. 

As I said, on the basis of my view about when life begins, I want to see these embryos preserved for as 
long as possible. My approach to the sanctity of human life and the respect we owe to human life in all its 
stages of development demand that. 

The parents, the donors, the originators of the sperm and egg that created these embryos can be relieved of 
a lot of trauma and risk involved in the collection of eggs. Hopefully the process may guarantee that they 
will have a child at some stage, should they wish that to be so. As the member for Roe said, under this 
legislation the embryos being stored are not guaranteed protection. There is absolutely no certainty beyond 
the frrst six months that that will be granted under this legislation. I prefer that we could guarantee a longer 
period of assurance to those people about the period for which these embryos will be preserved. I would 
prefer that if we introduce legislation and rush it through that we do it on the basis that the period be 
extended on a temporary basis to ftve years, and that we agree to set up a select committee to look at that 
issue and make a determination not only on the period we thought was appropriate, but also about whether 
it is proper for the council to make that decision, and if it is, to outline the ethical considerations involved 
and the reasons it should be expected to give for the decisions that will be made. I also expected that there 
would be a clear process of audit of those decisions. 

I hope the decision is not the council's alone. We allow a situation to develop where the decisions being 
made are never capable of being known by the general public; when there may not be any right of appeal or 
representation to be heard by those who have the most interest in the embryos that are being stored. I 
would like some explanation of the sorts of considerations the council will use in making its decisions. I 
would like also an explanation of the processes it will adopt to ensure that everyone who has an interest., 
whether it be personal or public, in the questions considered by the council has an opportunity to be heard 
The council should be expected to give some reasons. Those reasons should be based on either the code of 
conduct or some broader considerations that could have been written into the legislation. 

I am indebted to the member for Kenwick. for providing me with a copy of the report by the Human 
Fertilisation and Embryolo~y Authority to the Health Ministers of the United Kingdom which has 
considered the issues. It is lDteresting that the authority came down with the conclusion that the existing 
five year period should remain. However, there could be an option at the end of those five years for what 
are referred to as medical and social reasons to extend that period to 10 years. In other parts of the world 
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and, in fact, in other parts of Australia. the period is already up to 10 years. We could have resolved this 
emergency that we must now deal with because of someone's administrative oversight by extending the 
three years to five years on a temporary basis; setting up the select committee to which the Government 
refers; perhaps considering the question of whether there should be a standing ethical committee of the 
Parliament to deal with these sorts of issues; and then coming back with a much more reasoned approach 
and a much better second reading speech as a starter to identify clearly the issues involved in these 
decisions and to look at the way in which the decisions would be made and the processes that would be 
used in that decision making. 

Mr Pendal: Doesn't a finite term like yours depend on having a limited number in storage? It seems to me 
that if that is not the case we might get to the deadline and have magnified the problem fiftyfold. 

Mr DL. SMITH: I was swprised to fmd that there are currently 3000 embryos in storage. I do not know 
how many originators of those embryos are an issue; whether they belong to 50 couples, 100 couples or 
300 couples we are not told. I can only take the member's word that those that might need to be destroyed 
over the next six months if this legislation were not passed is about 300. The member for South Perth is 
correct; there are those sorts of issues about the number of embryos that should be allowed to come into 
existence. However, in my view the question of the number of embryos to be created in each case is one of 
the broader ethical issues that must be debated at a review of the legislation and not at this time when we 
are looking at the question of what to do with the embryos that are already there. For the sake of certainty 
for people who hope to have children as a result of those that are in storage, so that there is no worry for 
them about the outcomes of the considerations of the council and for certainty for the Parliament. I would 
prefer the extension to five years at this time and for us to set up a select committee and come back with a 
much better researched and a more considered Bill than we have before us at this time. 

In its considerations the UK authority looked at the options for changes and talked about these sorts of 
options -

the welfare of any child who may be born and of any other child who may be affected should be 
taken into accowlt; 

a maximum storage period need not be the only option for either patients or clinics; a shorter 
period may be appropriate and can be specified by the Authority on a clinic's licence or by the 
couple on the consent forms; 

the storage period should be extended only with the specific consent of the couple; 

consent for the use of the embryos may be varied during the extended storage; 

people should have as much control as possible over their own reproductive lives; 

the Authority does not wish to see an increase in the age of women being treated by the clinics it 
regulates, although it recognises that each case should be considered on its merits and therefore 
there might be exceptions; 

for reasons of equal treatment of men and women affected by illness, the maximum period for 
which embryos should be stored should be in line with that for men who store sperm for their own 
use ... 

I am surprised that the question of the safety of the embryo and the quality of life of the product of the 
embryo are not included in the concerns about increasing the period of storage that the committee 
identified, although certainly in the general considerations the fIrSt guide it looks to is "the respect which is 
due to human life at all stages of its development". The concerns are -

"twins" produced in vitro at the same time could be born more than 5 years apart; 

embryos stored in one generation could be used in subsequent generations; 

women could store embryos in order to delay motherhood, leading to more older women seeking 
treatment; 

difficulties may arise for clinics in keeping in touch with patients who have embryos in storage for 
extended periods; 

practical difficulties may arise for clinics in the accumulation of large numbers of embryos; 

couples who do not want to use their embryos for their own treatment might find it difficult to 
decide what to do with them and simply put off making a decision, causing an increased period of 
anxiety for themselves; 

the cost of storage may be an additional burden for patients. 

I am sure all of us here could think of a number of other concerns we might like to add to the list In the 
process of considering this Bill we must be careful that we understand the principal reasons we want these 
embryos held in storage for long periods. Apparently the technology for the preservation of eggs is not 
reliable enough to adopt an alternative technological approach to the issue. I recommend to those members 
who have an ongoing interest in this legislation to take the opportunity to read this very brief report. I do 
not believe the report represents all the submissions that might have been made or the deliberations of the 
authority. . 
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The ethical considerations the Parliament is expected to make are extremely difficult to identify and enunciate. The Parliament will find a variety of solutions to those ethical problems depending on the particular startin~ point of each member's ethical approach to the issues involved in the commencement of human life and Its protection through all its stages of development. Members will have to consider the degree of respect there should be for that human life and how they weigh up that respect against the desire of most couples to be the main controllers of the question of when and how they have children and reproduction in general. The Parliament has a long way to go in reaching any satisfactory solution or even having a debate in which both sides are prepared to debate the issue in a practical way. The tendency of some is to discount the right to lifers on the basis that some members do not agree with their view and believe women should be entirely in charge of their bodies, their reproductive cycle and reproduction in general. The right to lifers start from the premise that the preservation and respect for human life in all stages of development is the only consideration and the other issues should not be considered. 
Members know that when it comes down to individual cases it is even more difficult because it involves real people and there is a real embryo to consider. Anyone who is in any way compassionate or interested in other people would always be moved by the submissions which obviously the member for Roe received. Certainly, where there is an embryo in existence the attitude of those who adopt the right to life perspective is entirely different. 
I have made it very clear in my public life that I am anti-abortion and pro-life. That does not mean, as some people seem to suggest, that my views in relation to these matters are solely written by the papacy in Rome or by any ethical group operated by the Catholic Church, whether officially or unofficially. I stand on the basis that I have my own conscience. It must be an informed conscience and I must approach these ethical issues on the basis of that informed conscience. In the end, members must make a decision based on their conscience. However, we must all start from the premise that there are 3 ~embryos in existence, that the people who originated those embryos have an interest in producing children from them, for either themselves or other people, and that must be taken into account. For that reason I intend to support the Bill before the House because it is the only Bill before us that will provide an opportunity to ensme the continuance of the existence of those embryos. 
As a parliamentarian I am extremely disappointed that all stages of the Bill will be passed in the one sitting. I am also concerned about the way the council will consider the extensions, the principles and processes it will use and the way it will protect the rights of those who have an interest in the continuance of the embryos. These issues are not dealt with by this Bill. My impression is that the Government is passing this legislation not as a temporary solution, but as a long term solution to the problem. The question of setting up the select committee is not solely to deal with this issue, but all the issues we now have more experience with because the Act has operated for five years. In considering legislation of this kind, which involves issues which go to the essence of human life and very difficult ethical issues, the Parliament has a duty to review this legislation at least every five years and it is time for that to occur. In terms of the immediacy of the particular problem, more certainty should be given to the originators of the embryos. In addition, the Parliament should have been more certain about the principles and processes that will be used by the council in making its decisions. I confirm I will support the Bill. 

MR PRINCE (Albany - Minister for Health) [9.56 pm]: I am obliged to the members who have made a contribution to this debate and thank them for the expressions of support which they have given in one form or another, however qualified it may have been from some members. I was interested to hear some of the history of this issue from the member for Kenwick. Like the member for Swan Hills, I was not in this place in 1991 when the Act which we are in the process of amending was passed after much debate and a great deal of thought. I must point out that the question before the House is a relatively narrow one. It does deal with a specific problem which has arisen and it is not intended, notwithstanding the remarks of the member for Mitchell, to be any form of permanent solution to a difficulty, but is intended to be only a temporary or stopgap solution for a limited time. 
I return to some of the matters which were raised by various members. The threshold question which was raised by a number of members is whether it would have been preferable to extend the storage period from three to five years - in other words, to another defined time - or to proceed in a manner which the Bill is contemplating; namely, to give somebody the discretionary power to extend on a case by case basis. 
I am informed that there are approximately 3 000 embryos in storage in this State and several hundred are likely to have been in storage before the commencement of the Act. I remind members that it was only on the commencement of the Act that there was a process of licensing and regulation. Currently, the information is that several hundred embryos are likely to have been in existence before that. The arbitrary period of three years - I say arbitrary because it could have been three years and one month, three and a half years, four years, two years or five years - will come to an end on 7 April this year. The comparable period in Victoria is five years or longer with approval under its new Infertility Treatment Act 1995 and in Souttt Australia is 10 years. In other States there is no legislative limit but the practice has been to store ~bryos between five and 10 years. I understand that the three year limit in this State was decided on in this Parliament after considerable debate. It was integral to the essence of the Bill that was then debated and the Act which has been in operation since 1993. 

As I ~d in my second reading speech, the strong feeling in this Parliament was that embryo storage was not. deSIrable because it would lead to many complex legal and ethical dilemmas. The immediate problem which was put to me when I took on the portfolio of Health was that three or four couples would be 
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disadvantaged, to put it mildly, by the date of 7 April. I wish to be able to preserve the integrity of the 
principal Act which provided for three years. If the three years is to be changed, and I suggest it would be 
a major change, it should be the subject of careful and extensive inquiry, investigation and debate. I 
suggest the Parliament should permit a duly qualified and competent body to deal on a case by case basis 
with those few special cases where there may be grounds to extend for a period longer than three years. I 
have given only two examples publicly because these are examples of women who have seen fit to make 
their cases public. The flfSt is a woman who has had abdominal operations in recent times. It is unwise -
from a medical point of view it is probably unsafe - for her now to have the embryo implanted; yet the 
embryo that otherwise would be used would cease to exist after 7 April under the present legislation. 'The 
second case put to me involved a woman who not long ago gave birth. To be implanted with the embryo 
now would lead to another baby, assuming the impregnation was successful, and she would have two small 
infants arguably too close together for the family unit to function without an undue amount of fmancial and 
emotional stress. Those are two reasonable cases. Whether the reproductive council would see those as 
being special enough to warrant an extension is not for me to say. However, these are the examples that 
were given to me. 

The question of a blanket extension for a period, say, of five years was considered. However, an extension 
for five years would have defeated a matter of integrity in the current Act, and I was not prepared to 
consider that was the best way to proceed. It would also put off the problem for another two years and that 
is all. We would then be back in the same position that we are in now. Perhaps then we would seek some 
form of temporary extension while the Parliament considered the question more fully. I was also mindful 
of the fact that there is a requirement in the legislation for a review as soon as possible after five years. I 
have said in the second reading speech - I will come to this in greater detail - that a select committee should 
look at a number of matters, most particularly the questions relating to embryo storage, time limits and so 
on. 

The member for Kenwick raised concerns about Ministers with particular backgrounds. She made those 
remarks in connection with the other amendments that have been put forward in the Bill dealing with the 
groups from which members of the council may be drawn. Section 8 of the principal Act states that the 
members of the council can be drawn from three other bodies being bodies prescribed for the purpose of 
the subsection as having interests relevant to the Act. The bodies that have been nominated by regulation 
are the Concern for the Infertile Couples Group Inc, the Fertility Society of Australia Inc as incorporated in 
Victoria, and the Office of Women's Interests. I am informed that at least one of those bodies, I think it is 
the Concern for the Infertile Couples Group Inc, has ceased to exist That raises a simple administrative 
problem. When the term of appointment of a member of the council expires, the Minister cannot call on 
the body that has ceased to exist to nominate a panel of names. The administrative problem, however, is 
that that is the only body from which one can call because it is prescribed by regulation. 

In regard to the Machiavellian view the member for Kenwick has of life, the Minister of the day could 
change the bodies prescribed by regulation. However, it takes time to do that Therefore, the Minister of 
the day can change the bodies but has to do it by regulation, which is subject to disallowance. Under the 
amendment that I propose the Minister will be able to nominate bodies. The effect is the same; it is 
administratively easier, particularly in this area, as was explained this morning in the briefing given to the 
member for Kenwick. Organisations tend to be driven by the enthusiasm and the experience of a group of . 
individuals, which drive and motivation tends to dissipate over time as one would reasonably expect it 
should and the organisations often cease to exist The seven people will be selected from the Royal 
Australian College of Obstetricians and Gynaecologists, the Australian Medical Association, the Law 
Society, the three other bodies mentioned, the Minister charged with the administration of the Community 
Services Act and so on. In other words, the council is drawn from a variety of organisations and these are 
but three. 

Dr Watson: But the member for Floreat and I were expressing our fears about the increased powers that 
the Reproductive Technology Council will now have. The Parliament will not know necessarily who those 
individuals will be, whether they will be appointed or invited or what bodies they will represent. There is a 
gap also about the functions of the council. 

Mr PRINCE: I am addressing one of the member's questions, which was why not have those bodies 
prescribed by regulation. That is the only thing I am addressing. The answer is that it creates 
administrative difficulties and we will wind up with the same effect anyway. 

The member's comments about the extended powers of the council were correct We are empowering the 
council to do things that it cannot do at the moment; namely, to consider whether an embryo should be 
stored for longer than the otherwise statutory period of three years. How else does one do it? We either 
extend it on a blanket basis - I have explained the reasons for that option not being taken - or we look for 
another process. A Minister, for example, could say, "I choose. to extend the storage period for this person 
but not for that one." With respect, that is not a function that any Minister should attempt to take on 
because he or she does not have the competence. Which body has the competence? The answer to that is 
the Reproductive Technology Council, which is drawn from these prestigious organisations which are 
involved in this matter and which have the licensing function and have operated as a council for some 
years; in other words, they have a background in it That is the group that has developed the code of 
practice. If there is a group which has the competence and qualiflcations to consider these matters, it is the 
council and, I suggest, no-one else. . 
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I reiterate that we are endeavouring to make amendments as a stopgap only pending a full review and to meet on a compassionate basis what may be reasonable special cases of a few individuals. 
Dr Watson: My inquiry was about the statutory functions of the council. 
Mr PRINCE: It is in the Act and the member knows it is in the Act. It is also in the code of practice. If the Bill is passed, the council will also have the power to consider an extension of storage time because that is what we will give it. 
Dr Watson: I am not sure whether the application and approval process is covered in clause 14 as it stands at the moment. 
Mr PRINCE: Parliamentary counsel has considered carefully how this is to be done. These amendments have been drafted by parliamentary counsel to give the Reproductive Technology Council the power to extend on a special case. 
Dr Watson: I am suggesting that they overlooked a necessary amendment to section 14. 
Mr PRINCE: I am not prepared to consider amendments on the run. 
Dr WatsQn: Will you take on board that I think they have overlooked a required amendment to section 14 which deals with the function of the council? 
Mr PRINCE: I shall pass on the member's observation and comment regarding the drafting matter to the Parliamentary Counsel. 
Turning to applications, it is entirely right and proper that any decision should be recorded and communicated in writing. It follows logically that any application should be made in writing, and the council must confer with the clinicians who are attending to the couple, particularly the woman, to have that form of input. Any other inquiries or investigations that the council may care to lEke is for it to determine, because we are dealing with a matter of medicine and ethics. It is a clinical decision largely, and I expect the council to treat it that way. Whether the couple concerned will be able to go to the council and appear before it is a matter for the council to determine. 
Regarding advocacy, we are not talking about a tribunal or a quasi court process. We are talking about a council, on a discretionary basis, having the power to extend on a special case. The normal rules of natural justice would apply. I have in mind the decision of Mr Justice Badgery-Parker in the New South Wales Supreme Court in the case of Nicholson 1993 which deals with the question of procedural fairness. I thought that would apply to the administrative part of the process of an application for an extension on a special case basis, but it cannot apply to the clinical decision. 
I am mindful of the comment of the member for Floreat that the longer the storage time the greater the potential for problems. That is probably one reason why the three years was chosen originally. I am not a scientist. I am not competent to determine an appropriate storage time without a great deal more inquiry and evidence from people who know the science of the matter. The member for Floreat quoted the member for Greenough speaking in debate in 1991 who perhaps was somewhat prescient in saying that some measure of discretion would need to be built into the three years. His prediction of the day seems to have come true now. 
As to whether couples should be reminded of the date, clinics charge a fee for storage. On about a six monthly basis, if not more often, the clinics contact the couples to renew consent to storage, and send them a bill. Therefore it is not only reasonable but overwhelmingly the case that the couples will be informed at least six months prior to the expiration of the statutory period. 
Dr Constable: Does that happen? 
Mr PRINCE: They are informed at least on a six monthly basis now, if not more often. This matter came to my attention because couples knew the 7 April date was coming up, and that was the deadline. 
Dr Constable: Are you certain that in the last six months they will be notified that the six months is running out? 
Mr PRINCE: One way that will happen will be as a result of the publicity surrounding this debate. I speak about the embryos in storage, which I am told number several hundred, which otherwise expire on 7 April 1996. By this amendment their expiry date will become 7 October, it is a blanket six months' extension for those embryos anyway. That gives six months for any couples who have embryos in storage to do something about it It also gives the council that period in dealing with the clinics to identify who the people are, and ensure that they are contacted. Havin~ had some discussions with Professor Con Michael, the chairman of the council, I am sure that is the intenbon of the council, assuming this amendment passes. 
The member for South Perth made some very pertinent comments about the ethical issues concerning the general question of in vitro fertilisation and embryo storage. I have taken to heart his remarks, and those of the member for Mitchell, that almost every time Parliament expedites something it is found to have been done wrongly. I appreciate the comments. This process has been kept as simple as possible to achieve the end of permitting the council to have power to extend on a special case with the intention that it shall be no more than a stopgap pending a review of the legislation in due course. 
If this issue had arisen earlier in the term of this Parliament, perhaps in 1993, there would have been plenty 
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of time for a proper and considered review, which would take the best part of a year or two. There is not 
time in this Parliament, and that is why I suggest there should be a select committee of the new Parliament 
next year. 

Mr Pendal: You realise that by doing that you run the grave risk of actually returning to Parliament some 
of the sovereignty and supremacy you have lost over the yearsl 

Mr PRINCE: I do not have a problem with that However, I should point out that with the establishment 
of a select committee the embryos will continue to be developed during the proceedings of any such 
committee, and that some consideration must therefore be given to the time allowed for any committee to 
make its inquiry. In other words, it cannot be too long. I have a draft of some of the terms of reference 
such a committee could use, which reads • 

the length of the period of storage and whether there should be a ftxed period for storage; 

whether and if so what speciftc criteria should apply in determining whether or not embryos 
should be stored; 

whether the Act should enable extensions of any storage period and if so who should grant such 
extensions; 

the factors to be considered in allowing for any extension having regard to the ethical, clinical, 
social, economic and legal implications that may arise from any continued period of storage; 

the policies and procedures to apply to the granting of extensions of periods of storage; 

such other matters as the Committee considers relevant to the storage of embryos. 

The potential terms of reference should be considered when Parliament resumes and, I hope, adopts the 
suggestion I make that a select committee be formed to consider the matter. 

Dr Watson: We will be in government, so they will be approved. 

Mr PRINCE: The member is eternally optimistic but her optimism is unfounded. 

The member for South Perth was correct in saying that we are not solving any problems tonight; we are 
extending them into the future. We are putting off an incredibly difficult decISion. There has been a 
considerable amount of debate about the United Kingdom authority report, which has been a most useful 
document It has raised a number of considerations, but althou~h debate has occurred on the various merits 
of ftve years, as opposed to 10 years, as opposed to the extenSIons up to age 55 for the woman, and so on, 
what the authority has recommended is not quite as extreme as that. It seems that the United Kingdom 
Parliament will need to address the matter fairly quickly because its maximum storage period for embryos 
of ftve years will end on 31 July 1996. One expects to see something happen in the United Kingdom in 
fairly short order. 

I am obliged to the member for Roe for the example he gave of a constituent about which I did not know. 
The two or three examples of which I am aware do not include that one. It is a useful example of the 
reasons for this amending Bill being before the House now. The member for Mitchell made a number of 
remarks about ample reason not being given. The Act was passed five years ago and he spoke about 
scientific reasons and change in ethical issues. I understand the science to be that safe storage is 
considered to be ftve years; it might not be longer. Obviously some scientists say otherwise. I understood 
the science to be that eggs cannot be safely frozen; although clearly the member for Kenwick understands a 
research scientist in Melbourne has managed to do that We should be very careful about issues of that 
nature. We are talking about the desire of a couple, a man and a woman, to have a child and bring it up 
within the family. The issue of frozen eggs and single people being able to become parents will take the 
whole debate a quantum leap further. 

Dr Watson: I was referring to a young woman who did not have a partner but was hoping to in the future. 
She was treated for cancer. As it was she died. 

Mr PRINCE: I understand that was a speciftc example. 

Dr Watson: It raises the same ethical issues for some people as the storage of embryos. 

Mr PRINCE: That is a debatable issue. We are not debating that with this amendment, but it perhaps 
should be debated in a committee process if one is established. 

Dr Watson interjected. 

Mr PRINCE: The member for Kenwick has had her go. As the member for Mitchell said, there is no 
guarantee of protection beyond the six months proposed from 7 April 1996 to 7 October 1996, but that is in 
keeping with the integrity of the Act which we seek to amend. If members want to debate that they must 
do so by a general review of the Act. That should not be attempted until after a committee process has 
examined it in detail. I accept some of the other remarks as being fair and reasonable. I trust I have 
adequately answered the queries of members, and I thank the House for its support of the legislation. 

Question put and passed. 

Bill read a second time, proceeded through remaining stages without debate and transmitted to the 
Council. 

• 
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BILLS (5) 

Messages - Appropriations 

591 

Messages from the Governor received and. read recommending appropriations for the pwposes of the 
following Bills -

1. Censorship Bill 

2. Workers' Compensation and Rehabilitation Amendment Bill 
3. Financial Legislation Amendment Bill 
4. Education Amend!nent Bill 

5. Hospital and Health Services Amendment Bill 

House adjourned at 10.26 pm 
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE 

MINERALOGY PrY LTD - IRON ORE PROCESSING PLANT 
Agreement Negotiations, Sole Responsibility of Department of Resources Development 

7. Mr RIPPER to the Minister for Resources Development: 

Does the Deparunent of Resources Development have sole responsibility for Western Australian 
Government negotiations with Mineralogy Pty Ltd on the company's proposed iron ore processing 
project or are agencies responsible to the Minister for Commerce and Trade also involved in these 
discussions? 

Mr C.J. BARNETT replied: 

The Deparunent of Resources Development has sole responsibility for agreement negotiations 
with Mineralogy Pty Ltd. DRD involves other agencies, including those responsible to the 
Minister for Commerce and Trade, on an as required basis, in the negotiations and necessary 
consultations within government. 

MITSUI AND CO AUST LTD - GOVERNMENT CONTRACTS 

8. Mr RIPPER to the Minister for Commerce and Trade: 

(1) Has any agency for which the Minister is responsible engaged the Japanese company 
Mitsui and Co Aust Ltd to perform work for it? 

(2) If yes, which agency or agencies and, in each case, what is the nature of the work being 
performed? 

Mr COW AN replied: 

(1) All deparunents and agencies in my portfolio responsibility have advised that they have never 
engaged the Japanese company Mitsui and Co to perform work for them. 

(2) Not applicable. 

ALINTAGAS - "GAS BUSINESS"; NOONAN BAKERY PTY LTD, ASSISTANCE 
CLAlM 

28. Mr BROWN to the Minister for Energy: 

(1) Is the Minister aware of the publication titled "Gas Business" produced by the public 
affairs branch at AlintaGas? 

(2) Is the Minister aware that in volume 1 issue 3, the claim was made that AlintaGas is 
helping Noonan Bakery Pty Ltd in its efforts to expand production and gain a share of 
interstate and overseas markets? 

(3) In what way or ways is AlintaGas providing assistance? 

(4) Is a subsidy or other benefit provided? 

(5) What is the dollar value of the assistance provided? 

Mr C.J. BARNETT replied: 

(1)-(2) Yes. 

(3) AlintaGas provides assistance to Noonans by providing sound advice and competitive energy 
rates. . 

(4) No subsidy is provided to Noonans. 

(5) AlintaGas makes no payment to Noonans; assistance is offered through competitive gas rates. 

DIVIDING FENCES ACT 1961 - REVIEW 

40. Mr BROWN to the Minister for Local Government: 

(1) Does the Minister intend to conduct a review of the Dividing Fences Act 1961? 

(2) If so, when? 

(3) Who will the review be conducted by? 

(4) When is the review expected to report? 

Mr OMODEI replied: 

(1) Yes. 

(2) The timing of the review depends on the availability of resources which are currently committed 
to other legislative reforms, including the new Local Government Act due for implementation 
from 1 July 1996. 

, 

• 
, 
J 
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(3) The Deparunent of Local Government will coordinate the review. 
(4) See (2). 

INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS - NEW APPROACH SINCE CABINET RESHUFFLE 
49. Mr BROWN to the Premier: 

(1) Since the Cabinet reshuffle, has the Government adopted a new approach to industrial relations? 
(2) If so, is the new approach based on the realisation that the Government could not continue to treat its employees in the same way it did in 1993,1994, 1995? 
(3) Does the rise in the number of industrial disputes highlight the way industrial relations issues were managed by the Minister for Labour Relations and the former Ministers for Health and Education? 
(4) If not, why not? 

Mr COURT replied: 
(1) No. 
(2) Not applicable. 
(3) No. 
(4) Not applicable. 

IRON ORE - 1995 RECORD YEAR FOR SHIPMENTS 
100. Mr BROWN to the Minister for Resources Development: ... 

(1) Did the Minister for Resources Development issue a media statement on 4 February 1996 saying 1995 was a record year for shipments of iron ore from Western AustraIia? 
(2) What role, if any, did the State Government play in obtaining increased orders for the mining companies? 
(3) Is it true that the primary reason for the increase in tonnage was due to the increase in demand in the east Asian region? 

Mr C.J. BARNETT replied: 
(1) Yes. 
(2) Commercial negotiations for increased iron ore sales or the renewal of existing iron ore contracts is the responsibility of individual iron ore producers. The Government has sUPJX>rted the industry through its contacts with customer companies and trading houses in the State and overseas. As well, our initiatives in microeconomic reform, particularly in the energy industry, have enhanced the competitiveness of the industry. 
(3) Yes. During the calendar year 1995, east Asia - China, Korea and Taiwan - collectively imported approximately 45Mt or 33 per cent of total W A iron ore shipments of 136Mt. This compares with the 1985 ~mport total of 15Mt or 17.2 per cent of total W A iron ore shipments of 87Mt. 

WESTERN POWER - BE GIVEN MORE FREEOOM AND FEWER ACCOUNTABILITY RULES, REQUEST BY MALCOLM MacPHERSON 
119. Mr BROWN to the Minister for Energy: 

(1) Is the Minister aware of an article that appeared in The West Australian on 7 February 1996 which reported "Western Power Chairman Malcolm MacPherson wants the corporation to be given more freedom and fewer accountability rules to improve its competitiveness"? 
(2) Has the Minister received a formal approach from Mr MacPherson or Wester Power on this matter? 
(3) Has the Minister given any consideration to this request? 
(4) Has the Minister or the Government made a decision whether Western Power will be given "more freedom" or be required to comply with fewer accountability rules? 
(5) What decision has the Government or Minister made on this matter? 
(6) Will the Government or the Minister be giving consideration to this request in the next six months? 
(7) If not, why not? 
(8) Has the request from Western Power or Mr MacPherson been rejected by the Minister or the Government? 
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(9) If so, what are the reasons for the rejection? 

Me C.l. BARNETT replied: 

(1) Yes. 

(2)-(4) No. 

(5) Yet to be considered. 

(6)-(9) Not applicable. 

WITTENOOM - REMOVAL OF ASBESTOS TAll..INGS IN GORGES, 
MEETINGS WITH MINING COMPANlES 

128. Me GRAHAM to the Deputy Premier: 

(1) Has the Minister, his department or any of his staff had any meetings with mining 
companies regarding the removal of the asbestos tailings located in the gorges at 
Wittenoom? 

(2) If not, why oot? 

(3) If so-

(a) which companies has the Minister met with; 

(b) what was the result of the meetings? 

Me COW AN replied: 

(1) Yes. 

(2) Not applicable. 

(3) (a) Hancock Prospecting Pty Ltd and CSR. 

(b) Discussions are continuing. 

COMMISSION ON GOVERNMENT - MEETINGS WITH PREMIER 

129. Me GRAHAM to the Premier: 

(1) Has the Premier had any meetings, either formal or informal with any of the staff 
members of the Commission on Government? 

(2) If so -

(a) 

(b) 

with whom have the meetings been held; 

what matters were discussed at the meeting/s; 

(c) for what purpose was/were the meetings held? 

Me COURT replied: 

(1) No. 

(2) Not applicable. 

COMMISSION ON GOVERNMENT - MEETINGS WITH PREMIER 

130. Me GRAHAM to the Premier: 

(1) 

(2) 

Has the Premier requested any meetings, either formal or informal with any of the staff 
members of the Commission on Government? 

if so -

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

with whom have the meetings been held; 

what matters were discussed at the meeting/s; 

for what purpose was/were the meetings held? 

Me COURT replied: 

(1) No. 

(2) Not applicable. 

COMMISSION ON GOVERNMENT - MEETINGS WITH PREMIER 

131. Me GRAHAM to the Premier: 

(1) Has the Premier had any meetings, either formal or informal with any of the Commission 
on Government Commissioners? 

(2) If so-

J 

• 

J 
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(a) with whom have the meetings been held; 
(b) what matters were discussed at the meeting/s; 
(c) for what purpose was/were the meetings held? 

Mr COURT replied: 

(1)-(2) I met informally with the commissioners at the time of their appointment to thank them for accepting the task. This was prior to the commission becoming operational and discussion was limited to broadly canvassing the commission's role. The only subsequent meetings have been with the chairperson, Mr Gregor, on 21 August and 5 December 1995, for the purpose of his presenting the ftrst and second reports respectively. 
COMMISSION ON GOVERNMENT - MEETINGS WITH PREMIER 

132. Mr GRAHAM to the Premier: 
(1) Has the Premier requested any meetings, either formal or informal with any of the Commission on Government Commissioners? 
(2) If so-

(a) with whom have the meetings been held; 
(b) what matters were discussed at the meeting/s; 
(c) for what purpose was/were the meetings held? 

Mr COURT replied: 

(1)-(2) Only as detailed in the answer to question 131. ., 
COMMISSION ON GOVERNMENT - MEETINGS WITH PREMIER 

133. Mr GRAHAM to the Premier: 
(1) Has the Premier received a request from any of the staff members of the Commission on Government for any meetings, either formal or informal, with the Premier? 
(2) If so -

(a) who made the request; 
(b) for what purpose was the meeting requested; 
(c) did the meeting requested eventuate? 

Mr COURT replied: 

(1) No. 

(2) Not applicable. 

COMMISSION ON GOVERNMENT - MEETINGS WITH PREMIER 
134. Mr GRAHAM to the Premier: 

(1) Has the Premier received a request from any of the Commissioners of the Commission on Government for any meetings, either formal or informal, with the Premier? 
(2) If so-

(a) who made the request; 
(b) for what purpose was the meeting requested; 
(c) did the meeting requested eventuate? 

Mr COURT replied: 

(1)-(2) Only in respect of presentation of the commission's ftrst and second reports as explained in the answer to question 131. 
MULTICULTURAL INTERESTS, OFFICE OF - DOMESTIC VIOLENCE 

(WIFE ASSAUL 1) 
Budget Allocations; Training; Reports; Costs 

175. Dr WATSON to the Minister for Multicultural and Ethnic Affairs: 
(1) What budgets were allocated and spent on issues related to domestic violence (wife assault) in 1994-95? 
(2) What budget has been allocated for 1995-%? 
(3) What training/education/conference participation has been arranged for offtcers of the department in -
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(4) What information has been/will be compiled for public distribution in -

(a) 1994-95; 

(b) 1995-96? 

(5) Have any reports related to the issue (apart from that of the task force) been prepared in 
the last 18 months? 

(6) Is there any estimate of the costs associated with domestic violence (wife assault) as they 
impact on the Minister's portfolio? 

(7) Does the Minister intend to direct the agency to estimate those costs? 

(8) If not, why not? 

Mr OMODEI replied: 

(1)-(8) The Office of Multicultural Interests has no specific budget allocation related to domestic 
violence. OMI is responsible for ensuring that all government services are accessible to 
the ethnic community and participates in relevant forums, distributes information and 
comments on reports as they impact on the ethnic community, as appropriate. It is not 
feasible to estimate the cost associated with ensuring access to a particular government 
program or service. 

HOMESWEST - DOMESTIC VIOLENCE (WIFE ASSAULT) 
Budget Allocations; Training; Reports; Costs 

179. Dr WATSON to the Minister for Housing: 

(1) What budgets were allocated and spent on issues related to domestic violence (wife 
assault) in 1994-95? 

(2) What budget has been allocated for 1995-96? 

(3) What training/education/conference participation has been arranged for officers of the 
department in -

(a) 1994-95; 

(b) 1995-96? 

(4) What information has been/will be compiled for public distribution in -

(a) 1994-95; 

(b) 1995-96? 

(5) Have any reports related to the issue (apart from that of the task force) been prepared in 
the last 18 months? 

(6) Is there any estimate of the costs associated with domestic violence (wife assault) as they 
impact on the Minister's portfolio? 

(7) Do you intend to direct the agency to estimate those costs? 

(8) If not, why not? 

Mr KlERA TH replied; 

I note when the member asked a similar question - No 1251, Wednesday, 14 September 1994 -
spending on community housing programs for the provision of accommodation for women and 
children escaping domestic violence was not included. Homeswest is now able to provide details 
of this expenditure and I have taken this opportunity to include it. 

(1) (a) Staff training $2000 
(b) Printed material $2 317 
(c) Community housing $3157600 

(2) (a) Staff training $2 400 
(b) Printed material $3 000 
(c) Community housing $911 000 

(3) In 1994-95, Homeswest conducted four workshops on domestic violence for staff. A 
total of 37 customer service staff attended. For 1995-96, Homeswest intends to hold two 
more workshops similar to those conducted last year. The courses are scheduled for 
April and May 1996. 

(4) (a) 1994-95: "Domestic Violence: How Homeswest Can Help" (booldet); 
domestic violence chapter in Homeswest rental policy manual. 
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(b) 1995-96: "Domestic Violence: How Homeswest Can Help" (booklet). 

(5)-(7) No. 

(8) Customers are not required to reveal their personal reason for seeking housing assistance 
or improvements, consequently expenditure related to domestic violence is not identified 
separately. 

GOVERNOROFWES'IERN AUSTRALIA - PART-TIMEAPPOlNTMENT 
PROPOSAL, DISCUSSIONS WITH PREMIER OF NEW SOUTH WALES 

190. Mr GRAHAM to the Premier: 

(1) Did the Premier have any discussions with the Premier of New South Wales regarding 
the proposal of appointing a part-time Governor? 

(2) What was the nature of the discussions? 

Mr COURT replied: 

(1) No. 

(2) Not applicable. 

PREMIER - STAFF A TrENDING MEETINGS OUTSIDE PREMIER'S 
JURISDICTION WITHOUT INFORMING THE PREMIER, COMMON PRACTICE 

192. Mr GRAHAM to the Premier: 

Is it common practise for the Premier's staff to attend meetings outside the jurisdiction of the 
Premier without informing the Premier? 

Mr COURT replied: 

As the member for Pilbara will be well aware, the amount of activities that involve me and my 
office are substantial. I am therefore not always aware of meetings that my staff may be 
attending. 

EDW ARDES, COLIN - GOVERNMENT EMPLOYMENT 

193. Mr GRAHAM to the Premier: 

(1) Where is Mr Colin Edwardes currently working within government? 

(2) What is his job description? 

(3) What is his current salary? 

(4) How long has he held this position for? 

Mr COURT replied: 

(1)-(4) Mr Colin Edwardes is an officer of the Ministry of Justice on an annual salary of 
$57 400. He was appointed to his current position of Directorate Support Officer on 2 
August 1991. Mr Edwardes has indicated that he is seeking a career change away from 
the Ministry of Justice and is on temporary assignment to the Public Sector Management 
Office where he is undertaking project work, pending the outcome of applications for 
alternative positions. 

ELLIOTT, RICHARD - MEETING WITH BOB FALCONER AND DAVID GRANT IN 1994 

195. Mr GRAHAM to the Premier: 

(1) Did the Premier discuss with the Commissioner of Police his request for Mr Richard 
Elliott to attend a meeting with the commissioner and Mr David Grant in October 1994? 

(2) If so, when did the Premier first discuss this with Mr Falconer? 

Mr COURT replied: 

(1) No. 

(2) Not applicable. 

ELLIOTT, RICHARD - FORMAL QUALIFI0ATIONS 

196. Mr GRAHAM to the Premier: 

(1) What formal qualifications does Mr Richard Elliott hold? 

(2) What previous work experience does Mr Elliott have? 

(3) When did Mr Elliott become an Australian citizen? 

Mr COURT replied: 

(1) Mr Elliott holds a Bachelor of Science degree with honours and a Master of Science 
degree. 
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(2) He has 20 years' experience in the oil and gas industry and 10 years in general business 
consulting. 

(3) 1991. 

STATE AGREEMENTS - REQUIREMENT FOR PROJECTS' FLY-IN FLY OUT 
EMPLOYMENT ARRANGEMENTS TO OPERATE FROM REGIONAL CENTRES 

Mr RIPPER to the Minister for Resources Development: 

(1) Will any state agreement currently being negotiated by the State Government include a 
requirement for a proportion of a project's fly-in, fly-<>ut employment arrangements to 
operate from a regional centre? 

(2) If yes, which projects are involved? 

(3) If not, why not? 

Mr C.J. BARNETT replied: 

200. 

(1)-(3) The content of each state agreement is a matter for negotiation and agreement between 
the State and the developer. Where accommodation for the work force is concerned the 
State encourages the use of regional centres and would seek to reflect this in the 
agreement. As a target I have recently suggested that one third should be based in 
regional centres but I do not believe that this should be mandated through agreements as 
it would then be seen as a maximwn requirement by the State and could preclude greater 
numbers being achieved in specific circumstances. 

MINERALOGY PTY LTD - IRON ORE PROCESSING PLANT 
Agreement Negotiations; Agreement Bill 

Mr RIPPER to the Minister for Resources Development: 

(1) For how long has the Government been negotiating with Mineralogy Pty Ltd on the 
proposed state agreement covering its iron ore processing plant? 

(2) When does the Government expect an agreement to be reached? 

(3) What issues are delaying the finalisation of an agreement? 

(4) Will an agreement Bill covering this project be placed before Parliament for ratification 
before the next state election? 

Mr C.J. BARNETT replied: 

(1) In March 1993 the Government authorised commencement of negotiatIons with 
Mineralogy Pty Ltd on the terms and conditions for a proposed agreement 

(2) The Government cannot predict when it will reach agreement with Mineralogy on the 
terms and conditions. 

(3) There are a number of issues on which the parties presently have not reached agreement 
but this is normal in negotiations and is not considered to be delaying the finalisation of 
the agreement. 

(4) This will depend on the progress of the negotiations. 

WITTENOOM - EMERGENCY FLIGHTS BY ROYAL FLYING DOCTOR SERVICE 

241. Mr GRAHAM to the Deputy Premier: 

What is the number of emergency flights made into Wittenoom by the Royal Hying Doctor 
Service in the years -

(a) 1980; 
(b) 1981; 
(c) 1982; 
(d) 1983; 
(e) 1984; 
(f) 1985; 
(g) 1986; 
(h) 1987; 
(i) 1988; 
(j) 1989; 
(k) 1990; 
(1) 1991; 
(m) 1992; 
(n) 1993; 
(0) 1994; 
(P) 1995; 
(q) 1996? 
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Mr COWAN replied: 
(a)-(t) No records kept prior to 1986 by RFDS. 
(g)-(k) Information can be provided directly from RFDS given further time to research archives. 
(1) 1 
(m) 14 
(n) 9 
(0) 9 
(P) 4 
(q) 0 - statistics available only from 1 January 1996 to 29 January 1996. 

WORKPLACE AGREEMENTS - DRUG TESTING OF EMPLOYEES 
PROVISIONS 

296. Mr BROWN to the Minister for Labour Relations: 
(1) How many worlcplace agreements contain provisions allowing the employer to test workers for drugs? 
(2) How many workplace agreements permit contracts of employment to provide that workers undertake a test for drugs? 
(3) Does the Government support employers testing workers for drugs? 
(4) Does the Government intend to introduce legislation giving employers the right to test workers for drugs where workers do not otherwise consent to being tested? 

Mr KIERA TH replied: 
(1)-(2) This information has not been specifically collected and it would tare considerable resources to extract this type of information, therefore I am not prepared to put this request to the commissioner. If such provisions are contained in workplace agreements they are done so by agreement between the parties. 
(3) The Government supports employers complying with their obligation to provide a safe workplace, including drug testing of employees where there is evidence drug usage impacts on that obligation. 
(4) Not at this time. 

WORKPLACE AGREEMENTS - AUSTRALIAN, NO WORKER WORSE OFF 
GUARANTEE 

Workplace Agreements Act 1993 Amendment 
306. Mr BROWN to the Minister for Labour Relations: 

(1) Is the Minister aware that prior to the March 1996 federal election, the federal leader of the Liberal Party, John Howard, gave a 'rock solid guarantee' that no worker would be worse off under his Australian workplace agreements? 
(2) Is the Minister aware the federal leader of the Liberal Party, John Howard, said his guarantee meant the take home pay of a worker employed under an Australian workplace agreement would not be less than what the worker would have received under the award, including overtime, penalty rates and leave loadings? 
(3) In light of these commitments from the federal Liberal leader, does the State Government intend to amend its Workplace Agreements Act 1993 to provide that employees who enter into workplace agreements will be paid a wage not lower than the wage the worker would otherwise be entitled to under the award, including overtime, penalty rates and leave loading? 
(4) If not, why not? 

Mr KIERA TH replied: 
(1)-(2) Yes. 
(3) No. 
(4) (a) Not all employees engaged under a state workplace agreement have an award as an alternative. There would accordingly be no means of determining what the requisite minimum take home pay should be; 

(b) the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act provides an adequate safety net to underpin any state workplace agreement; and 
(c) it would be inappropriate to consider making any changes to the state legislation until details of the proposed Australian workplace agreements legislation is made public, which will only occur after the Federal Government has consulted with employers, unions and State Governments. 
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LEGAL AID COMMISSION • REVIEW 

332. Mr BROWN to the Minister representing the Attorney General: 
(1) Further to question on notice 3757 of 1995, has the review of the Legal Aid Commission 

of Western Australia commenced? 

(2) When did it commence? 

(3) When is it due to report? 

(4) Who is conducting the review? 

Mrs EDW ARDES replied: 

The Attorney General has provided the following response . 

(1) Yes. 

(2) The former Attorney General announced the review on 25 August 1995. 

(3) 31 May 1996. 

(4) The review is jointly commissioned by the State and Federal Governments. The steering 
committee comprises Richard Foster, Ministry of Justice; Carol Bahemia, Legal Aid 
Commission; Norman Reabum, commonwealth Attorney General's Office; Judy Eckert. 
Law Society; and Trish B1ake, Federation of Community Legal Centres. 

GLENVIEW, BALLAJURA • LAND SALE 

383. Mr RIEBELING to the Minister for Housing: 

(1) In relation to the sale of blocks of land at Glenview Ballajura, did the advertisement for 
the sale of the properties say the average size of blocks was 10 700 square metres and the 
average price $64 OOO? 

(2) Was it also advertised that a person who purchased the block could grow their own fruit 
trees? 

(3) Were the blocks advertised as an opportunity to "get back to nature"? 

(4) Is it a fact that overhead powerlines will run through these blocks? 

(5) Is it a fact that the actual size of the blocks after allowing for the overhead powerlines 
will be 10 000 square metres? 

(6) Why was the fact that powerlines will run through the blocks not mentioned in the 
advertisement? 

(7) Will fruit trees and vegetables planted by purchaser be allowed to remain once the 
powerlines go through? 

Mr KIERA TH replied: 

(1)-(4) Yes. 

(5) No. 

(6) The sales brochure identified that powerlines traverse the land. 

(7) Yes. 

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE 

CORPORAL PUNISHMENT - REINTRODUCTION PROPOSAL 

60. Mr McGINTY to the Premier: 

I refer the Premier to the young people seated in the public gallery today. 

(1) Will the Premier inform those young people why he believes that beating them with a cane or a 
strap will somehow or other reduce the crime rate? 

(2) Will the Premier confess to them and to this House that his enthusiasm for corporal punishment 
has nothing to do with reducing the crime rate and everything to do with the re-election of his 
Government? 

Mr COURT replied: 

I thought it was about time that the Leader of the Opposition allowed an open and rational debate in the 
community on this issue. 

Mr McGinty: The Premier's own deputy does not agree with him on this one. 

The SPEAKER: Order! That outburst is not an acceptable form of answering a question on a matter. 
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Mr McGinty: So behave yourself, Premier. 

The SPEAKER: Order! I formally call to order the Leader of the Opposition for the fIrst time. 

Mr COURT: It is a pity that the Leader of the Opposition does not allow the members in his party to have 
an open debate on this issue. 

LOCAL GOVERNMENT - BOUNDARY CHANGES PROPOSALS 

61. Mr STRICKLAND to the Minister for Local Government: 

(1) Is the Minister aware of the headline and front page articles in newspapers in the Community 
Newspaper Group stating that major local government boundary changes are proposed? 

(2) Does the Minister or his offIce have any knowledge of any such specifIc boundary change 
proposals? 

(3) Will the Minister take immediate action to clarify this matter? 

Mr OMODEI replied: 

(1)-(3) I thank the member for some notice of this question. I am aware of the articles that appeared in 
some newspapers in the Community Newspaper Group this week. I found them quite 
extraordinary. They are certainly without foundation. I wonder at the motives of the people who 
have supplied that information to the newspaper. There must be some mischievous idea behind it 
Maybe it is the local government election that is coming up. Certainly somebody has a very 
fertile imagination when it comes to the material that was provided to the newspapers. I reiterate 
what I have said both inside and outside this House, that the Government has no specifIc plans to 
redraw any local government boundary in Western Australia, let alone the QIles that were 
mentioned in those newspaper articles. There is speculation that Wanneroo should"be split, and I 
have expressed a personal view on that. 

Mr Marlborough interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Order! I formally call to order the member for Peel. 

Mr OMODEI: The fact that the City of Stirling has engaged consultants to look at its boundaries is proof 
positive that it is concerned about its size. It is also acknowledged that there has been some speculation 
about doughnut councils in Western Australia. Those matters are addressed in the report of the Structural 
Reform Advisory Committee which I received this morning. From my cursory glance at it, I think it will 
be a good blueprint for the future of local government in Western Australia. As soon as I possibly can, I 
will bring the report to the attention of the public and councils around Western Australia. 

In the meantime I advise members that the people who conducted the review in the past 18 months are of 
good standing in the community. They include Humphery Park, the Chairman of the Local Government 
Grants Commission, who chaired the committee; John Lynch, the Executive Director of the Department of 
Local Government; Rob Rowell, the President of the Western Australia Municipal Association; and the 
President of the Institute of Municipal Management, Garry Hunt They are very credible people within the 
community. I am very disappointed that the media in the northern suburbs and these newspapers, in 
particular, chose to make those statements without consulting with me or asking my views about the 
matter. 

CORPORAL PUNISHMENT - REINTRODUCTION PROPOSAL 

62. Mr McGINTY to the Premier: 

To enable to Premier to answer this question, I will provide him with a copy of it. I refer to his proposal to 
reintroduce caning in schools and, to enable the public to know details of his proposals, I ask -

(1) Does the Premier support caning preprimary and primary school children as well as secondary 
school children? 

Mr Lewis: Oh, no! 

Mr McGINTY: The member may well groan with embarrassment as a result of the Premier making a fool 
of himself. I also ask -

(2) Does the Premier envisage the caning of girls as well as boys? The public has a right to know 
this, and I will be very interested to hear the Premier's response. 

(3) What type of offences will be punishable by caning: Not wearing a school uniform; leaving 
homework at home; misbehaving in class; being late for school? 

(4) Will parental consent be required before teachers can flog students? 

(5) Does the Premier have a personal preference for the cane or the strap, and which of those is more 
likely to reduce the rate of juvenile crime? 

(6) Has the Premier's fetish for the lash been discussed at Cabinet or party room level, or is this just 
another red herring to divert attention from his failure to tackle crime? 
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The SPEAKER: Order! This seems to be an appropriate opportunity to remind members of the need to 
keep questions to one minute. This question has exceeded the limit 

Mr COURT replied: 
(1)-(6) I find the last part of the question quite objectionable. If the member for Fremantle cannot have a 

rational debate on an issue such as this, he will remain the Leader of the Opposition. 

CORPORAL PUNISHMENT - REINTRODUCTION PROPOSAL 

63. Mr McGINTY to the Premier: 

In the light of the very specific questions that I have just put to him and the need for the public to know the 
details of his proposition, I ask the Premier to give some detail of his proposal and answer the six parts of 
the previous question. 

Mr COURT replied: 

If the Leader of the Opposition does not understand what did take place, and still does take place, in some 
schools in regard to the use of the cane, he has a lot to learn. As I said, I found the last part of his question 
absolutely objectionable. 

ROADS - WOOROLOO PRISON FARM, UPGRADE FUNDING 

64. Mrs van de KLASHORST to tbe Minister Assisting tbe Minister for Justice: 

Following my representations to the Minister for Transport on behalf of the residents of W ooroloo -

Mr McGinty interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Order! I formally call to order for the second time the Leader of the Opposition. 

Mrs van de KLASHORST: Following my representations to the Minister for Transport on behalf of the 
residents of Wooroloo I have been advised that Main Roads, as part of upgrading work, will improve the 
intersection of Great Eastern Highway and the road that leads to the prison. This still leaves the actual 
prison entrance road in urgent need of upgrading. Will the Minister please advise when this will be done? 

Mr MINSON replied: 

I thank the member for the question and some notice so that I had time to clarify the details. She is quite 
right; the road very badly needs repairing and upgrading. It is on a priority list. I cannot guarantee it will 
be done this year but it will be done subject to funding over the next two years. As far as possible, we will 
involve prison labour in the repair of that road There are Government Employees Housing Authority 
houses at the Wooroloo prison site, and the Mundaring shire now raises rates from those GEHA homes. 
We hope to be able to enter into negotiations with the Mundaring Shire in the hope it will contribute 
something to the upgrading of that road. 

CORPORAL PUNISHMENT - REINTRODUCTION PROPOSAL 

65. Mr KOBELKE to the Minister for Education: 

This morning the Minister told listeners to the Peter Kennedy program on ABC Radio that he did not 
personally support the reintroduction of caning in schools, that there was no link between the abolition of 
caning in schools and the increase in juvenile crime, and that the majority of Western Australians did not 
support the reintroduction of corporal punishment. In light of the Premier's populist claptrap and that 
today he could not present details or rationally argue his case -

The SPEAKER: Order! I have noticed in recent days that a number of members have been including 
colourful adjectives in their descriptions. I am not asking the member to withdraw, but I remind members 
that it is important to ask tight, taut, relatively brief questions so that we can get relatively brief answers. 

Mr KOBELKE: Realising the Premier's embarrassment -

The SPEAKER: Order! I formally call to order the member for Nollamara. He should bring his question 
to a close. 

Mr KOBELKE: I ask -

(1) Has the Minister had any discussion with the Premier about the reintroduction of caning in 
schools? 

(2) Is there any formal proposal before the Government for either a referendum or legislation to allow 
caning to be brought back into our schools? 

Mr C.J. BARNETT replied: 

(1)-(2) In the first part of the question the member tried to imply I said certain things on radio this 
morning that were not necessarily the case. As Minister for Education I do not support the 
reintroduction of canin~. As a parent I do not support it However, it is a matter of conscience, 
and views on caning Within the community vary dramatically. The Premier has indicated that the 
matter is topical in the community. As Education Minister there is no proposal by me to 
reintroduce corporal punishment in schools. If a referendum were held the community would 
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have its say. Whether the Premier brings forward such a proposal is up to him. As I said 
yesterday there is no intention on my part to change policy in state schools or as it affects 
independent schools. If a school community, the principal, the parent, the teachers or the student 
body made a cogent, clear case for caning in their school I would consider that on merit, although 
I am not predisposed to approve it No school has done that and I doubt that one will. 

EDUCA nON DEPARTMENT - AIDS EDUCA nON COURSES IN PRIMARY 
SCHOOLS 

66. Mr JOHNSON to the Minister for Education: 

(1) Is the Minister aware that in one of our state primary schools, 10 year old children are presently 
participating in an ongoing AIDS education course? 

(2) Is the Minister aware that the course was drawn up by the Commonwealth Department of Health, 
approved by the state Department of Health and the Wanneroo City Council? 

(3) Is the Minister aware that the course asks 10 year old children to label a sexually explicit diagram 
including the back passage, etc 

(4) Does the Minister believe detailed AIDS education courses of this nature are appropriate for 
primary school students? 

Mr CJ. BARNETT replied: 

(1)-(4) I thank the member for Whitford for some notice of the question. It has allowed me to make some 
inquiries about the material. The material was commonwealth funded through the National AIDS 
Campaign. It was a Kangaroo Creek Gang program, which has been used in some schools in the 
northern suburbs. The material is very explicit and, as a parent and as Minister for Education, I 
think it is not suitable for 10 year olds in our school system. I am sure that the ~nts of children 
in the schools would be alarmed if they saw the material. My inquiries indicate that the Health 
Department did not approve the material and neither did the City of Wanneroo. I do not know 
what role the city would play in any case. An easy response would be to say that the material will 
be banned from schools as, in my view, and I think most people would agree, it is not suitable for 
10 year olds. References to anal sex and the like are not right for a 10 year old age group. 
However, it is not appropriate simply to ban it. Procedures are in place so that if such 
controversial material, particularly explicit material, is to be used in the context of health 
education programs, the responsibility is on the teacher and school representatives concerned to 
consult parents, alert them to the nature of the program, and seek their approval. I will ensure that 
those procedures are followed. I agree with the member's view that the material is not suitable for 
10 year olds. 

HOSPITALS - JooNDALUP 
Private Licensing 

67. Dr GALLOP to the Minister for Health: 

I refer the Minister to the comments of Mr Roger Yeary of the Private Hospitals' Association and the 
known concerns of the medical profession about the licensing of the proposed Joondalup Hospital as a 
private hospital: 

(1) Is it true that the only interest supporting such a licensing arrangement is the private developer 
Health Care of Australia and its financiers? 

(2) Who does the Minister represent - the people of Western Australia or the Eastern States backers of 
Health Care of Australia? 

Mr PRINCE replied: 

(1)-(2) With respect to the last question, I represent the people -

Dr Gallop: Start representing them, Minister. 

The SPEAKER: Order! 

Mr PRINCE: The people put me here and the people pay me. My time is theirs and I represent them. The 
people of Wanneroo and Joondalup deserve to have a new public hospital, and that is what they will get 

Several members interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Deputy Leader of the Opposition, order! 

Mr PRINCE: The people of the Peel area also deserve the same, as do the people of the Bunbury area, and 
that is what they will get. As I said last night, members opposite in 10 years in power were unable to 
deliver anything except a sand patch at Bunbury. We will deliver new hospitals. The licensing of the 
hospital could well be, but not necessarily will be, the same as that of Port Macquarie in New South Wales 
where private licences have been issued with conditions. 

Several members interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Order! 
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Dr Gallop interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Order! 

Dr Gallop interjected. 

[ASSEMBLY] 

The SPEAKER: Order! I fonnally call to order the Deputy Leader of the Opposition. It is outrageous to 
interject repeatedly when asked not to, and it is worse when he shouts. 

Mr PRINCE: Private licences in Port Macquarie Hospital were issued with conditions. That could well be 
the case with Joondalup. The result will be licences that provide for access by the public to the hospital as 
a public hospital. 

Several members interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Order! 

Dr Gallop interjected. 

The SPEAKER: Deputy Leader of the Opposition, order! 

Mr PRINCE: The public will receive all the necessary services that anyone would receive from a public 
hospital. How licensing is carried out is a matter for negotiation and agreement. I remind members the 
issuing of licences is a matter for the Commissioner of Health. With regard to the comments made in The 
West Australian today, I am talking about public hospitals in Wanneroo, Joondalup and Peel. I am not 
talking about any other form of licence. I am talking about a hospital which will provide services to the 
public. That is what the people want, what they expect, and what they will receive. 

WORKERS' COMPENSATION - PAYMENTS STOPPED AFIER 
NEGATIVE REPORT FROM INSURANCE DOCTOR CASE 

68. Dr HAMES to the Min~ter for Labour Relations: 

A doctor recently complained that, following a negative report from an insurance doctor, workers' 
compensation payments were immediately ceased to her patient. Her impression was that this was 
happening with increasing frequency. Is this impression correct and, if so, are changes to legislation 
required? 

Mr KIERA TH replied: 

I thank the member for raising the issue with me. I asked officers from WorkCover to contact this doctor 
to see what were the facts. I am advised that this doctor has a patient who claims that the payments were 
stopped after an adverse medical report from an insurance company doctor. I remind members that under 
section 61 of the Act that simply cannot occur unless the worker agrees or has returned to work and is 
partially or fully recovered from the injury. In any event, even if he could do that, he still must give 21 
days' notice. The Government asked the doctor to pass on the message to the patient concerned to see 
whether he would contact WorkCover so it could make inquiries on his behalf. I am unaware of any other 
cases; however, I give an assurance to the House that if there are other cases, they will be fully 
investigated I am pleased that we can feel reasonably confident that her fears are unfounded. 

WESTRAIL - CONSULTANTS, PAYMENTS; REDUNDANCY PROGRAM, 
ADDITIONAL RJNDING 

69. Mrs HALLAHAN to the Premier: 

I refer to leaked invoices that reveal that the Government is paying Westrail consultants more than $1 000 a 
day. How can the Government justify such outrageous expenditure when at the same time it is borrowing 
$IOOm to axe Westrail workers? 

Mr McGinty: Are you borrowing to go into debt to make people redundant? 

Mr COURT replied: 

No; the Leader of the Opposition does not like the Government's debt record. I will explain the situation 
with redundancies at Westrail. I do not know from where the member for Annadale got the figures. 

Mrs Hallahan: It was a memo signed by you. 

Mr COURT: I will give the member the figures. Westrail budgeted for 300 staff to exit the department 
under the severance scheme in 1995-96, and $I6.8m was allocated for that purpose. However, instead of 
300, a total of 920 employees will leave Westrail this year under the severance scheme. 

Mr Kobelke interjected. 

Mr COURT: It is their decision. Because an additional 620 people are expected to take redundancy this 
year, an additional $I8.2m is required and has been sought. I emphasize that the reduction in the Westrail 
staff levels, which was originally approved by Cabinet under the Right Track program, will not be 
exceeded. What has changed is that the redundancies are now occurring much earlier than was originally 
planned. The non-repayment of the $55m for severance in 1993-94 has not been made as originally 
planned. The reasons given for Westrail not making those repayments within the given time frames are the 
deregulation of the rail market; the transfer of interstate business to the National Rail Corporation; Westrail 
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no longer being deficit funded; and the program for the outsourcing of tasks to the private sector being 
ahead of schedule and the cost associated with that 

Several members interjected. 

Mr COURT: I will get to that point; let me finish the answer. As I said, the staff reductions are occurring 
earlier than anticipated. Those early redundancies will result in a reduction of total severance costs under 
the Right Track program from $7Om, the original Cabinet estimate, to the revised estimate of $41m. There 
have been considerable savings. The purpose of the Right Track program was to ensure that Westrail 
concentrated on its core functions - the transport of bulk freight and passengers. A major reform has taken 
place, and Westrail is now one of the most efficient rail systems in Australia 

WESTRAll. - CONSULTANTS,PAYMENTS. 
Severance Borrowing of $55m, Non-Repayment 

70. Mrs HALLAHAN to the Premier: 

I ask a supplementary question. There was a program for Westrail to repay over a three year period. 
According to the Premier's memorandum, because of outsourcing costs being higher than expected it has 
been unable make any repayment 

(1) How does the Premier justify paying more than $1 ()()() a day to consultants to carry out work that 
Westrail workers formerly carried out? 

(2) Why did his memorandum, dated in January, not give the four reasons he now gives the House 
that Westrail could not afford to make any repayment on the $55m borrowed for 1993-94? 

Mr COURT replied: 

(1)-(2) I am not aware of the particular $1 ()()() a day the member is referring to. The merftrer asked me 
about severance payments and I gave an answer which she did not like. I will make inquiries 
about the other matter the member raised. 

POLICE SERVICES - OPERA nON REASSURANCE 
Midland; Further Operations 

71. Mrs PARKER to the Minister for Police: 

Some notice of this question has been given. Operation Reassurance has been very successful when 
conducted in police regions in the north and south of the city. Has thought been given to conducting the 
operation in Midland, to the east of the city? 

Mr WIESE replied: 

During the debate on an amendment to the Address-in-Reply this morning I was very pleased to hear the 
member for Balcatta, for the flfSt time in the three years he has been in Opposition, say something positive 
about the police and what they are doing. He said that Operation Reassurance was one of the best and most 
positive ways of dealing with crime in the community. Every member in this House is aware that 
Operation Reassurance, which was conducted to the north and south of the metropolitan area, has been 
very successful. It gives me a great deal of pleasure to advise the House that further Operations 
Reassurance will be conducted in the metropolitan area. One of them will be conducted very soon in the 
Fremantle area. I have no doubt it will be very successful and I look forward to the member for Balcatta's 
acknowledging that. 

I advise the member for Helena that Midland will be the subject of ongoing operations of a similar 
organised nature in the very near future. I look forward to the result from that operation being as positive 
as the results of the other Operations Reassurance conducted in the metropolitan area. 

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AUTHORITY - SUPREME COURT 
DECISION ON COCKBURN CEMENT L 1D SHELL-SAND DREDGING 

72. Dr EDWARDS to the Premier: 

I refer to yesterday's extraordinary fmding of the state Full Court that the Environmental Protection 
Authority strayed outside its Act in recommending approval of Cockburn Cement Ltd's dredging 
operations in Cockburn Sound. 

(1) What action will the Premier be taking to remove the Chairman of the EPA, given his obvious 
conflict of interest as a former consultant to Cockburn Cement and the grossly inadequate advice 
written to favour the cement industry and ignore the needs of the environment? 

(2) Does the Premier now accept that the EPA the Government castrated two years ago with its 
legislative changes is not an environmental watchdog but rather a lapdog of industry? 

Mr COURT replied: 

(1)-(2) The member said that there was a conflict of interest, but that is not the impression I gained from 
the judgment which she referred to. If the member has evidence to the effect that that was the 
case, I suggest that she make it available. 

Mr Marlborough: He was a consultant of Cockburn Cement. 
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Mr COURT: The member for Cockbwn was a councillor of the Kwinana Town Council. Does that mean 
he has a conflict of interest in this matter? The member made certain assumptions and I suggest the 
member should have put the other part of that question to the Minister in this place who represents the 
Minister who has responsibility for this issue. 

The member for Maylands said last week that the Western Australian Government had not signed the 
United Nations Biodiversity Convention. She said nearly every other State had signed it and that Western 
Australia looked like an environmental vandal by staying outside the process and she urged the 
Government to sign the convention. I take this opportunity to advise the House that no State has signed 
that convention. The member got her facts wrong and if she can prove that there was a conflict of interest 
in the matter she raised today, all members in this House would want to know the details. 

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AUTHORITY - MINIM COVE AND 
MOORE RIVER DEVELOPMENTS, CONFIDENCE IN CHAIRMAN'S COMMENTS 

73. Dr EDWARDS to the Premier: 

As a supplementary question, how can the Premier maintain confidence in the Chairman of the 
Environmental Protection Authority when, prior to yesterday's court ruling, he has already admitted -

(1) That the EPA's approved method of disposing of toxic waste at Minim Cove is not the best 
possible solution; 

(2) That the EPA may not have carried out a thorough enough assessment of the environmental 
effects of a controversial housing development at Moore River near Guilderton? 

Point of Order 

Mr C.J. BARNETT: Mr Speaker, I request that you rule on this question. It seems to me that the 
supplementary question does not relate to dredging in Cockburn Sound but raises a new issue. Perhaps it 
should have been the topic of a separate question and not a supplementary question. 

The SPEAKER: The supplementary question abides by the new process that we are using, which provides 
that a question must relate to the theme of the previous question. Members will remember that a previous 
report of the Standing Orders and Procedure Committee was more restrictive. This question does appear to 
relate to the theme; that is, it refers to confidence in the chairman of the EPA and, while it moves away 
from that topic, it certainly relates to the EPA and therefore it is appropriate. 

Questions without Notice Resumed 

Mr COURT replied: 

I am not aware of the comments that the member has implied were made by the Chairman of the 
Environmental Protection Authority in relation to Minim Cove and the Moore River development. If the 
member puts the question on notice I will provide an answer. 

SYRINGES - VENDING MACHINES FOR DRUG ADDICTS PROPOSAL; 
DIABETICS 

74. Mr JOHNSON to the Minister for Health: 

I refer to a recent government proposal to dispense syringes to drug addicts and to install additional syringe 
facilities in and around the City of Perth. A diabetic constituent of mine who has paid for all her syringes 
over the past 22 years has contacted my office and is asking if she, too, can participate in the program and 
obtain free syringes. If not, does she have to become a drug addict before she can get free syringes? 

Mr PRINCE replied: 

I received a proposal a few weeks ago relating to the possible location of syringe vending machines in 
various locations around the city and elsewhere. Were they to be used, they would not be free. The 
syringes would be dispensed only in a fitpack, which is a plastic package that holds five syringes and a 
disposal system for the used syringes. I am reluctant to approve that proposal; I do not consider that it is 
necessarily the way to go in dealing with problems of drug addiction. Therefore, I have had discussions 
with a number of different organisations, mcluding pharmacists, who have particular concerns about the 
issue. I have decided that the best way to proceed is to form a small working party consisting of groups 
that have an interest in the subject. I have asked the member for Darlin~ Range to chair the working party 
and I hope that it will be under way very soon. Most diabetics recelve syringes through the Diabetes 
Association. I believe that they pay $5 for 100 syringes; in other words, they receive a large quantity of 
syringes for a very low price. There is no suggestion of free distribution of syringes for drug addicts. The 
Diabetes Association provides people who have that ailment with a very good service at a very reasonable 
price. Consequently, I do not see that there is a connection between the two. 


